HUbtttigrmmU,

I LOCAL. ALFA I US.

Bank,
OdOl.ftll.Ol
33,305.70

.Ions F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. C. Hr it kill, assistant treasurer.
A. F. Bcbnham.

W.

C.

A

L.

F.

effect June f>, 1904.
m.

O

Bpeuidiug,

of

Caribou,

i»

BANK

BUILDING,

EZI_t_SWORTM

Percivul Cu-hrnan

DEMAND

Hattio

of New

the

“This

take:

F^vrl L. Mason and family are spending
wceil at the Beilatty cottage at Conten-

H.,

»«»*»*•»•*••••«***•«*•*«

of bis

FREE

h

There

The painless extraction of
of teetti when others are

in it.

All work guaran-

teed for ten years.
L»r.

F. O.

are

ItliOWN i

If

can’t

you

see

them, call in

we

will show them

re

cnea

a

George
iritf

and

a

8.

Foster, of Portland, U spend
tow o«}s with Ms wife In Ellsworth

Myra Dre*«er, of Orland, spent a
u•* d*ya last week with Mrs. S. L. Lord
Mr*.

Manager,

of this

ELLSWORTH

A. W.

Dental Parlors.

5

MAIN ST.

sou

CbarlcH for several weeks.

now

Ray N. Whiting and her guest, Miss
Cooper, Lave returned to Ellsworth from
a visit to Mrs. J. A.
Peters, at Latnolne.
M i-s

DENTIST,
olUce at his house at the
opened
corner of Oak and Church
streets,
Ellsworth, one block from the Unit*riau Church, where he will be prepared
to do all Dental Work at reasonable
rates.
Amalgam Filling, 75c; Phosphate. 75c
Gutta Percha. 75c; Gold, *1 and up. !
Best Teeth, $10. Extracting, 25 and50c
has

EDWIN M. MOORE,

|

dealer In all kinds of

,

^

Fr*.h, aalt. Smoked and Drr

i

FISH.

Maine.

Cod,

Halibut and Freeh

Haddock,

Lobsters and Finnan Haddiee.
KLLSWOHTII,

Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and

Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.
Main Street,

H.W.

Ellsworth.

DUNN,

Granite and

Hrldsfv,

ME.

Ellsworth,

Mrs. 8. L.

J j

Lord,

returned

who has been in Boston

three

Frederick Hale, of Portland, and
I Eugene Hale, jr., of New York, are
guests of their parents, Senator Hale and
; wife, at the Pines.

Home
Mrs. P. 8.

Cooking

BOWDEN

announces

that she Is
at home.

prepared to take orders (or cooking
Bread. Cake. Pies, etc., of all kiuda.

Mrs. P. S. BOWDEN,
HANCOCK

HTltBKT.

RLLh WOKTII

NOTICE.
lu

KEN.
OEOKGE W. PATTEN,
LEVI W. BENNETT.

F. B.

\

I

rooming In his automoblleon bis way
to Boston from Hancock Point.
He was

accompanied

here

by Roy C. Haines.

Tbe Jerestey, the launch built by HarJordan and Hollis ti. Estey, has
been launched. She will be btted with a
Walker engine and used in the bay this
vard C.

Board of Assessors will meet the last

THKWednesday of each month at 10 o’clock
the forenoou.

passed through Ellsworth

this

summer.

Tbe Misses Frauklln, of Boston, who
have been guests of Charles A. Bellatty
and wife, left Saturday for Lewiston,

by electric power,
and every facility
for doing first-class
work promptly and

Lettering a specialty- both in shop
ana cutting records
ou stone In cetno-

I

Oor. Woe mod
Water Streets,

XLLnnUKIU.

Thk

Amkwc/n:^^

A third

and

for

the
wild

j
|

in

will

ui nee as

purpose
lands will
be

board
of

of

fixing

be

made

to Hancock

to value of lauds.

Hon. W. 8. 8hallenberger, second assispoetmasterg neral, was in the city
last Saturday making a personal investigation into the feasibility of establishing
a tw’ce-a day mail service between Ellsworth and Bluebill. If eetablished, a mail
will leave Ellsworth immediately after the
distribution of the mail arriving on the
afternoon train, returning the following

morning

in

season

to connect with

“Parada”,

of

val

of

perform-

the initial

the

and

carni-

spectacular

popular

from

gems
operas, was presented for
Woodbine cemetery.
acts

the

bent

fit

01

performance certainly met the
anticipations of those who were present,
The

and

not

credit upon its
only
promotors, hut also proves of sufficient
merit to warrant generous patronage dur-

reflected

ing
performances.
From the rise of tire curtain to the
grand finale there was not a dull moment,
the entire five

to

Pardons, to
Mb's Lora
Bat g

Treworpy came home from
Tuesday evening, after several

ir

the

entire

being

lime

occupied

fi

fully

and

sustained the

reputation

improved, and her many friends
hope for a speedy recovery.
Marry Laffin has gone to Lynn, Mass.,
where he ban

employment for a year. He
accompanied by his mother, Mrs.
Martha Laffin, and MDs Eunice Uowell,
svho goes for a visit with relatives.
F. E. Hartshorn and wife, of New Hawhs

came Saturday for a week's
ven, Conn
visit wit h A. W. Ellis and wife. Mr. and
Mrs. Hartshorn have a
host of friends

here

who

are

Hartshorn

Mr.

mail west.

Haven.

Wednesday, Aug. 17,

the Senator

The

members

of

various

tbe

classes

ACT i.

Tableau of Nations.
Manhattan*.
Soloist.Charles F.
Snow Flakes.

Japanese.
Mikado.Omar

W.

Tapley

Imperials.
Court Minuet.
Gaiety Girls.
.MUs Lucie
Floral Arch.

Soloist.

Monaghan

A.

R

participate

in

a

hose

race.

At

a

meet-

to

very

see

them.

interesting

WEST

ELLSWORTH.

Miss Martha H.

Caspar bad a birthday
parly last Wednesday.
The Harvest Home grange initiated one
new

member

Mr.

Saturday night.

Andrews

-Stackpole

the

was

and wife

guest of S. P.

Sunday.

over

Miss Cora R. Carter visitvd her
parents,
Clarendon Carter and wife.jSunday.
Mrs. William Ridley, of East Blaebill,
who has been

visiting

relatives

here for

the

past week, went home Sunday.
Masters George Cousins, of Ea*t Bluehill, and Alvin and Walter Barron, of
last

week

with

Mrs.

Phebe T. Barron.

Rev. Mr. Andrews preached at the
Dollsrdtown school house Sunday.
Elder
Wood, of Surry, t as an^appolnt meat for
brlday evening at the same place.
Mrs. Guilford Blatsdeil came from East
OriHiid Saturday to visit her brother, G.
B.

Floyd

same

$5, G.

a

pulpit Sunday eventngon the
Workings of Christianity”.

Practical

and

husband

Win. H. H. Rice Post No.

glad

gave

Ellsworth, spent
Hatpin I

family

came

with

for two

weeks.

Her

her, and returned the

day.

Carter, of Lowell, Mass.,
Barton and Burt Carter accompanied their
Gip»y (Jninp and Homo of the Gypsy Bride.
Miss Lura, from Brook)in -Saturday
Declaration by the Queen.. Miss Fannie Tower sister,
to stay a few days wit h their grandfather,
The Moon, the Coon and the Little Octoroon
Mias Ella Moran# A«a 8. BarroD.
I.k Petite >?. nuvf.Margate* Hurley
CIIt'ItCH NOTES.
Mandy.Clarence Foster
Gypsy Revelries.
Miss Garcia A.

act III.

I

METHOD I8T EPISCOPAL.
J. P. Sivionton,, pastor.

Rev.

Waiting for You, Cindy.

am

Friday, July 22—Prayer meeting.
bumiay, July 24
Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Preaching
—

Sergeant, .1.

Cunningham.
Belles,
A.

at 7.30.

Nationals.

CONGREGATIONAL.

Roy, from the Children’s Theatre, Boston.

Little

Red

Hussars.

The performance, with slight changes
in the programme, will be repeated this
evening and on Thursday and Friday
evenings, and there will be a Saturday

Rev. J. M.

Sunday service* discontinued until flrst
Sunday in September.
CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.

UNION

Rev. J.A. ScheueiLe.

Sunday, July
At
C

a

L).

10 30

—

Preaching

service at
a. m.

junior pupils of Mrs. Evening service at 7 30
Friday, July 22—Prayer meeting.
Wlggiu’s music classes this afterfollowing programme will

be rendered:

Zampa”.Herold
Sylvia Gould and Mrs. Wlggln.

Overture

March. .Joaeff Low

Joseph Hodgkins.

Song.Loeschhorn
l*3rclval Wescott.

Mazurka.,

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. IV. button, pastor.
The church 1* undergoing repairs. No
services will be held during July and
August.
_

Cal»aletta.Theo. Lack
Bertha Hopkins.
Stark
Etude.
Gerald Moore.
Loeschhorn
Evening Hymn.
Hazel Hodgkins.
Oesten
Trio.
llaruld Gould, i’erclval Wescott, Mrs. Wlggln.
Cradle Song. .Kullak
lama King,
Etude.I .chert
Natalie Salshury.
Waltz.Joseff Low
Kenneth Royal and Mrs. Wlgglu.
Marguerite. Bachmann
Harold Gould.
Swing

21

Sunday scnool at 11.30

a.m.

recital of the

at 3 the

noon

Adams, pastor.

Friday, July 22—Prayer meeting.

matinee.

COMING

Kullak
Op 62 No.:
Sylvia Gould.
No.
3.Edward MacDowell
A. D. 1620, Op H
Le I’aplllon Op 41 No. 1.Edvard Grieg
Sirs. Wiggln.
Spanish Dance.Holst
Pcrcival Wescott, Harold
Gould, Kenneth
Royal, Sadie Strout, Mrs. Wlggln.
Waltz

EVENTS.

July 19, 20, 21 and 22 at Hancock hall
Toe great Parada for benefit of Wood-

—

bine

cemetery.

Monday, Tueec.a\

and

Wednesday, July

25, 26 aud 27, at Hancock hall—Jere McAuiiffe stock company.
Tickets 10, 20
and 30 ceuts.

Monday, Aug. 8,
Annual

at

excursion

Northeast HarborSunrise council,

of

D. of L.
Excursion to
Wednesday, Aug 17
by Senator Hale hose company.
—

Rockland

Particulars later

...Engelmann

aficrrtianntnts.

—.

Our store was establ shed in the early days of
Kllsworth. l*>. You will And our sroek,complete—Toilet Articles aud everything else usually carried in first-class drug stores. Physicians*
supplies and mall orders a specialty.

LARK WOOD.

people met at G. W. Garland’s Saturday evening and passed a
pleasant aud profitable evening. There
was an ice-cream, apron and June
bug
Miss
sale, and a quilt was drawn.
Lizzie Frost held the lucky number. The
sum of |13.85 was realized to be used for
The yoong

the

improvement of the cemetery.
MOUTH

Mrs. J. D. Remick is

quite ill.

Adelbert Garland called
Trenton recently.

Mrs.
in

THE CAMPAIGN

OF THE RIVER.

on

friends

Violet Swett has returned from Bartlett’s Island, where she has been visiting
her cousins, Vina E. Kay and Jessie M.
Fullerton.

company will go to Kockland

ing held last evening it was decided to
charter the Catherine, Capt. Crockett, and
The boat will leave
run an excursion.
Ellsworth about 4 o’clock on the morning of the 17th, and arrive In Rockland
about 9, returning Friday morning. It is
probable that Ticonic eogiue company

always

talk from the

he be4

made elsewhere hi Maine.

who underwent

much

with

dances, solos, and other specialties, all beautifully costumed. Tbe
calcium light was used to good e ffect.
Little Hoy, of the Children’s theatre,
Boston, is a feature well worth seeing

Lyman,

surgical operation several days ago, is

numerous

the

No change in the schedule of the present route is contemplated.
Mr. Shallenberger has a summer cottage
noon

to

WIQG1N & MOORE, Druggists, Corner opp. Postoffice.

rooms

tant

On

Wt

Other

and
August aud
On
counties.
Washington
Tuesday,
August 9, the board will have a bearing
at Calais, and on Thursday, Aug. 11, they
will be at Macbias, concluding the trip
at
Ellsworth on Friday, August 12.
Owners of wild laud as well as county
commissioners are expected to be in attendance at these meetings to give evi-

Hale hose

have a KAZOK that is guaranteed to shave an; beard that grows, and
we agree to keep the same sharp and ready for use for a term of two
years, free of charge. They sell for *1.50 each.

decorated.

valuations of

at

at lowest prices.

of the best houses in eastern

is

a-iessors

Clarence Emery, of Mauset, oceu; pled the pulpit of the Baptist church
in the afternoon he
Sunday morning,
proached at Trenton.
Mrs. Mary E. Oakes, of 8t. Joseph, Mo., |
arrived in the city last week, and will remain for several weeks. 8be is the guest
|
of Hon. and Mrs. A. W. Greely.
E. B. Bowen

when

evening

Soloist.Mrs. Howard Walker

The next tour of the State

Rev.

!

last

ance

the American

on

Brown went
to
Tlldeu
V’slt tier cousin, Mias Caddie

Eva

Sadie Strout.

GET THE HABIT j
Ellsworth Greenhouse

paying

best

naphtha launch Narcissus, of Bos*
t >n, arrived in the river last Saturday,
having on board her owner and captain,
Dr. Charles A. French, Mrs. William
Match, Miss Eugenie Clark and Miss
Louise Harris. On Sunday afternoon t be
launch took a party of twenty-five fora
ill down the bay. She left for Rockland
on her way back to Boston early Monday
morning. While here Capt. French and
his party were guests of their cousin,
Mrs. F. W. Roll in*.

Col.

of calling telephone 512
when you want Flowers
or Plants.

the

The

weeks, returned to Ellspast
worth last Wednesday In company with
the

they well deserve it, for

damaged by the fire have been remodeled
and remitted.

her son, E. W. Lord.

Marble
Dealer and manufacturer of Monument*. Tablet*
and all kinds of
cemetery and building wurk. A large
stock of finished
work of
neweat
A new
design*.
and up-to-date polishing machine run

Kml

in

posed of representative citizens of Ellsworth and vicinity, filled Hancock ball

Music Recital.

one

tinted

Sunday morning.

Mackerel, Oyster*, Claina, dcallopa,
ampbeli & True Bid*.. East

vacation

d

are

story has been added to
commonly known as the old
bouse, containing ten of tbe best rooms.
The office has been remodeled, and now
has steel ceiling and walls beautifully

D. Lord, of Harrington,
pass, d through Ellsworth last Friday on
her way to Orland, where she is now visiting.

their

ar

Miss

Tuesday

M1«*n Florence

ever

has

what

Dr. F. F. Simonton and wife are visiting Mrs Biuionton’s parents, Fred A.
i Thayer and wife, in Charleston, for a few
days.
Charles E. Bellatty ami Leslie W. Beckwith, of Boston, who have been spending

an

pay
Up to

house, which
va*» damaged by fire iri the eaTly spring,
have been completed and Landlord (JrowTs

Mrs. Jennie

Dr. H.W. Haynes

their

t

Repairs

Mrs

her

increase in

Mias Etheiyo Dunham, of Boston, is
visiting h r grandmother, Mrs. Mery
Dunham.

1'arada.

large and appreciative audience,com-

reception.

city.

Thomas E Hale returned Saturday
from B jfiton, where she has beeu visltiug

Greely,

delivery

popular Jere McAuliffe stock
company will hold the hoards at Haucock
ball, ttie first three evenings of next week.
Iu»y 2", 26 and 27. Comedy, drama and
vaudeville of a high order will rule.
The
production on Monday evening will be
Between Love and Duty”, to be followed
by ‘‘Shamus O’Brien” and “The Belle of
Richmond”. Mr. McAuliffe is no stranger
to an Ellsworth audience, and he, with
his excellent company, is sure of a hearty

Sunday R v. J, P. Bimoiton goes to
West tfutllvan o deliver an address to the
David A. Hooper lodge, F. and A. M.

to you.

the

on

among
in tbe State.

Tbe

Mrs. K. O. Dewey and aon, of Port
land, are guests of Mias Kubie McQown.

bargains

Orono will attend.

ACT II.

Ellsworth will congratulate

oth routes
are

A

where she will

takes

maximum,

two-winks’ vacation.

calving congra*u 1st ion* on the birth of
daughter, born Tuesday.

On my show window

needed.

Baker, head clerk at C
Morang’s dry-goods store, is enjoying
Henry W. Estey

from

held

< ffect frcnu July 1.
he pay hat been ffiOO a year; the
l,Bf Congress raised the maximum to
f -<>, and the carriers of both tne routes
rut of Ellsworth have been allowed the

which

mother,

Mr. and Mrs.

one

days.
of the two rural free

t hat date

Ml-s Carrie K.
L.

Lewlsion,

for

few

tho carriers

la in the

nes*

a

routes out of

Y. B. McKenzie, of Salisbury, N.
city, called here by the ni-

i)r. N.

noon

visit

Patrons

Ciipt.OtSft Rogers and wife, of Brockwere guests of Mrs.
Dora
ton, M«*s
Foss last week.

substitute:?

thin

home.

days spent with friends there.

by Hig-

with music

Ethel Peterson and Miss Emma A.
K. Alien, aud Everett Hatch and wife, of
Purl land, Harry E. Rowe and Einbert C.
Osgood and wife, of Ellsworth, returned
Sunday from two weeks at Contention
Cove. Mr. and Mrs. Hatch returned to
Portland Monday noon. Miss Allen left

! tion Cove.

no

will be

A dance

Mi--

Capt. Frank W. Brackett, of Brooklin,
Spending bis vacation with bis wife in
this city.

Taste Tells.**

excursionists.

Northeast Harbor
gins’ orchestra.

at

is

1

teams and

Liberty will be held at Northeast Har- who participated in tbe performance, are
Monday, Aug. 8. Tne steamer Cath- doferviug the unstinted applause given
erine, Capt. O. A. Crockett, will leave them.
Tue programme o' hist evening was as
Lord’s coal wharf at 8 o’clock. Lynch’s
band, of Ellsworth Falla, will accompany fellows:

evening.

a

gave a dinner to the
at the American house.

company

bor

Mrs. A. P. Harden left Tuesday for Atlantic, where sbe will spend the summer.
Mrs. G. E. Greeley entertained a party
of young
eople at dinner last Monday

|

beat-appearing

apparatus, and ore for tin
company coming the longest distance. A
prize is also offered for a coupling race
It la understood that the two Browei

of

Laiuoine.

Hooper,

for the

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Mias Aside M. Cottle, who has been lu
St. Stephen, N. B., since last spring, is

with decorated

The aunual excursion of the Daughters

of

York, it
the gufat of Mrs. Emma McFarland.
Mrs.

of

Included in the party were: F. R. Bitter,
E. L. Bunelt and urife, E. 11. Dunn and
wiA Miss A. Bartlett, O. S. Krupper and
E. H. Watson.

toe truest

guest

Sunday Paymaster T. W. Leutze,

Minneapolis,
Officer** of his strip

Or. Harvard Greoly in at Bangor attending the State dental convention.

BEST.

THE!

kl

the

offered

The

room.

the

of Miss Fannie E. Hail.
Master Arthur Farcher is

«

yet.

Amusement Co.

The schooner Wesley Abbott sailed
Jonesboro Sunday for Jersey City
w ith staves.
The schooner Hattie Lorlng
loaded staves last week from Steuben for
Portland. Beth were for C. J. Treworgyy.
of Ellsworth Falla.

I .50 per year in advance.
Mr*.

and

from

Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. II. I.eland, .J. A. Thompson
and H. W. Iistey.
Single copies,
5
cents;
subscription price

General Insurance, Real Estate, Investments

Fielding

large

THE AMERICAN is on salt; in

I
I$

Whiting

have it metalled In its rooms.
It is the
lUteution of toe club to remove the partitions oti the second door, and make one

Mall trains arrives from the west at 6 17 a m,
1138 ami 6.16 p m. 1-eave for the west at 8 83,
ftJft and 10.38 p m.
Mall closes lor the west at
2 OC, ft 00 and y 00 p. m.

TAPLEY,

K.

Mrs. Q. P. DuttO'i entertained last Friday evtn ng a party of friends in honor
of her guests, Mrs. Stearns and
her
daughter, Miss Anna Stearns, of Bangor.
The Stearns go to Hancock Point
to-day.
The Dirigo club has purchased a new
billiard table, aud will as soon as possible

SUNDAY.

MASON,

guest of 8.

E. Cooke left Saturday for New York
to begin rehenrsa'a at
the
Broadway
theatre for “Wedded hut No Wife”. The
company opens its tour at the Euclid
Avenue theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 20.
Tlds la Mr. Cook’s aecond season with

Going Kant—ft 4ft, 7.00 a m, S.50, ft.43 p m.
GOING What—11.80 a t*», 1.53, 3 00, 9 00 p m-

In view of the fact that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of the recent disaster at Baltimore and the Ilnaucial condition of
Are insurance companies, we are pleased to announce to our customers that
we have been advised bv all of our companies that the recent losses
will not.
Impair their capital and that a large surplus will be left for the protection of
sll their policy holders. We suggest that you look over your policies at this
time, anil if in need of further protection we tender you the services of onr
Yonrs respectfully,
dike.

although there lit nothing dtfltih
One or two bands will aecompnrr
the excursionists. Kockland is plannlnj
for one of the largest celebratlonH ant
firemen’s musters It ever held.
Lsrg<
purses are offered for all classes, especial!:
In the band tub contest.
ii
A prize

Dlghton,

of North

K.

mail closes at post office.

To Our Fire Insurance Customers.

will go,

wife.

AT ELLSWORTH rONT OFFICE

doiso East—« 17, *1 a in. 12.83, 4 20.6 16 p
Going West—111~ a m. 2 2 :# 5 35, 10.43 p m.

seuator

hh

Ko«e,

Maude

will he the

the

In

guests of

ban been spending several
wei.-ka with her brother at Schoodfc, Is expected in Ellsworth this evening. Bbe

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

NOTE Those desiring Home Savings Hunks will l>e supplied with
them on application.

W.

Miss

be

Mane., who

Building A»»o-State

—

TBfSTKES:

O.

ami

Admr notice-K*t .Tames Twvnhim.
Artme noilce—Kst ft«*nj Kni/.ier
Kxec notice— R*t owes Hyrn.
Hanrock house- Glrh warned.
K H GouM—Hof*** and carrlrges for sale.
Hancoex hull- -lere McAultflfo.
A W Ureeiy— Jeweler.
Franklin, Mb:
C W Cook—House for sale or to let.
Itaciit.ATKK, N Y
IMnnncle Seed A
Salesmen
Nursery Co

ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,
6»s paid regular semi annual dividends amounting to
Surplus above all liabi'itie*
Loans only on nnquesi ionable security (not names alone).

>’ B. Cooliook, President,
C. C. BruuiLt, treasurer,

Loan

Ellsworth

Hancock County Savings

they will
William P. Frye.

ADVKKTINKM KNTH TftIM WEICK.

NKW

THE OLD RELIABLE

/

where

AGAINST

Bugs,

Worms,

will soon be open.
the munition* of

KOKUEAUX M1XTIEE,

suppose,” said Mrs. Upperton, “you
thoroughly familiar with the duties of
“Ol am, ma’am,” replied the
a cook.”
applicant. “Can you make mayonuaise
dressing?” asked the prospective employer. “No, ma’am; Ol only do plain
sewin’,” answered the cook lady. “Ol

HELLEBOKK

KlltO BI G POTATO GROWER,

8ULPHATE|COPPKR.
PARIS GREEN,

“I

Blight,

We have all
war such as

BLIE VITRIOL,
LONDON PURPLE,

INSECT POWDER.

PLANT FOOD.

are

have all

me own

dresses

made.”

FOR hALK AT

Parcher’s Drug Store.
Telephone Gall, Mu.

Store open

5!M.

Sunday* from 8 a. m to 8 p.
Remember our free delivery.

m.

CHRISTIAN

ftlntnal Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

men; unles* there b« who tblak
Prom Cow per

r»KT*T Mo-ting Topic- For
Bi'kIbiiIhk Jalr

Ihr

Wfft

EDITED BT “AUWT

-4.

Topic.—How to break down the spirit 01
-Jas it, 1-9; Matt, xxitl, 8-12.
If we were asked the question,
•Where doeg the c&ate system prevail
to the greatest extent and to the greatnet
we
detriment to human life ?*
would respond, “In India.”
The answer would be correct. The system ot
caste or of the separation of the people Into classes with impassable gulfs
between them has been the curse of
India for centuries. Here the system
of caste has reached its highest development, to the greatest detriment of
the people, socially, politically and industrially. Next to India the caste
ajrstem has been more thoroughly developed in countries where despotic
aud monarchical forms of government
But
have existed and do still exist.
let us thank God that the system of
caste is being gradually undermined.
In England, Germany and France the
aristocratic « !as-*-s are being leveled
down, while the common people are
being leveled up, with the result that
class distinctions are less and less
marked and influential.
And even In
India tfy?re are not wanting signs that
the system of caste is being strongly
affected by English rule and the gospel
of Christ. God speed the day when it
■hall fall like a house built of sand
under the storm of God's " rath.
In America we would expect to see
no class sys'-m. but, alas, even here,
vre have the spirit of caste, if not a
developed <-aste system. How often
we
hear the expression “the classes
and the masses,” “the capitalists and
the laborers." as if they were separat
Bu:
and distinct < lasses of people.
the saving grace <>f this fact in on
land is the constant exchange of places
One day a man may belong to tin
mass*** and the next day to the class*and vice versa one day he may be a
laborer, the next a capitalist and vhv
Wm.
The spirit of Industrial < ast«
Will not he very ruinous as long stanch changes are possible.
But w.
also have r social caste spirit “Our
met" is a common phrase.
But probably the worst form of the
fiaste spirit in our land is the financial
•ne. The rich man is looked upon as a
^Mnigod, wink* the poor man is shown
tnto a back seat, even in our churches.
James cries out against it. and so
What is more disgusting
Should we.
than to see a man who is ignorant,
and
sometimes even vulgar
coarse
Wielding undue influence in church,
atate and society simply because he has
sacrificed everything in life to lay up
money or because by some book or
crook he has suddenly grown rib?
Kot that a man. simply because he bas
money, should have no place In the af
fairs of life but only bis just pirne
Why should money ride over character,
brains, ability and great achievements
In the pursuits of life where money is
not a reward for service?
It should
not. but it lias grown in doing so until
today it would be a dangerous and
threatening element in our national life
were it not for two other factors that
need to be considered—(1) God and <2>
tde middie classes.
As long us the
Lord is our God and we continue to
have a strong, healthy middle class, we
Heed fear no evil, though Mammon L**
the ruling god of so many who cringe
and cower before the golden calf even
in greater humiliation than did the an
cient Israelites.
How may this spirit of caste in our
land be broken down? Two methods
are suggested.
(It The people should
ot unduly exalt men who occupy important positions or those who are rich.
The church, the stn,te and society
Should treat every man as a man. regardless of whether he is rich or j>oor
or In high or low position.
God is no
Inspector of persons.
Why should we
be? (2) Those who for the time occupy
high place or possess great wealth
Should rente; i*»r that "one is their
Boaster. even Christ” and that with
God as their common Father ail men
The fatherhood of God
are brethren
and the brotherhood of man should
Stake it Impossible for any man to
take advantage of his position in life
to Impose upon his fellow men, to degrade and humiliate them to suit his
whims and purposes.
The man who
does so will find that God will take
a pan in the game before it is finished
READINGS.

Lev. xlx. 15; Deut. i, 17; xvi, 10Prov. xxlv, 23; Matt vi, 24; Luke xv.
11-22; xvi, ID-31; John xiii, 15, 16; xvii,
20, 21.
Four Id^aln.

There are four ideals which I know
all have before us in the work of
the Endeavor society. One is that we
should be centers of Bible study and
that each member should be an intelligent and growing Bible student. The
second is that we should be centers of
personal work and that each member
should Ito active individually in winning others to Christ. The third is
that we should be schools of Christian
giving and that each member should
become a systematic proportionate aud
Joyful giver. And the fourth is that
we should be centers of missionary interest and activity from which many
missionaries would go out to the home
and foreign fields aud many workers
develop missionary Interest in the
home church.—Robert E. Speer.
we

la Turkey.

Turkey has seventy-five societies, in
spite of Turkish oppression, which will
not allow constitutions to be signed,
badges to be worn or even the word
“society” to be used. The Caesarea society was obliged at one time to burn
Its records.—Irish Endeavorer.

in It

before you reach the last I'ne.
OOHE WITH

Maay Toa*«e«.

The Christian Endeavor pledge has
hdm translated and printed in more
than fifty languages to the extent of
mere than fifty milllons«of copies.

^

Do you know-, “Slater B.M, that the entire contribution* to the column this
week are “treasures’-? And to think I
the midst of the busiest season on the
farm you should find time to send u* all a
good word, and tell us to be busy resting'
I have your Idea; when we re*? we ought

The sunshine laughs at the long past rain.
And the tooth that ached hath lost Us pain—
That's what our troubles grow to.

i
j
!

j
j
!

1

Where are the clothes that we used to wear ?
Where are the burdens we used to bear?
Where is the bald-head’s curling hair?
Uoue whore the pins disappear to,
For the style has changed and the clothes are
The ekle* arc wearing a brighter blue,
The hair dwtn'j snarl as it used to do.
And the p trtlng has grown more clear,

to let tec
down. If

“bay”.
tin

too.

Where are the hill* that our peace distressed?
Where 1- li*e pin that the baby "blessed?"
Wb* re are the doves Id last year’s nest?
Where have the pins all gone to?
On the old bills paid are the new ones thrown.
The baby’s at school with her pi OS outgrown,
And the squabs are running a nest of their

bring ’em back If you

You can’t

want

to.

We can stand the smart of yesterday.
To day's worse Ills we can drive away ;
What’s was and is brings no dismay
For pisl an I present sorrow;
But the burdens that make us groan and sweat,
i The troubles that make u<* fume and fret.
Are the things that haven’t happened yet—
The pins that well find to-morrow.
—Robert J. Burdette.

The foil

»w

Dear M. B. Sisters:
It really !*«*ems

too bad for Aunt Madge’s
utterly desert her, that she does
much as a cooking recipe left In

to

so

have as
“that draluer", hut don't you thiuk that It was
very kind of her to wish for us to have such a
delightful time these beautiful summer days?
Alter we had neglected her so shamefully, 1
enjoyed that sweet little poem even If It did re1 planned to
mind rue of my shortcomings
j help her all that I possibly could, while the
bu usee leaning,
were
first rate hou»ekee|*er*
but 1 have learned that U Is “one thing to plan
j and another thing to execute",
1 have not taken a vacation, nor done any
; dressmaking, but I have lieen hindered In va! rloue ways. 1 .do like to read “Aunt Marla's"
letters. 1 atn glad that sire Is blessed with such
an
overflow of spirits that she Is obliged to
write often. 1 fancy that newly “fixed"kitchen
i must look fine.
1 would like to call ami see her some morning.
I might give her a doughnut recipe, which I
have lately discovered, for her to try; they
might be good enough to fry in one of those
new rpidera, but 1 have not forgotten about
Esther’*” pie crust yet, and 1 am a Hale timid
not

|

!
|

about

uttering

her

recipe.

a

1 think that those kernels of wheat which
Aunt Madge sifted from “Sister B.V* letter
were of the very finest quality, and 1 hope that
every oue of them fell on good ground and that
they wlil. In due time, bring forth an abuud.
aoce of golden grain.
There is oue thing that 1 cannot agree to do.
not even to please “Sister B.” and “fi>. J. V.”;
allow my curtains to remain up even,
Is,
lugs. 1 will admit that It looks very cheerful to
those who may be panelug by the house, but 1
lruaglup *»o many unpleasant things that 1 am
much happier when the shades are drnwn down
and the bugtieara are shut out
It must be a very comfortable sensation to
feel that your house Is so epick and span clean
that.the sunshine will not reveal any dust. I
would like to experience tl for one week at
least, aud see how it would seem, but 1 do not
think that It Is wise to be miserable even if the
sunlight does disclose some festoons which
that

to

were not

placed there for ornamental purposes,

less dust and disorder
generally; although It Is very anuuyliig loan
orderly person, It Is best to thiuk that there
might be much worse trials to bear.
Did l hear some reader say, there, you have
written enough for this time. If they have not
will feel like aaylng It when they
or

If there Is

more

or

they probably

read tills letter, so I will conclude with a recipe
Ml
for Aunt Madge |
Leans Pie—One thick slice ol bread without cru-t, soaked in 1 cut) of cold water, piece
of hultcr size of au I'yz. 1 cup user, yolk of
rrost
2 eggs, grated rind and juice ol 1 lemon.
with whites of the eggs amt sugar beaten still.
Alexia.

Thanks for the recipe, and you were deyou thought you beard any read"Alexia, you have
er of the column say:
ceived if
written

enough.”

Now, “Trixy,” you can start several
alphabetical series of quotations, for
two good friends have remembered your
request this wtek, and by answering your
inquiry I teceived this nice personal
more

letter:
Dear Aunt Madge:
1 have often thought I would write you a personal letter, telling you how much 1 enjoy the
lielpluland
M. B. C.; it is true to Us motto

Hopeful.
I send Trixy two quotations:
Join hands. Let brethren dwell In unity;
Let kith and kin stand close as our shteld wall.
Who breaks us then?

Judge thou

me

by wbat I

ho shalt thou find
Irom.

me

am.

fairest.

Through the year with Tennyson.

B. E. 8.

Your

bring

“It is true to lta motto”
good cheer. Thank yon moat

words
me

_

Dear Friendi of the Jf. B. Column
In looking tor quotations in MJ" for the
benefit of "Trixy" I find in Milton, Samson

Agonlslea:
"Just

are

the ways of God and

justifiable to

<-r>> vh;. !!*»..

••>

i. <>!c<

r, ana

whole nervou* ten-don »la k
we don’t do much farming we
auitt Mahuk

Crop

I

litre n

Ilnya.

“Do you mind tolling mo/* I said.
looking In open worn!or at Alicia’*
calico gown and rural hat. ‘‘what you
wearing that get up for?”
“Doesn’t It seem suitable to a farm
house iu the country?” she inquired,
with obvious satisfaction In her cos

are

tunic.

why white lawny stuff,
with embroidery am! things, the kind
yon usually wear, wouldn't lie <julto

j

cun’t

**l

as

see

unostentatious/* 1 said discontent

edly.
Alicia leaned near to me.
Really
she ought not to put that klssabh*
mouth of hers so close to even a inur
rted man.
Then she whispered dra-

matically:
‘Tin poor. I’ve lost every cent/*
Alicia is
“What!” I cried, aghast.
not fitted for |poverty.
!*m
Not truly, you
know.
“Sli!
making believe. I want to meet a few
men and know they are not fortune
hunters.”
“Humanity is more decent than you
usually suppose it,” I said dryly.
TIiere are a few ripping good poor
fellows in our own set. untainted by
self seeking, though that guardian aunt
of yours won’t let you believe it/’
Welt, hut here.” said Alicia, with
such satisfaction that 1 knew at oo< e
s une one was on the tapis—“here one
••an l»e absolutely sure.”
“Whom have you met?” 1 asked

“There Is evk>iu.y ,».i «*i A*neu|w Idea
abroad coo<ernlnf; ti.<* k;.i rvtntti&g Oi a man who ha*
tin* banana crop.''
been for seven years on a plantation in
Honduras.
sternly.
"The statement that four or five j
No one,
Rffiu Alicia obstinately.
crop* of bananas are harvested a pear Rut the next moment she blushed rosi
Is entirely incorrect
A crop is bar
ly as n tail, sun browned young man
Tested on an average of every fifteen
catnc slowly up tin* wide steps of the
days throughout the year. Each thrifty
piazza. A red handkerchief knotted
banana plant has many suckers or
round his columnar throat and a wide
stalks growing from a single root nt
hat set slightly a-tlll gave a pScttir
the same time. One or more bunches
1 am bound t<*
st|ue finish to him.
of the ripening fruit are cut from n sin
-Imit he looked attractive.
gle stalk, while the other stalks grow
"Mr. RoU'rts
said Alicia, **l want
ing from the same root are left Mn to have
you meet uiy friend, Mr. Ham
touched, and in fifteen days another of lin Johnson. His wife comes out to
the stalks is shorn of its fruit. Thihoard here next week.”
\ rocess continues incessantly during
“You are down to have a look at the
In July and August it is
the year.
lay of our country?” suggested Rob
necessary to cut off the ripening bunch
ertn. holding out n strong tanned hand
es every ten days, while in December
and nearly smashing mine In it.
and January about once a month is \
As he sjM»ke Alicia vanished. 8be re
sufficient, the average throughout the
turned immediately with a huge pan of
fifteen
being
year
practically
days/’—
green peas and, seating herself on the
Mexican Herald.
step, began shelling them as industriottaly as though her future depended
W ho H>r« Thryt
on it
Roberts promptly Joined her.
To one great fact do all the most an
while I discontentedly dmpi>ed into
dent epochs of history l**ar witness,
Alicia’s hammock. Alicia was too ut
one and al! they prove the existence in
leriy unlike her bored and enuuied
a yet more remote past of an already
self. She laughed now lu low rippb*s
advanced civilization such as could only
and then lifted the shining eyes of n
have Imm-vi gradually attained after ioug
child to Roberts* earnest and altogethand arduous groping.
Who were the
er too handsome fact?.
It would never
inaugurators of this civilization: Who do, 1 told
myself, to permit Alicia to
were
the earliest inhabitants of the
throw herself away on an uncongenial
earth? To what biological conditions
rustic*.
were they
were
What
the
subject?
1
the next two days I criticised
physical and climatic conditions of the ? Roberts
fiercely to myself. I could not
when
lived?
what
flora
globe
they
By
but admit that he was manly, that bo
ami fauna were they surrounded : But
seemed capable of taking on polish
science pushes her inquiry yet further.
and that his grammar, while not of the
She desires to know the origin of the
best (lie made breaks occasionally),
human race- when, how and why men
was reasonably good. He openly and
first appeared upon the earth, for. from
adored Alicia, who proudly
whatever point of view he is consider- frankly
aired her poverty and exulted in her
of
man
must
have
had
ed.
a
ntsvsslty
captivation of a man who must indeed
beginning.—“Manners ami Monuments love her for herself alone.
of Prehistoric PeopCea.”
Rut I could not l>oar the thought of
It all At last, for I saw matters were
f ltmhinit a Coroanol Tree.
Cocoanuts when ripe fall to the approaching a climax. 1 determined to
ground and when necessary are pluck- appeal to Roberts' generosity.
I got him off on n day’s fishing, ami
ed by men who climb up. It sometimes
as we came homeward I prepared my
makes one’s blood run cold to se<> them
run up the trees like moonkeys.
Two appeal. I led the conversation up to
ways are practiced for mounting the marriage by beginning to talk of home
trunk. Iu the case of a small tree, or Yes; his father and mother were living, he said. Yes; the old folks did
at uu odd moment, the man walks up
the trunk, keeping his feet fiat against miss him. but he got an extra good
it and throwing his weight back from chance to get a job with Farmer Ketit as much as possible, retaining Ids terer, and he guessed they could stand
position at the same time by the ten- It awhile longer.
“I suppose.” I said bravely, “that
sion of his anus. The other and safer
plan is to pass a loop of cord around some day you will lie thinking of marthe feet, which are thus kept close to
riage, Just as they did once.”
He shot a peculiar glance at me.
getber. and grasp the trunk of the tree,
“And when you do marry,” 1 purthe arms In the meantime assisting
the climber, who moves upward in a sued. "of coui-hc you want everything
fair
and aboveboard.
You want no
series of Jumps.
chance for 111 feeling or mischief makers
to creep between you and your
Tree Hllla Tree.
wife because there was any misappreA Victoria clergyman bail an orange
and a pine tree In Uls garden.
One hension at the beginning.”
He turned red under his tan.
spring It wus noticed that the orange
tree was drooping, and on digging
“Misapprehension? How could there
down he fopnd that the roots of the be? What do you mean anyway?"
The guilty look on Ilia face gave me
pine, which stood at some distance,
had twisted around the taproot of the a sudden insight into the matter. Alas,
This Innocent rustle lovjioor Alicia!
orange tree and were strangling it to
death.
The offending roots were un- er belonged to the very class of men
she
most
abhorred.
He knew who she
twisted and cut away, and the drooping plant revlied. The tree eventually was. and he had deliberately let her
died.
Tin-1: on digging down at a play her poor little play before him.
“You know who Miss Alicia Gordon
greater depth the clergyman found the
pine had attacked the orange root low- is?"
"Yes, I do," he answered doggedly.
er down and accomplished Its murder“She Is Alicia Van Anderson, the heirous end.
ess and society woman.”
A Riot to the tntasei.
“And knowing tills as you do.” I
There Is a superstition which says said, bursting with natural indignathat engaged couples who are photo- tion, "you dare to let yourself make
graphed together never get married. love to her, to let her believe you honSuperstition Is gradually dying down, est”—
so that few would t e kept back by an
"1 hold myself honest,” he returned
old woman's saying.
There Is, how- quietly.
“A man cannot be considered honever, one thing which should keep engaged couples from being photographed est," I said 8teruly. “who courts a wotogether, and that Is the thought that man under false pretenses. Y'ou are
If either or both .should marry some letting Miss Van Anderson think that
one else the fewer tokens there are of
you love her for lierself alone.”
“And you would argue that I love
previous love affairs the greater is the
chance of happiness In the hnal choice. her for her money!” be said in a tone
of bitter sarcasm.
Til Other Extreme,
“It looks that way,” I retorted anParke—Poor Pllter!
His wife Is a grily.
“I mean to let her know the
spendthrift. Ib there anything worse, whole truth unless you have good
I wonder, than a wife that's too ex- sense and manhood
enough to quietly
travagant? Tame—Oh,
one that's
withdraw. You don't want that ugly
too economical!—Brooklyn Life.
name fortune hunter* applied to you.
do you?"
Ten thousand demons gnawing away at one's
“No. I don't want that applied to
vitals couldn't be much worse than the tortun •
me.” said Roberta, punching holes in
of Itching piles.
Yet there's e cure.
Dosr.'s
the moss with his rod, for we bad got
Ointment never tails.—Adr!
«

ing letter wll» also be much
I enjoyed.
aid glad you persevered in
writiDg it, “Alexia,” even though you had
**o many interruptions.

helper*

your

-o

quaintness

THE* FIS A.
Where Is the thill! of last right's fear?
Where is the stain of last week’s tear?
Where Is the tooth that ached la^t year?
Gone where the lost pins go to;
for U*t night'* riddle Is nl' made plain.

By Clinton Dangerfield

your

Dear Aunt Mndg*
Here we are tn the midst of hoeing and hay
log, and If you live on a farm you know tome
thlng of what It means, for I remember you
told us last year that once your supper %a*
postponed that a load of hav coul l be haul*
in, so of course you will have patience with u*
your cc-wor-er* If we do tn the rush of the sea
son neglect you a bit
I hope we will be too wise u* neglect ourselves
and our own health this hot weather for tie
sake of keeping thing* In order and doing the
extra*. I remarked Saturday to a neighbor that
came In for an hour that 1 had been busy all
day, and had not taken time to p'ck peas for our
Sunday'* dinner
My little gratuldauehtcr said: "You are t> t
busy now, grandm-t.” I said **i»b, ye*, I a
very busy re*tin»r;** and I hop* all the har-i
will not forget to occawlonaby
working
be bu*r the »*amt* way. With love to all from
sihtek 0.
Ellsworth, July U.

Friends of the .V. B. Column:
something original In the line of
poetry, which “Alexis” has sent us, and I
know yi-u w II be amused by it as 1 have
some

The Fortune
Hunter

her blble
Frenchman never

no more,

til. <8. €. II.

near

to

ready response very much.

Here is

tbe house that by mutual conhad Rented ourselves on n log
for our discussion. "especially a* I have
asked Alicia to marry me. and she Mid
the would glee me her answer to-

all.''

totit

Trixy will be very grateful for
help, and Aunt Madge appreciate*

Dear

You will smile at

at

Quotation* to *’J“ are hard to find. Hope
other* may re«pond. Mrs Plorekcr orkk.
Seal Cove, July II.

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will bo subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will Ins rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The America*.
Ellsworth. Me.

been.

God

"

The purpose* cf this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alias t*. be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the corotno;; food, it Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium fur the In
tarchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given t; In this re*pect. Communications must t*e signed, but the name of

sincerely.
In

“Helpful and Hopeful

Its Motto:

•aptc

BIBLE

"Ju»t know?, and know*
true, a truth the brilliant

MADGE”.

not

Truth

uight."
"She will give It to you aowi" cried
clear voice, and Alicia's own baud
parted the hushes near us. "Ub, I
know It's contemptible to listen, but
when your w hole happiness depends
rn It"—
A little sob choked her sentence
We l>otb sprang up and stood staring
at her—Ilolicrto with a yearning lutentuess of gate. I hopefully.
j ”1 certainly trust." bo said slowly,
barej taking off his hat and standing
j beaded In the sunset rays, “that nothing I have done. Miss"—
j "Miss Van Anderson henceforth,"
she said sigiilSv-inily and scornfully.
! "That nothing I have done. Miss Van
Anderson"—
"Is it nothing." cried the girl, "to
j find that you bare l*cen deceiving tne
all along; that you wanted the heiress,
; not me? If only yon had come to me
an 1 wild. 'Alicia, 1 know about your
wretched money, but I mean to marry
you In spite of lt.‘ then I would have
respected you. Itut you preferred to
have tne think you took tne for » sima

|

ple country girl."
To my intense surprise Roberts coolly and audaciously caught both her
hands In his. fixing a magnetic gaze
full

goltnttn.

we

on

her face.

"Alicia," lie si id slowly, "God pity
yon. All your life you have proved
how suspicion Is bom of wealth. That
horrible taint, suspicion, blackens your
whole world. And yet. God pity me,
too, I can understand how your sou!
has been soiled by this. 1 eau pity, forgive and lose you.”
ix*ve

nr

<

uip

in*

girf.

of Interest to worker* In other
put* of to*
oounty. We would like thle to be a
Itreeolurao
but It oeetl* come effort on the port of W.
c
V. women to make It *o. it t* a column of
their
maklna, not ours and will be what they
mak,
It.
Item* anti communication* rhoultl be
«hort.
and art-, of courec, euhjeet to
approval of ih,
editor. J

t'

fOt-TM WESrrjH i R BOR.
The V* mu at the
htjme of Katherine
B. Freeman July 13. There wae an
,t.
tendance of n’netceo.
The invitation from t be Has* Harbor
V
to

entertainment and social to bo

au

giv*Q

by them Tuesday evening, July 19, wgJ)
accepted with many thank-. A goodly
number are plan' lug to go.
We were very glad to welcome
Mia*
Mary P« trie to oar ranks. Light refreshment*

were

terved and

social

a

joyed by all.
Friday evening, July 29,
Fred J. Higgma.
July 16.

we

chat

cn.

meet

with
Pkks* Sm

“From tny childhood days," said sir
Knight 8t*m,
f
was
ambitious to
tread the boards and
when I
dually
butted into the stage scenery I fell that
j
was really
due." **Well?” rjuer • 1 hU
friend, Count DsTtcs, "I was mistaken,"
continued the footsore tragedian.
*Before I had played one consecutive
night
I discovered that instead of being dus I
was a frost.”
A boon to travrUer*.
Dr
of Wil l StrawtHsrry. .Cure#

Fowler’* Kitra^t
djsenirrr, diar-

rh-**, Aca«|rVrr.«.
Perfectly harmless.

Pleasant

nausea.

to tak-.

Aritt.

nuj

weren't you honest? You lived a Ik
with mef*
*’\Vas my pose much worm* than
yours?*' said her lover coolly. ••! am
Robert Castleton, nod tuy fortune.dear
child. Is double all you can count.**
We both cried out In amazement.
Loosing Alic'a. he drew out from gn
Inner porker a locket set round with
rubles anti, pressing the spring, showed
us an rxqnlsi?
face, which 1 recog*
nlzt-d at once. “My mot her.** he said
si in ply.
“And here are letters, am! of
course 1 can offer }«>u all the proofs
\ on want by telegraph or’*—
“But how on earth’*— I stammered
To be frank.** said Hubert Cast let on
composedly. “I was sick of being hunted down by designing women who
wanted me for tbeir ugly daughters or
for themsHves. If I hadn't seen Alicia
once at the opera she would have do*
reived me as completely as I did her.**
His simple, straightforward manner.
?he casting off of every shred of the
rustic ns he talked, convinced me wholly. I burst Into a tit of ringing laughw

ter.

[The Bilior lu.-lie* eecreterlce of local new.
of the H, C. T. U. In Hancock
county, too
white rlliboner* *»ncrally. to contrlhuio
to thig
column report* of mreitDy* or Itemt that
will t-

“Lord, this Is good.” I choked “yon
two fly lag from the fortune hunters
and then making what will prove the
match of the seasonf
1 turned away, laughing still. A turn
of the road showed mv on glancing
sidewise Alicia's pretty head reposing
on the fortune hunter’s breast.

IRcSttal.

So

Deceptive.

Many Ellsworth’People* Fail

to Re-

'.aliie the’Seriousness.
Backache Is «o deceptive. mhUL
It comes and goes—keeps one guessing.
Lam tbe cause-then

cure

Nine times out of ten it

it:

from toe

comes

kidney*.
That’s wby Doan’* Kidney Pills cure it.
Cure every kidney III from backache to
diabetes.
an Ellsworth ca»e to prove it.
Mrs. John Meader (wife of John
Verier, farmer), \Wt Ellsworth, District
No. 10, says: “Noons can adequately ex*
preas In
ordinary Anglo-Saxon what I
suffered from ay back
and
kidneys.

Here’s

person is compelled

When

a

pillow

across

tb© back

to

place

a

for the almost In-

finitesimal relief that makeshift gives
a hen tbe contraction of tbe slightest cold
teat*d itself ou the Iciur, and when any
attempt to do even tbe Ua-t b t of work
brought excruciating twingee from which
suffers until all am bit iou Is lo-t, (hat
pert on naturally indorses tbe meant the
et lest employed to bring relief.
It is to
one

bn remembered that 1 consulted phystclan* and exbaustid ail nay knowledge of
bousehhuld retried e* trying to cure my1

self.

ut>*uco«M»fui

was

until

Mr. J.

U.

Gray, postmaster
Smlrr

Promptly

Acrrptrd.

Many an* the absurd t«.*ks that the
candidate* for initiation into certain
college fraternities are compelled to
perform before they are entitled to full
membership. Miss Nancy Shy Wes. an
elderly spinster whose home was in a
college
ing by

town,

was

surprised

one

morn-

visit from a youug man in
fantastic garb.
“Oood morning, madam.’* he said,
lifting his Jaunty little straw hat—it
was In the dead of winter.
“This U
Miss Shy Wee. Is it not?”
What do you want of
“Yea, sir.
UK?r
"I a oi soot here.
he replied, with
the utmost solemnity. "by the lit a Hu
ta 1‘ie io»iety to sweep your kitchen,
patnt your house, attend to your
stoves, tnllk your row or do anything
else you may want me to do. I await
your orders, madam."
Miss Nancy, who was a woman of
rant self
possession, reflected a moa

ment

“All those things have been attended
to. young man." she said, rubbing her
nose, "but you may pay off the mortgage ou my bouse."
“How much is It?”
“Four hundred dollars."
>“It shall be done, madam.”' be said,
without the slightest change in the expression of his face. "I wish you good

of Ka*t Hurry, aivi-ed
my husband to go to Wlggln & Moore’s

drug store for a box and see what effect
He was very positive
they would have.
about the benefit he had received himself,
ar.d this induced me to commence the
Now if a continuation of it
treatment.
has not brought undoubted relief I utr-t r
would have gone out of my way to recommend Doan’s Kidney Pills to more than
one of my neighbors, some of whom us d
them and tt»»n* tr»*y are ihe finest remedy
ljr the kidneyo to be had.”
For sale by all des.ero.
Pr'ce 50 cents.

Fo*ter-MIibur»» Co., Buffalo, N. Y., t-o.t
agents for the I'niUd Mates.
Betcember tbe name, Doan's, and take
no substitute.

Banking,

Uwhat your monejlwl.l
lBTe*U:d In shares of, the

A

Collar

o(

llrawo.

According to IT. Johnson, brawn Is
of uncertain etymology and Is a term
used for the "fleshy or niusculoiis
farts" of a boar from two to five years
old. This semitransparent substance,
called sometimes lantern from its similarity to horn, is a natural shield
which protects the sides of the hoar
and its vital parts from the tusks of
an

adversary.

In brawn making this is placed
round the inside of a mold and tilled In
with prepared meat. After boiling for
many hours it la turned out as a "collar of brawn.”
In Chaucer's “Tales'' the "begging
frere” says. “Give us of your brawn. If
ye have any,” and we read In old recortls of "brawne royall" for the king's
table at coronation feasts. At the revels of the Inna of courts It was a
breakfast dish at Christmas, and It
still holds Its own as an accepted

dainty.
Itr. King, the satirist about 1750 Introduces In his “Art of Cookery" a celebrated cook named Brawn as If to lmsome connection between the man
J»d the meat—i/oodon Borne Notes.

tf

Ellsworth Loan and Bnilfliim As^’a,
A
la

now

XEW SEiUES
Shares, 91 each; monisi*

open,

payments, $1 per

snare.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
•harea, give a first mortgage anil
reduce U every mouth. Monthly
pay menu and Interest together
will amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about lo year* you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

morning."
He lifted bis straw but again, bowed
profoundly and was gone.
It only remains to add that the
young man. who was the only son of
rich parents and could well afford the
sum out of his allowance, was as good
as his word.

earr

For

particular* Inquire of

U*MKY W. CUttitMAM, Sec'.
First Sat’l Bank Bid ;•

A. W.

Kino, President.

ailirrt tuiunia.
Advertisers, Publishers and Printers.

SAVE

TIME and
MONEY by

C’hailen’.s

Record

UBIHO

Books

Advertiser's Record.
Subscription Record,
Job Printer's Record.
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed ami Indexed for quick entry
and reference. Descriptive circular and price
list on application. Published by

E.

A. & W. E. CHILD,
New York.

14 Dover Street,

ELiIiBWORTH

STEAM

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.
"NO

PAY.

NO

WA8HRI."

All kinds of laundry worn done at short n
ice. Goods called for and delivered.
a. B. 1C ST NY A CO..
Ellsworth. M*
West End Bridge.

Pauper Notice.
DUE

undersigned hereby gives

•otlgitfcAj*

has contracted with the citr of Ellsworth
ir the support of the poor, during the ensuis*
their
jar, and naa made ample provision for
from
ipport. He therefore forbids all persons
actrnUhlng supplies to any pauper on kls
>unt, as without his written order be wlU P*r
Jo*M8.
Harrt
»r no goods so furnished.

0*00* OtOiO OSO?

ON THE 2:32
T. C. McClur,...

£

jlr. David Armstrong handed n telehad Just received to Ids partjrani he
-Isn't that Just like a school„,.r

girl 7”

jlr. Drainers read It nnd laughed.
suppose "lie sent It ‘collect?’
-Yes." And then both men laughed.

“I

was as

follows:

Pier Brother Davie—l am coming to
meet me at the South ataBoston. Tirana
man. The train leaves lllnkley Heights at
Boston at :£L
reaches
and
t o'clock
AUI'E ARMSTRONG.

•1 didn't know you had

a

sister, Arm-

strong
•1 haven't. Tills Is tny stepmother’s
adopted chlhl. I haven't seen her for
She was a pretty little
four years.
When tny
thing then, about flfteen.
father and his wife went abroad two
the child In a
years ago they placed
boarding school.”
.see she uses the name of Artm

Strong.”
■'Oddly enough, that Is her own
My father’s wife was a Mrs.
name.
Dana. In adopting Alice she dkl not
ebr-nge the child's name, and when
she met nnd married my father she declare! (hat Alice's name was prophetic
I must go,
of what was to come.
Bralncrd. I've barely time to reach
the station.’’
In the crowd at the terminal he
found himself shoulder to shoulder
with Hob Tennessee, the detectiveHello, nave:
Nii.

uomg away

Kxpcct my sister

on

descript Ion V* Amistrong asked, -trying to Ih» polite.
>Dob bandei] him a telegram slip, and
he read aloud. “Height, five feet five
'.Itches; wn!gh% about 130 pounds; blue
eyes, black hair, brows and lashes;
vnlform, dark blue, black silk braid;
tlsored cap with gold braid."
Mr. Armstrong, departing from his
usual habits, swore very softly. This
was the boy who brought him the
notejjfrom Alice! He put down the telegram and opened the note.
When lie
had read It. departing still more from
hts usual habits, he swore again, this
time very strongly.

*rVThat's all this talk about: George
Spicer? Tbo> say he's inherited a fortune and is gcing to marry Alice Trent
after nil.”

:

tills 2:311

He handed the letter to Dob. awl Bob
read aloud, slowly and carefully:
My Adorable Davie—I didn’t come from
Itinklev Heights.
I boarded the train at
Blankton. and It pulled out just In time
for me to shake a "day day" from the
to tho officers.
I knew they’d
wire to Dost on. but I was on to their
tricks, and I carried In my suit cose all
the rigging for a tailor maid, plus tho
"golden braid to hang adown my back."
I’ve had a proposing acquaintance with
most of the girls at H Ink ley Heights, and
the fair Alice didn’t escape. To soften her
refusal, she told me she had given her
heart to another when she was only flft*
n, and the early conqueror still held the
I mas aged to find out the whole
f*>rt.
thing and w.is shown your photo, which
his tho pla e of honor In her den.
1
didn't know then the use I'd make of t,%e
I was afraid to trust to the
kn ‘Wledge.
"tailor maid'* altogether, and you’ll admit
it was a brilliant scheme to be met at the
station by so eminent a member of the
Massachusetts bar as Mr. David Arm_
strong. And I'd got' enough of the family
history to carry my part with you all
right, all right.
I Inclose a dollar bill. Please buy some
good cigars for our friend Bob.
I'm telling you of the cinch you've got
with Alice ms a reward for the good turn
you’ve done me. Alice Is a peach, but she
hangs too high on the tree for any but the
Tours
very best, and I think you're It.
HENRY HARDY.
truly.
rear

end

MiirK
ouitrwise jack
At bo
urownmg.
Cot a case here. I!ol>?”
Finley, alias Little Freddie; known to Mr.
A jrosDit fellow from Blank"Yes.
Tcrikmm ns Chummle Charlie.
ton bonk messenger—got fifty thouBob groaned.
Then lit*. too. swore
sand on blm In cash and another fifty
j forcibly ami repeatedly. “I wasn't
In negotiable bonds."
prepared for this. The bank people
The 2:32 came slowly to n standstill,
said It was a trusted employee— been
and the passengers streamed out
w.th them over a year.”
Armstrong bail not long to wait A
lie rose, still groaning. and reached
trim, stylish figure in gray, with skirts for his hat. Then be turned
sharply to
of ankle length, and two heavy braids
“How Is It you didn’t
Armstrong.
of yllow hair tied In several places,
know* your own sister?”
big black
erhisilglrl fnsblon. with
Armstrong explained.
bows, rushed up to blm. exclaiming,
Tennessee shook his head slowly,
"Davie, Davie: Don't you know me,
groaning still more.
Davie?"’ putting up a pretty red mouth
“Don't let my sister’s name get mixto be kissed.
ed up with this. Bob.”
Armstrong was surprised, but ho
Where are
“I won't mention her.
wasn’t at all "slow,” and ns he walked
you going. Dave?” as Armstrong walkaway with his pretty sister he decided
<d out with him.
that Atlce had improved.
1 must be
“To Hinkley Heights.
'"Don't wait. Davie." pleaded Alice.
able to recognize my sister when I see
“I’m In an awful hnrry."
her hereafter.”
•Mast a minute, child. Bob wants to
But the outcome of his visit to Ilink■peak to me.”
ley Heights Is quite another story.
“Fooled some way. Dave”—
•Hiot off somewhere else perhaps."
.% Hope trim Tn«U.
"No; the 232 Is express from BlankScottish folk are proverbially canny
ton.”
and prudent In money matters, and
“Mr. Tennessee. Alice; my sister. the
following shows that the younger
Hiss Armstrong. Bob."
Is no exception to the rule:
generation
.Alice did not offer her hand nor
A teacher in a lowland school was
raise her eyes to Bob’s face as she
taking mental arithmetic with a class
murmured a faint acknowledgment.
of boys.
She asked one urchin:
"Will you take a carriage, Davie,
“IIow much would your mother
please? 1 am going to the Cunard line give you to buy four pouuds of tea at
pier. The Saxonln leavea at 330, and one and six a pound?”
1 have engaged a stateroom."
“We ne'er get sue much at once as
"You are not going alone, Alice?"
that, mum.”
“Oh, yes; mamma sent for me. She
“Never mind that. Four pounds at
Is to meet me at Queenstown.”
one and six?”
watching her bright
Armstrong,
“But we eunnu afford the one and
face, thinking It very charming, ex- six, mum.
We always hae the one
claimed suddenly. "Alice, what have and twa.”
yon duue to your eyebrows?”
What would
“Answer the question.
He was shocked at the quick paling she
give you to pay for four pounds of
of the girl's face.
tea at”—
she
••Oh. don't scold me. Davie.
mum.
auwunn
"I—I hud them darkened;
pleaded.
“What do you mean by ‘nothing?*
they are so much more becoming"—
"She’d na’ pie me ony bawbees.
"Not with your light hair,” said She'd tell me tae ask the mon tae pit
Armstrong shortly. "They don't look it doon.”
natural. Wash that off n* soon ns you
Rut suppos"Oh. dear! Oh. dear!
can. child, and don't do It again.”
iog she did?’*
There was silence in the carriage
With u pitying smile came the reply:
during the rest of the drive. Alice
can see ye've ne’er met ma uiitlisobbed softly behind her handkerchief, er, mum.”—London Tit Rita.
and Armstrong was 111 at ease. Why
wasn't he kind to the child In Just this
Mn*lc and (haractrr.
little hour they were to he together?
Herbert Spencer considers that the
Notwithstanding his dim memory of taste for music, which is largely emoh-r. she seemed to have remembered tional, !b in so ful! a sense a test of
him vary pleasantly, and she was cer- character that it Is Inherited with cutainly a charmingly affectionate little mulative intensity by successive gentiling. lie put his ana around her and erations. This naturally leads us on
drew her head to hla breast.
to the conclusion that races are more
"Here you are, sir!” called cabby, intimately affected by Its charms than
opening the door. "Shall I wait?*’
individuals.
“Yea. I'm only going to see my sis
To tube a particular Instance, we can
ter comfortably aboard."
but notice that the Germans, who,
“Please wait here. Davie." aald Alice with few exceptions, are musical to
as soon as they were on deck.
“I'll be their finger tips, are In consequence
hack In Jnst a minute."
notable for habitual cheerfulness and
She was away before be could an- for other moral
qualities which give
swer.
ne waited patiently until the tone to their domestic life.
warning came for "All ashore that's
Wo may notice, on the other hand,
going ashore.”
A smart looking hoy
that a love of music does not neceswith closely cropped, black hair, wearsarily go with artistic sense or strength
ing a trim uniform of blue, with gold of character. The Russians are most
braid on his cap, rushed
up to him.
musical, hut they have not, as a rule,
"Your sister was unable to return. Mr.
any marked appreciation of art, while
Armstrong, and sent this note. Hurry, the Japanese, whose delicate Instinct
sir; they are about to lower the plank.” for art is
proverbial, are but little InSeated iu the hansom. Mr. Armstrong
fluenced by music. Kero’s devotion to
fcastlly reviewed the past hour. He was his fiddle and Napoleon’s indifference
knnoyed and greatly dissatisfied.
He to music are also instances that there
had disapproved of the elder AmiIs no general rule on this point.
strfhig’a marriage, but nothing would
Incuse him to he other than courteous
When* I be Keaeuiblanre Was.
to his father’s wife or kind to her
Sometimes girls know bow to keep
child. He had met his stepmother but themselves from
being laired even by
a few times and
was really not at all
a lover.
Sis and Tom were sitting In
acquainted with this girl. But she had the drawing room, and she was getting
appealed to him us to a brother in a sleepy. “What time is it?-' she asked.
frankly affectionate way, and he had
He looked at bis watch and replied
teen uuwanantahly harsh. Why had that it lacked five minutes of 11, and
ne allowed that
officious boy to hurry Just then, being struck with an ides,
him off the steamer in that
way? Poor he asked. "Why )s my watch like yon,
Httle thing, how she had trembled
my pet 7“
■s he held her
against him In the car"I don’t know.”
riage!
"Because It Is very pretty.”
Bob Tennessee was waiting at Arm
“And why is my watch like yon?’
•t rung's office.
“I don’t know. I’m sure.
Why is
“Pm sour on all the world,
Dare,” yonr watch like me, my dear?"
was hts greeting.
"To think I should
"Because It won’t go,” she replied,
that Nttle rascal slip through
with a yawn.
my
hands! 1 can’t see how it was dona.”
Then the young man went home.

jet

In the

Wind”

*Tll tell you the story, though I don’t
expect yoti to believe it. I'll admit
that If I had seen It in fiction I would
have considered the author a fool to
write *11 eh an improbable ynrn. George
poor

been
lost

RTS,

WEUNUDAr, .July 2%
•*»**

LAW

IKOAMi'i.AO

ns a

more

or

church
less of

mouse.
a

WEIGHTS AND *kASC«M.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, juki a luishel of Turks Island salt shall
• «lgh 70 hounds.
ru* -1:.rniani weight of H i. shei of potatoes,
li good order and tit for
shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 poutius.
Tne standard weight of a busnol of beanBln
good order and fit for shipping, is R2 pounds.
Of wheat. beets, ruta-hag£ turnips and peas, HO
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; oi onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turn:. », rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of puranlps, >5 pounds;
of Parley ana buckwheat, *s> pound*; of oats,
*8 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted tieiow are the r-i.:
prices
at Bl Is worth.
Karasev* ean easily wi >>n from
tb< 'O what
are likely to receive s.. trade
they
or cash for their products.

lie had

waif, having

parents when he was too
to remember them.
lie hardly
youn
knew who had taken care of him, except ;.u aunt who hud educated him.
At eighteen be hud entered the count-

Country Pro.line.

his

Creamery per n> .:5 828
i>»lry
nA
4Jli
Best factory (new; per fc.igl*
Best dairy (new).. .«.18
Hutch (Imported).....
jO
Neufchatel ..as

ing r -ora of a mercantile house and
had never got more than $10 a week.
Fresh laid, per dor.
As for Alice, she was dependent on herv Poultry.
Chickens are scarce and high,
but
father, who had a hard time to get on
with a pitiful income of $l,00o a year. lower than a week ago.
George and Alice were sefudble and
made up their minds that uiey must
give each other up or lie sure of a life
of misery, lor George was an orphan
with no one to help him. George went
the Treat borne to spend Sunday
goodby. The lovers had a
harrowing time of it, for there is nothing more dreadful thau one of these
On Monday morning
long good by s.
George was obliged to go back to town
to his desk, and Alice trumped up an
excuse to go to the city and buy a few
needles and pins and such things, which
she needed to patch her wornout
out to
arul

say

25
much

Chicken*. :’0335

Fowl.J5
Hay.
Real

loose, pur tou...12 $14
Baled.lh
...

8 g||
1H

t **a« twi»i**».

Potatoes pk

25

Lettuce,
Spinach, pk

058>

»

2)

Turnips,
Meets,

bunch

10

uuncli

]o

Cabbage,

15

\,»rio.o,

iu

ounch

Bchus—perqt—
lulloweye

l*ea,
Fruit.
25 Oranges, doz
Apple®, pk
12 Lemons doz
Cram»errl*v4, qt
Strawberries, natives
12 is 15

12815

10

.35 3.45

25830

Casting a piteous appeal at
suspension of sentence,
George was hurrying to the door when
the woman cried, “Stop thief!”
The
passengers interposed between him and
furious.

Alice

for

the door, and he was not suffered to
leave the train till the woman had
been satisfied of his ideutity and his
address.
"Whether she really felt very much
outraged or was in hope that she might
bleed George, I don’t know. Be that
as It may, that afternoon a constable
entered the counting room where le
worked and arrested him for assault
on
complaint of Mary Stringfellow.
widow.
George was taken before a
magistrate and held to answer to the
charge under bail of $1,000. He could
not raise $100 to save his life and was
obliged to go to jail. The poor fellow
was locked up, and It seemed as if the
world had turned its back on him.
“The next morning the newspapers
an

or

Coflee—per ft
.16 8 25
Rio,
35
Mocha,
85
Java,
Tea—per ft—
Japan,
.450-36
.30 J 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
05 X
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B, .05
.05
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
.50
Forto Rico,
.60
Syrup,
Lumber

.06 0.08
Rice, per lb
Pickles, per gal 458.35
Olives, bottle
.250.75
Vinegar—per gal
Pure •• Pier,
.20
.05
Cracked wheat,

account

INVESTIGATED

BE

FIVE MEN ASSIGNED TO

THE

WORK—

MEASURES TAKEN TO PREVENT

Last

year

Maine

bad

tbe moet

forest fires in its bistory.
berland area of more than a

disas-

tiraquarter
million acres was burned
over, entailing
a loss beyond a million dollars.
Drought,
unprecedented in severity, bad prevailed
from April 8 to June 9, and tbe forests
were in a most inflammable condition.
There were wltLlu sixly
days 260 different flr».a in tbe burned-over
districts.
In
strong contrast with the experience of
New York in tbe Adirondacks,
only three
been

A

positively known to have
incendiary origin. Maine had
are

of

a new

law amend-

Hiory of its forest tire warden service.
But for the more efficient work done
under this law, the tire loss would have
been much greater.
To secure the information
the

basis

for

ascertain what

can

which may

protective

against future losses

such

measures

scale, and
be done to repair the
ou

a

damage already suffered, the State authorities have arranged for a
co-operative
lire-study of tbe Maine forests by the
bureau oi forestry of the United States
department of agriculture.
In accordwith its usual terms of co-operative
work, the bureau will share equally with
the State the Held expenses of this
study.
Five men have been assigned to it, and
were on the ground July 1.
The work in
tbe field will be prosecuted through the
ance

remainder of tbe

summer.

a bureau or

In Ub

Every

and llul Idlnft Materials.

statement of witnesses Is

verified,

so far as possible, by personal
investiga125
Lund>cr—per M—
8j»ruce,
13 814 Hemlock,
135 tion on tbe ground.
Hemlock,
It is ascertained
Hemlock boards, 13 #14 Clapboards—per M
whether anii-tire laws are respected or
16020 Extra sm-uce, 24026
8pruoe,
Spruce floor,
20025 Spruce, No. 1, 20 #40 violated, and the attitude of people in tbe
Pine,
20060 Clear pine,
25050 neighborhood is
learned—whether be20 #25
Kxtra pine,
50
Matched pine,
cause of or despite their
Shingles—per M—
Laths—per M—
occupations tbey
3 25
2.50 dr>ad and will
Cedar, extra
Spruce,
*'
fight fires, or whether they
2 75
2 00
Hemlock,
clear,
3d clear,
3 38 Nalls, per lb
.040.06 think them of little consequence and
1 60 Cement, per cask l 50
extra o..e,
rather wink at their occurrence.
•'
1 25 Lime, per cask
95 perhaps
No. 1,
•*
For local sentiment 1b the most power7 All
.75 Brick, per M
scoota.
White lead, pr lb .05 0.08
ful agency for causing or controlling fires.
Provisions.
—

There Is no special change to note In provisions, except lard, which has dropped lc to
10c
Beef, lb
Pork, ft.
is
.150.30
Steak, ft
Steak,
16
120.25
Chop,
Roasts,
.06
Pigs’ feet,
.080.10
Corned,
18
160.20
Tongues,
Ham, per ft
.13
Shoulder,
.05#08
Tripe,
18
Veal
Bacon,
'20
Salt
10
Steak,
10
100.14
Lard,
Roasts,
La mb
C3
Tongues, each
I2320
Mutton,
15<*25
spring lamb,
Piah.
Toe flah supply holds good with the exception
and high. The
w
hich
are
scarce
of mackerel,
lobster market Is Improving.
20
05 Clams, qt
Cod,

Haddock,
Halibut,
Mackerel, each

Finnan IIaddle

05

I63I8
263:10
12

Lobsters,
Blueflsh,

ft

Sea trout,

Fuel.

Coal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, 5003050
3 0005 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
Nut,
10001 25
Blacksmith’*
5.00
Buttings, hard

The tire risk to which

standing

invested in

timber

under most
bRzard.

capital

is exposed is at best
conditions a very formidable

It combines

inflammability,

ex-

posure fro n camp fires, smudges, careless
smokers and railroads, and scanty means

protection—all

of

ground has been clean swept, she
be materially assisted if proper
forest conditions and growth are to be reestablished within arty reasonable space
must

trous

just put into operation

If only tbe young; growth has been
killed, the problem Is very different from
that presented when the around ts swept
clean of forest. In the former case, if
there are enough seed-bearing trees left,
nature requires only protection while she
does her work of reforestation. But if
the

REOCCURRENCE.

forestry fire-study includes
scope everything pertaining to the
occurrence, results, prevention and tune*
.04
Oatmeal, per tb
.2^ liordtion of the effects of forest tires
Buckwheat, pkg
in
.04
Graham,
any region. The Held force gat tiers from
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02 >4 every
responsible source evidence conOil—per gal—
Mn seed,
.65 0.70 cerning the causes of the fires, the area
13 316
Kerosene,
burned over, and the damage done.

of time.

The field party in Maine will first inthe extent of damage which
fire has done to t he forests. Next it will
examine as to the existence of any natural reproduction of tbe original forest.
Since the worst fires were only a year ago,

vestigate

little in the way of reproduction may be
But
in tbe areas burned over.
what does appear will be carefully noted,

expected
and

in

areas

the

burned

districts

f-ame

two, three, four, five and more yearn
ago will be compared with each other and
over

with the

one-year-old

burns.

taking Bemple
so as to get the
beat general average of tbe territory, and
then counting all the seedlings and measThe
uring all the trees on these strips.
This work is

strip

acres,

done

by

laying them

off

different kinds of trees encountered aud
the varying forest conditions, as of soil*

etc., are also recorded. In this way an
estimate can bo formed of how fast natural reproduction takes place.
been finished the

When this work has

problem remains, how to get back a good,
deueej normal growing forest. This Is
accomplished in one of two ways. The
plan is adopted when the stand of
found to be open, scraggy and in
bunches, aud consists in helping nature
by protecting against fire aud stock as
first

trees is

perfectly

addition,

In

possible.

as

the

stirred, to aid natural seedbe scattered
ing, and, finally, seeds may
on bare spots.
soli may be

1UO

BCVUUU

---

Hlou

-——

ewept clean by fire and
natural reproduction is almost out of the
question. In that case tbe only resource
ground has been

1h tree

This is

planting.

a

special

branch

bureau, and one in
which great success has been achieved.
tUnce nearly all of the tiraberland of
of tbe

of the

work

Maine is

private ownership

under

results of tbe

cipal application in
individual

recommendations to

landowners.

bureau and the State
the

study,

are

made will

the

study must iirid their prinBut

as

the

co-operating in
recommendations

are

whatever

have added

to their scien-

tific value tbe weight of State interest
and

approval.

Unless burned-over
tected

and

areas

are

thus pro-

encouraged forest deteriora-

tion is inevitable.

AH

species of
tree will usurp tbe ground and postpone
for years, if not forever, a reproduction
inferior

of t he original forest. So that forest fires
not only mean Immediate and financial
loss in the destruction of timber and
young growth, but they also so alter conditions that inferior gradeB of forest take
tbe pace of
better growth. It
is
to
escape this double evil that Maine has
secured the assistance of the bureau of
forestry in the co-operative fire-study
which is now to begin.

the qualities
which
companies avoid in other risks.
With the local population indifferent or
hostile, the preservation of the forest is
almost hopeless. Tbe agents of the bureau I
of forestry are generally most efficient I
missionaries wherever tbey go, arousing
Rushvllle, Ind.
tbe people with whom they come in conMessrs. Elv Bros. •—I have been a great
tact to t lie imerest of the community in sufferer from catarrh and
hay fever and tried
preventing and putting out fires.
From many things, but found no permanent relief
20
12 314 the data wulth iLry obtain advice la until 1 found it in Ely’s Cream Balm, about
14 giv< n as to enact menl o' more
stringent eight years ago, and we have been fast friends
(Rev.) R. M. Bentley.
law- patrol rrgw atu ns, rd methods of ever since.
Messrs Ely Bros
Find enclosed 50 cents
fire tt :hMrg
for
which
send
me your Cream Balm.
I
please
7 50
Toe resultH following forest fires are
find your remedy the quickest and most perma7 50
stud‘ed to
do-n-mtno
7 50
7 50
7 0#

Flonr, Grain and Feed.
Flour still holds up with no prospects of an
Immediate drop. Corn has gone up to 70c per
bushel, but is liable to come back again any

insurance

whether

bur

*-d

or not
rr-’fi" a^ain to
The first tnqnt»y

nent cure

he

ever l*"H«i

pro "Ceaf< r*-t crop.

for cold in the heart, catarrh, etc.
Yours truly, Dell M. Potter,
Gen. Mgr Arizona Gold Mining Co#

HtJbrrtiaemtntB

time.

ms

transgression Floor—per bbl—
50055
Oats, bu
5 75 07 OO Shorts—bag— 1.15 3I 25
•ml its result. As soon as Alice saw
Mixed iee<l, bag
It she went to the Jail to see him and Corn, 100 ft bag 1 35 g40
1 30 #1 65
Corn meal, bag 1 35 3 40
was perfectly
satisfled with his ex- Cracked corn, 1 35 340 Middlings, bag
1.50
Cotton seed meal, 1 60
planation. But the affair was a bad
1 50
Gluten meal,
mixture.
Since Alice and George were
not engaged and didn't Intend to be enIn
CfetchInjc I’lKreon*
Qa^enatown.
gaged. it wasn't pleasant for her to
The ragged children of Queenstown
come forward
and explain matters,
curious
catch pigeons In a
way. Seat(leorge preferred to sluiply state that ed In a row on tht* edge of the pavehe hud made a mistake and had Inment, they each have a string stretchtended to kiss some one else. The re
ing Into the road, at the end of whtch is
suit was that he was sent up for a bun
noose
a
surrounding some tempting
dred days,
lie appealed from the debreadcrumbs. Homeless pigeons pounce
cision of the court.
Ills case did not on the meal and are as quickly Jerked
come up until Just before the expirato
the pavement by the cheering
tion of Ills time, and then the higher youths.—London Graphic,
court instead of reversing the decision
added a hundred days to the sentence.
A Caution.
"During all this time the newspapers
Reginald I love you. Madeline. For
discussed the affair, the public being
you I would give up family, position,
much Interested. The case found Its
Madeline Hold,
wealth.
Reginald!
and
and
Into
far
near,
Journals
way
Giving up family is all right: I fain
when the unfortunate though ludicrous
Give
in-law.
would be spared a mother
addition to the term of Imprisonment
up your position if you <1111 got a better
was announced
every newspaper in
one, but please hold on to your wealth.
the land had something to say about it.
We may need it.
"The day before George's time was
Thf Wrong Market.
up a man came into the prison to see
him. He had a newspaper in his hand,
Mrs. Newlywed Have you any nice
with an article announcing George's slumps this morning? Butcher—Slumps?
approaching discharge, and asked the What are they? Mrs. Newlywed—Inprisoner if he was the George Spicer deed, I don’t know, but my husband Is
named. George admitted that he was.
always talking about a slump in the
though he did so with, fear and trem- market, and I thought I should like to
bling leat some other charge was to be try some.—Philadelphia Record.
brought against him. Then the stranWhy He Didn't Par.
ger asked a dozen or more questions
4*I have bet a ilk hat with that man
about George's parentage and his
childhood. Finally he announced that five times in the last year, and he has
twenty years before George's father never paid me one of them.’’
1 didn’t know he was in
“That so?
Kad (lied in the far west and left $19,OOO In gold In trust for him. The trus- the habit of breaking his word.”
“Oh, he Isn’t; he won the beta."—
tees had been hunting for him ever
Cincinnati Times-Star.
since, and the money had grown to be
about $100.(Xs).
Becoming.
"Alice met George at the prison door
'“That dress Is becoming, my dear,”
the next day and waa surprised at his
radiant appearance. He said he was said the man who thinks he Is a diplohungry and took her to a restauran*. matist.
She looked at him coldly for a moAlice had been saving for that very
i..ent and then replied:
purpose and bad a dollar in her purse.
"Yes. It Is becoming threadbare.”
But wbeu they sat at tahie and George
ordered a ten dollar dinner, besides •»
Rain falls more frequently between
quart of champagne, she was frightened. Then he tokl her how the wind 3 o'clock and 8 o’clock In the morning
than at any other times daring the
of his affairs bad shifted."
“I don’t believe that yarn,” said tied twenty-four boars.
gave

TO

“How badly has the forest been

iier*» in:

Injured?”

BY DEPT. OP AGRICULTURE.

form

clothes.

“George was to pot off at the B street
station, while Alice was to go on to
the main depot.
You know the tunnel
is near the B street station, and the
train pulls up Just as It leaves the tunnel. George and Alice took advantage
of the darkness to indulge in a long
embrace. Passing an air hole, George
thought It was the tunnel's end and,
preferring that the other passengers
should not witness the parting, got up
and went to the door.
But, seeing his
mistake, he returned to finish the kiss.
“Without a word he sat down, put
his arm around the figure beside him,
drew' her to him and kissed her. There
was a shriek, and a few moments later
the train shot out of the tunnel. George
Spicer wan sitting in a seat beside a
strange woman. Alice sat directly behind.
“There was a racket and no mistake.
Alice couldn’t understand It.
George
saw that he had made an unfortunate
mistake, and the woman kissed was

CAUSES

of these

Loose
Baled.

|

FOREST FIRES
1904.

A

«

was
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Change
(Original.]

)<K>!0‘0<?<H0'»XX>SO*<M0rO*O" 6

The message

“A

c

By OTHO B. SEN0A
...CVpyrtgbt, liMO, by

Armstrong wished Dob would go.
He wanted to read Alice's letter.
"I spotted that girl when she first
got oft tbe train, but when I saw her
niake a hreak for you I
knew she

listener.
“My wife’s going around to-day with a
"That’s what I told you. I wouldn't*
on her shoulder,”said Jackson Trays.
have believed it myself If I hadn't chip
“Why so?” “She found one In my pocket
been George's lawyer.”
this morning.”
AKTHUR C. BRADLET.

When you pay 25 cents for

LbB’S Linsment
yc;: get the til:ST and MOST that your money
can buy.
Good for all inflammation. a!l lameness, all soreness.

nSaMB&BS

Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment
1

mean* quick
pimples, etc.

and good riddance to all skin and flesh wounds, eczema,
10 CENTS PER LARGE BOXFUL.
AT ALL

PUT UP I1Y

•

CAI.DWBLU

TRADHKSC,

SWEET, Bdngor, Me.

Boston’s World-Renowned Hotel.
It's the
It’s the

place to sleep,
place to eat

WHEN' YOU VISIT THE HUB.
THE

evere

House

BO WOO I I'd
SQUARE.
Nearest First-class Hotel to Union Station. In a central section of the
near the
icatres anil wholesale and retail stores.
Pleasant rooms $1 and upward; with bath -?2 and upward.
The best hotel table d’hote in America. Cuisine unexcelled.

city,

liThe j^unt
(Cook
Address:

iVLadge

Book,

THE

5c.

AMERICAN, Ellsworth, Me,

llaheit

f-cli>nil!ic«llT.
[,«nvln|{ that question
aside, vbatdoM lbe non. Cvrvi w DitI* mean
his
“low
ebb** of re presentation InCongTe**?
by
He 13 unjust. What state ha* eetiatore of more
Influence than the veterans Frye ami llale?
Keetl and IMntley aregone, but Maine Is still
strong In I he House, much stronger than any
of her New England neighbors, proportionately

000,000, exclusive of the <50,000,000

& t)e U:llstuovtl) ^Vincvicon.

for the Panama canal franchise.
It is never safe for a democrat to

paid

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

quote figures.

PUBLISHED

EVERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

that
there are 5,000 pianos in the farmhouses of one county in Kansas. In

AT

The

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT TBK

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

census

bureau

reports

eabscnption Price F- 00 a year; $1.00 for at*
months; 50 cents for three months; if paid
strictly In advance. $ 150, 75 and 38 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of ft per year.
Advert la Inc Rate*—s re n'Aoouble, and will
he made known ou ap; Ucatlon.

Bryan predicted that a campaign
with Parker as the candidate would
“begin with a foot race and end with
TBe country feels the same
a rout".
way, and refuses to be alarmed over
prospects of a change of administra-

Business communications should be addressed
to, anu all money orders .nadc payable to TUE
EUs
Haikxm k gocatv Piblishiro co.,
worth Maine.

Of the 1,182 delegates elected to the
democratic State convention, only 600
attended.
Of these only 157 voted
for candidate for governor. If a corresponding proportion of the party
go to the polls next September, “what
will the harvest be?”
Democratic success, according to
democrats, is a panacea for all the ills
to which flesh is heir, but Maine’s
democratic candidate for governor I
goes still further and declares that if j
the party is successful this fall, the

j

State will “blossom like a rose”.
other case of “Me and God”.

j

An-

MOON’S PHASES.

J Quarter 19

5
13

0:27

WEDNESDAY, JULY 20,

attention is called to an
article to he found in another column
giving some highly entertaining and
interesting tacts relating to Porto

Special

r+Ve

27

1904.

I

Rico, kindly funished Tuk American
by Everett W. Lord, an Ellsworth boy

edition of The of whom Ellsworth is proud,

This week’s

who is

assistant commissioner of education
of Porto Rico.

Anierh an is

it,400 copies.

Theodore

'Roosevelt,

OF NEW YOKE.
FOB VICE-PRESIDENT,

Chaei.es W. Fairbanks,
OF

INDIANA.

WILLIAM T. COBB,
of

Rockland.

For Representative to Congress,
(Third District ?
EDWIN C. BCKLEIUH.

that the trouble is
non-partizan. Nor is it at all probable,
as has been stated, that the President
has issued orders through the department of justice that the injunction
case against the beef packers must be

differences is

COUNTY TICKET.
For Senaton*.

SUMNER P. MILLS, of Stontogton.
EDWARD S. CLARK, of Eden.
Register of Probate,
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY, of Ellsworth.
For

For Sheriff,
HOWARD F

WHITCOMB,

of Ellsworth.

For

County Attorney,
CHARLES H. WOOD, of Eden.

County Commissioner,
Vi. FOSS, of Hancock.
For County Treasurer,

For

OMAR W. TAPLEY, of E.lswcrtb.

From Ellsworth.
ALEXANDER C. HAGERTHY,
of Ellsworth

Every time the democratic party
is faced with its record on a living
issue it pleads the statnte of limitations.

j

After November S, Judge Parker
how to sympathize with
a player who gets his base on balls
and then stands and watches his supporters strike out.

the limit in guaranteeing exactly 126,646 votes to the Maine democracy.

great

Mr.
democratic victory this year.
McLean will be remembered as the
vote
man who received the smallest
ever recorded for a democratic candidate for governor of Ohio.
“There was a deficit of 838,047,247
during the first year of the Dingley
tariff,” shouts a democratic organ.
That’s true, but since the Dingley
schedules went into effect the country
has paid the expenses of a war with

surplus

of 8129*

ended.

Saturday

Dec

Several

rt

18,

and

1868

unions

have

been

held

in

Bucksport
twenty first at Bucksport
at

in

1891;
io 1897.

Saturday morning, July 9, the
leading eastern democratic news-

HOUSE

Jaunt.

by

are

—

j

!

be one

the

standard, predicting
unless this was done,

Parker's defeat,
and threatening

la hereby given that Bumner P.
Mills, of Htonlrgton, has made application to the Htatc Hoar a of Her Examiners for
examination for admission to the liar at the
next session of the board to be held at Portland on the first Tuesday of An$ro»t. J»4
John B. Maimoan.
Hecirtary of the Heard.

N'OTICE

1

NOT It

p;

per
hereby
ALL
my wile, Mamie Young,
bed ami board.
she
left
sc ns

forbidden

are

on

my

to trust
account

After ibis
my
date 1 shall pay no bids of her contracting.
I'Hiu.vrmk Yocno.
North Mu Hi ran, M*
Jnly «, ltax
as

1

has

not

NPKC141. NOTICE.
iu Cmntcu locus Park.

1
trespass
life and property
DOdemand
protection
of Hancock, the
from the
to

State of
of America.
Pmktx Austin.

county

Maine, and the United

Makv

C

XOTiCfc.
HRRKBY rekssr to my m nor son. Itoncoc
H. Smith, bit lime dufl ig the remainder
of bis minority. 1 shati claim none of his
earnings nor pay any del U of hla (wntracting
after this date.
Jams* W. Smith
Ellsworth, Mr.. Jt ly 7. 1904.
Y

1

being wade

MOTIl'k.
that H

la here* y (jn#n
■^^OTICE
h ha- r.i»
of Ellsvr-

j

v. Moor*.
application t«
the State Board of Bar Ksstuinera for exatmnation for *rfm ;.*iois to h- Bar at the mil
session of the ii «irl to be held at Portland on

the Oral

Tuesday of August. IIM.

Joa* B. Mai>i«a*.

Secretary of the Board.
NOTICK.
WIFE. Margaret M. Robertson. hat inf
left my bed and board wit bout jost
cause or provoea Ion. I hereby forbid all peraona harboring or trusting her on my account,
aa I shall pay no bills of her contraction after
'iaoaua K. KomiUrraoM, Ja.
thta date
Sorrento. Me., July 9. 1904.

MY

of the social and musical evenla of

NOTH*.

Kcehnn.

la

Among

the recent

the

yachts

which

given that the Flying
*0 called. In the town of
Trenton, will be op for repairs on August I,
1904. until further notice. Per order of ?wleetmen.
J. D. HKMt a.
Chairman
Trenton. July • 1904.
hereby
Place Bridge.
N'’OTITIC

to arrive l«
defended

j

36fcrrtisnnmts.

j

j

itpfrial Sotioft.
NOTICfH

he Bar Harbor choral

society which will be given at the Casino
The
Wednesday evening, August 3.
lolofet will be Medame Lilian Blative*?,
soprano, and Francis H jg^rs, baritone
Waiter l)atnrc9cb ha* consented lo assist
Mr. Hornsey in conducting.
An orchestra
>f about twenty pieces, among them some
>f the beat inatrumeotaltata In
New
England, will be engaged.
Some of the moat prominent
lad tee
iraong the summer colony arc ou the Hat
st patronesses, and I be affair promiaee to

dory'

I \ORY Picked up adrift one 14 foot
I 7 Owner can have same by proriog property and paving charges. Apply to Maynard
HoDoaixs, East Lamoine.

a

close and

Elaboate arrangements

Serlw of Drowning Accidents.
Arthur Hideout, aged t ae.ity-tbree, and
Bert Young, thirty-two, of North Orrington, were drowned in the river off the
Arctic Ice house* in North Orrington
some
time during
Wednesday night.
Their bodies bad not been recovered up to
Thursday night. Young ia married.
B. O Henneberry, cashier of the Fort
Kent Trust Co., was drowned in the 8..
John river leal Tuesday. Mr. Henneberry
was eroding on the ferry boat and seeing
some
logs coming toward the boat
attempted to fend th«m off with a pickpole. He slipped and fell In, disappearing

J

was

for tbe concert

the

A

j

GSUnUH.

SA1.EHMKN—♦«*

third.

Hancock county—the ninth at Ellsworth
in 1885; the twelfth at Castloe in 1888; i be
fifteenth

In

very stiff south west bio *,
excitiug from atari to
finish. There wsa only about two minutes’ difference between the first and last
boats at the finish.
Mr. Macy’a Papooee
Ill finished first, with tbe Cricket, H. M.
Sean, second, and K H. Gallatin's Curlew

of

Vigilant
successfully
papers, the New York Times, the New
the America's cup against the Valkyrie II
York World, and the New York Sun, at once.
In 1893.
He bad filled the responsible position of j
assistant democratic, contained ediTne Vigilant has been converted from a
cashier of the Fort Kent Trust company
j Hoop into a yawl and is owned by L. A.
torials fiercely denouncing the cowwith marked ability since the organizaHbe belongs to the
Ames, of Boston.
ardice of the convention, demanding
tion of tbe company.
He leaves a wife
Eastern yacht club which la now on tie
that the candidate should make known and one child.
here.
way
his position in regard to tbe gold
The third accident occurred at Orouo

proof

500 Salesmen and Saleswomen
Wanted

Thursday afternoon

when Harold Baker, j
The first campaign flag seen here is a
to cell goods In th**tr locality.
WK FURNISH
seven-year-old son of Lewie Baker, of j Parker and Davis Big which baa beeu put GOODS WITIIOCT MONEY. You sell them
that town, fell from a log raft io the Stillout at the summer residence of H. W. i to your fritmth nod ltelghbota, then remit us tie*
to bolt the ticket.
money, NO TRASH but lute. stylish, salable
lirsy, of New York, on Cottage street.
Atter reading these editorials Judge water river and was drowned.
goods at juices that you can easily well thro.
taken up by the supreme court imme!
The boy was playing on a raft of logs iu
A Roosevelt and Fairbanks flag is to be So OVERSTOCK of any out* article hut a vato a statement given j
Parker,
according
for
of goods covering all kinds of merchandise.
after
the
Octodiately
convening
tne river oo the Webster side near tbe tuspeuded across Main street within a few riety
ber term. The President cannot issue out at Ksopns, sent the dispatch to Mr. house of Patrick Wall, aod In some unacWe Clothe You am! Furnish Your
days.
such orders. The court is a co-ordi- | Sheehan. It was then too late for the countable manner slipped from tbe logs
Homes Free
nate branch of the government, and convention to name any other candi- and pitched head first into tbe stream.
X at tonal Bank Siatrmrnts.
by our plan of selling g«w*ls. Write us at once
j
f«rtr particulars and start a nr. •fttahle business.
attends to its business according to its date.
WK
FURNISH
KYKBYTIIING required
Four years ago at the Kansas City
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
own rules, without pressure from any I
Hancock. County Conference.
provided )ou arc honest and a hustler.
Address Mai! Order Dcp^tuncut. North Sitlsource.
It is as independent of the convention, when Mr. Bryan was the
Announcement
la
made
that
the j
Ilvan. Me.. Box 1*.“.
executive as the executive is of it.
candidate for nomination, the resolu- Hancock county coot*reuce of Unitarian
tions committee was sharply divided and other Christian churches will hotd Us |
ELLSWORTH,
Irga! Ifalias.
Bryan’s Opinion of Barker.
s*
Prospect
JULY n. 1904.
upon tbe question of excluding the thirteenth annual session
[Bryan af Lincoln, Xeb., July lit.J
subsCiibern
rPHB
and
W.
Harbor, Tuesday
nereoy give notice that
Wednesday, August j A.
King. President.
“I have nothin* to take hack. I have nothing j money plank.
X they have been duly appointed cxecuunrs
H. W. Ccsimax, Secretary. of the
23 and 24
last will and
Owen
testanv-nt
of
“Instead of waiting until after the
to withdraw of the thing** that I have said
E. J. WiW
Tmuirer.
Byrn, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
* ratio t the method* ]>urra«d to
advance hi-* 1
had been adopted and the
Hancock, deceased. no bonds being required
platform
Directors—A. W. King. J. V. Knowlton. J.
ils
Gilead
celebrated
centennial
{barker’s) candidacy. It was a plain and do- j nomination of
A. Peters. A. W. Greely, F. W. Rollins. Mver by the terms of said win. AH pervious having
himself had
been J
demands against the estate of said decra#**®
~ly 14.
liberate attempt to oeeelve the party. The New j
Gallerl, C. P. Dorr.
are desired to present th»* same for settlethe
made,”
says
was
and
Springfield
Organized April SI, 1691.
RepubYork platform
vague
meaningless,
ment, ana all indebted thereto are requested
Paul Kruger, the p’cturesque ex-preslU ABILITIES.
to make payment immediately.
and purposely so, because the advocate* of lican, “Mr. Bryan prompt ly sent word
MAKLorra E. Bva.v.
Judge Parker were trying to secure votes from to the convention before any action claut of the Transvaal republic, dltd in Accumulated capital. 960,199 fiC
Krkd L. Vlsao*.
Advance payments
July 5. 1904.
MS79
8 * itssrland July 14
among the people who VuulJ have opposed hi? whatever had been
fund.
that lie
1.500 u©
taken,
Guaranty
subscriber
gives notice that
nereby
views had they known them.
Forfeited ahares.
r* TS
h<- has been duly appointed administra5.090 an
If he had sent to the Albany invention the must not be considered a candidate
Then* 1* more Catarrh in thl* Motion of the BUD payable.
tor of the estate of Benjamin Frazier, late
Mb 76
than all other diseases pot together, Profits.
of BlUworth, In the county of Hancock,
telegram that he sent to the f*t. T.oul* conven- for the nomination in case the money country
amt until the I at few years wa» suppoatd to be
deceased, and given bouda as the law directs.
tion he would have had very few instructed
were Ignored in the resolu- incurable. For a areal many years doctors
#65 ,196 89
question
All persons having demands against the esU a local dlM-sse and prescribed
delegate* from the South, and no possible tion.
RESOURCES.
That was straightforward, and
tate of said deceased are desired to present
to
cur®
and
•cal
remedies,
constantly
fal'leg
by
but he and his it was
same for settlement,
chance for the nomination,
and
ail indebted
dealing fairly with all wings with local treatment, pronounced it Incurable. Loans on mortgages of real estate.. #63.100 00 the
on ahares.
2JO& 00 thereto are requested to make payment immanagers adroitly and purp >*e!y concealed his and branches
the
of
democratic Science has proven catarrh to be a constitu- Loans
L. P. fiiia*.
Bonds.
mediately.
2.000 00
had
been
therefore
constituuntil
the
tional
di-ca-e
and
delegates
corralled,
requires
poritlon
Permanent expense.
July 6. 1904.
party.”
10 00
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, m»nu
tional treatment
ami the nomination assured. Then his friends
Cash.
“It is a manly thing,” said Mr. Bryan factured
1.03J » rf^HK subscriber
by K J. Cheney A Co„ Toledo, Ohio,
hereby gives notice that
attempted to secure a old plank, which was in his speech at St. Louis, after the U tne only cdhaittuilonMl cure on tne market.
JL he has befr. <tuly appointed adminis#68.196 69
!*» taken internally in do*c»* from 10 drops to
trator of the estate of
James Twyuham,
overwhelmingly defeated in thecommittee.
reading of Judge Parker’s dispatch, aIt tea«iK>nnful
Number of shareholders.
303
late
of
of
It acts directly on the blood and
the
Waltbaiu, in
county
••After the party had r» joined over the bar
“for a man to express hiB
Number of borrowers.
76
opinion be- mucous surface*, of the system Tbcv offer one
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
Number
mouy secured by the omission of the question, fore
of
tbe convention
shares outstanding. 1.W
law
It hundred dollar* for any case it falls to eure.
directs.
All persons having deadjourns.
Number of shares pledged for to*ns.
and after he had secured the nomination, he In
343
mands against the estate of said deceased
would have been manlier to hove ex- Send for circulars amt testimonials
arc desired to present the same for settle¥. .1 CH&NKY & CO., Toledo,
Address:
Number of loans.
76
jected his views upon the subject at a llmt pressed it before the convention met.”
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
Ohio.
F. E. TlMHKkUKV,
when he could not be taken from the ticket
to make payment immediately.
sold hv Dunlds, 75c
Bank Examiner.
without great demoralization. The nomination
Mxltox W. Hablam.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
July 6.190».
amtifrtncnt*.
u as secured,
therefore, by crooked and indethe

Association.;

■

fensible methods

fFrom Bryan's Speech at
the Parker

St. Louis after

re

“I have every confidence in the
democratic party,” declares Judge
journ*. It would have been manlier to have
Parker. The judge is apparently deexpressed it before the convention met. it ia a
that
fact
termined to emphasize the
manly thing to express hU opinion before the
he is different from most people.
delegate* act finally upon hi* position, but It
would have bten a manlier thing had he exhi* opinion before the voters through
Political orators are apt to be free pressed
out this country went to their caucuses and
in
confident
with figures, and
predic- their primaries and sent Instructed delegate*
tions, but Candidate Cy Davis goes here.”

a

was

number

survivors, so tar as
known, is 677. The first regular reunion
of toe members of the regiment, at which
the First Maine heavy artillery regiment
association was organized, was held at

On

]

despatch.]
“I think it 1* a manly thing for a man to exthe
convention adpress hi* opinion before

produced

The

Judge Parker remained silent.

j two

ceipt of

and

aumcner

trenounced

will know

Spain

feej
b.
|

Higgins,

I^HE

agents of adversity.

a

L

1

“Coin’’ Harvey’s financial school
will remain closed as long as the republicans are in power.

predicts

conflict

mittee.

oonventlon, au<l If that bad been
done we would have been beaten and Judge
1‘arker would not have been nominated."

!

A.

Ellswartli Loan and BoiUiiig

FOE KKP8ESENTSTIVES:

John R. McLean

the

Kingsley,

L. Henscom, Eugene Brann, John Rich, ’--AAAA/‘ W' .“AA.'' e*' A^W« A/\
j
A. B. Leland, Frank Sprat t, Julian Emery,
per month and
Pinsucl* ««*n A NcRtiK*
T
S N. Rich, H. A. Eddy, O.
P. Wescoit, j Co., permanent.
Rochester, N. Y.
F. P. Ilolden, J. A. Stevena, Granville!
Raraor, K. S. J. Morse, H. 1. Stanley, J. !
jFcc Silt.
W. West, A. E. Pray, Martin L. Lord, L. :
For sale, or to let furnished, to »
A. I^eacb.
small family, ror honur on
Aset of resolution* ««» presented by Ellsworth. Address C. W. Cook. High Ht.
Franklin)
Rev. S. L llanscorn and unanimously
RM
At
Cook's
point.
These
East
resolutions
extolled
the
XT'A
adopted.
Bluehfll i
acres land, 1** story noa«f, stable, car.
republican party of nation, state and JC
nage house, hennery; good water in hoo*
Good
out
doom.
and
for
commended
the
summer
place
county,
rnstu
platform adopted
ration. Apply to M. D. Cook. F.aat Blaehiil
at the recent aounty convention, but
Maine.
condemned Ha action In nominating Mr. i
Whitcomb “in the face of the fact that be

—

ORLANDO

Democratic manager^sre preparing
to flood the country with campaign
orators, but the people never have
a very warm welcome for the advance

of

Concert.

mil tee, S. L.

_

diversions

h»on nominated lor

l

Harbor, July 19 (special) A
meeting of the National republican club
was beta at Grand Army ball Thursday
evening of last week and about thirty
people were present. Thomas Snarl# Wts
chairman, an.1 W. E. Braun secretary.
The following office-ra were elected:,
President, A. II. Grind!*; vtce*pre«ldent, j
The tnora ejrea on adrerlitemmt catcHn
Thomas Sear Is; secretary, W. E. Brarn; i the more dollorji ft ta worth.
treasurer. A. H. Grin He; executive

North Bedgwlck correspondent
I hink we have one baby here
t^at beat* Mr*. F. L. Jordan's. Mr*. Kvelyti Young baa a little aon who weighed
when
two
month*
old
twenty-three
pounds, and they are very proud of the
boy.
Oca of the

Preiicrlrk

HMe, of Porltund, h«,
reprc^ntatlTa lothe
Col.
Halo 1, a member of
|tatatnr«
Go*. Hill’# MafT, and l» .b*inn>nof
the
Portland republican city committee. He
la a atm of Senator Bourne Hale.
Ex-Alderman Ed earn E
Predy. of
Ellearortb. he* been clioaeo f rthenfth
time a member of the democr tic
Mate
committee.

Republican Club Organize*
Yacht Race*-Board of Tra«le
Flection—Choral Society

—

Bar

value of

Our

from the com-

reported

sen ted to the

It is denied that there is any politics in the recent strikes, or that any
action the President may have taken
has anything to do with current labor
troubles. The fact that the packingbouse magnates and their striking employees are willing to arbitrate their

Fot Governor,

108,836 hen*,
la fl76.318

and the annual

•vHteu:

Mr. Littleton referred to him as a man
whose “policy will be that policy
which finds expression in the platform

j

TICKET.

figure* Hancock county

egg*

Judge Parker was nominated on the
morning of Saturday, July 9. tn presenting bis name to the convention, Bangor,

democratic administration.”

STATE ELECTION. SEPT. 12, 1901.
STATE

j1

as

the sentiment is overwhelming for
of his party”.
Roosevelt, and he predicts a large ;
Norman E. Mack, the New York
Indiana
and
in
majority
republican
member of the democratic national
Wisconsin. Senator Dick says: “1 ;
committee, and one of Judge Parker’s
am unable to see how the democratic
supporters at St. Louis, made a stateparty has even the ghost of a chance ment over his own
signature on Friday
to win. One reason why there will be
morning, after the nomination, as foleminent
no democratic
is
the
victory
lows:
success of the administration of Presi"The real simple truth of tbe failure to put a
dent Roosevelt, and the fact that the i
It would
(tohi plank Id the platform la this
last
not
the
have
have
reaultetl In a minority report being preforgotten
people

FOR PRESIDENT,

haa

Col.

National

produced. According tan|he

'•teat available

POLITICAL NOTES.

BAH HARBOR.

colony at Shady Nook ta making dally
visit# to the neighborhood of Horace
Parker Chronology
Marks’ bouse, and waiting for a pair of
In 1996 and 1900 Judge Parker voted moose to make their daily visit to the
for Bryan and free silver.
large Held opposite. They afford an inThe democratic state convention teresting eight, and are not cattily disheld at Albany, April 1$, 1904, in- turbed. Trenton aportamen are, howfor thia
structed the New York delegates to ever, laying ptana to make trouble
•
peaceful pair when the shooting season
support Judge Parker’s candidacy for
opena.
the presidency. It adopted unaniFirst Maine Heavy Artillery.
a
which
contained
mously
platform
The twenty-eighth reunion of th* First
ten planks,
including a demand for
*
“reasonable revision of the tariff”. On Maine heavy artltiery association v I be
held thia year on Aug. 17 1n Boston in
has not and cannot be expected to eu
the question of the gold standard it
onnection
with the uationa' encamp- force the
[prohibitory] law.”
was silent.
The platform had Judge
ment of the G. A. R.
Parker’s approval in advance.
Thomas J. Libby Is preside!)* of the asAt a recent meeting of the board '.of
For two months and twenty days, sociation, and l bapti* J. House
secretary. trade the
following officem were electhe candidate stood on that platform
This famous organization was recruited
ted: President, L. B. Deway; vlce-preeland said nothing, while his friends ir Bangor, Aug. 21, 1862, and sustained
dents, william Rogers, Robert Amory;
the highest percentage of men lost, either
hustled for delegates.
honorary vice-president, jE. M.JHsmor;
killed
or
of
wound*
reoutright
dying
On the morning of Friday, July 8,
Sear is; secretary, W. H.
ceived in action, of any regiment in the treasurer,Thomas
the resolutions committee of the
Sherman.
northern army. The original number of
democratic national convention agreed
recruits was 1,006 with 1,194 additional
The first race of the 31-foot knockunanimously, after a sixteen hours’ later.
abouts was sailed last Thursday, and the
wrangle, on a platform which omitted
three
service
from
During
>e*r*’
Auk. yachts finished in the following order:
all reference to the gold standard.
21,1862, to the close of the war, the reg- 1. Bat, Edgar Scott; 2, Cricket, H. M.
at
received
duriment
sustained
a
ioas
of
141
who
were
Dispatches
Esopns
Sears; 3, Papoose III, V. E. Macy; 4,
ing the day and evening contained k Jed or died of wounds, and 216 from Flight, Edward Morrell; 5, Scud, A. J.
al^eaaa.
Out
of
the
men
enlisted
1,543 Cassatt; 6, Ben, E. G. Fabbri.
this information, and brought the news
The second race of me aeries was sailed
that the convention had adopted the were on the muster roila when the great
platform

Prominent republicans who have
Average for four issues in Jan., 2,425.
Average for four issues in Feb., 2,594. returned to Washington since the
Average for five issues in March. 2,656 Chicago convention, express the utAverage for four issues in April 2,800. most satisfaction with the
political
Average for four issues in May, 2,5:59 !
Average for five issues in June, 2,450. I attitude of the West. Senator Foraker, of Ohio, says that everything is
calm, confident and prosperous in the
BEPUBLICAN NOMINEES. great middle western states. He says
NATIONAL ELECTION, NOV. 1, 1901.

of hen-fruit

The

tion.

Quarter

FROM

bens owned In the State, and In the value

stronger Ilian most states. The lion. Autos
Lawrence Allen, the
Hon. Charles
Kdgar
Littlefield, the Hun. Kilwfn C. Rurlclglt and the
Hon. Llewellyn Powers make up a delegation
of which any state might be proud. Mr. Llule
field is a delegation In himself. Not only la he
oue of the ablest debaters in the House but be
lea profound constitutional lawyer and an In.
duetrioua thinker upon trusts.
If the Hon. Cyrus W. Harisctut show that
the Maine republicans hare Injured the soil,
water Js.wcr or searoaat, it Is very well.
He
caunot Injure the Maine delegation In Congress.

democratic times the census-takers
find mortgages instead of pianos in
the farmhouses of the nation.

F. W. Hot.likm. Editor and Manager.

COUNTY CiOSSMI*.
Of the sixteen counties in Maine Hancock stand* eeventh lo the number of

The Mistakes

of Cyrus Davis.

(New York Sun )
The Maine democrat* have taken the Hon.
W.
Davis, mayor of WaterTiUe, by right
Cyras
of eminent domain.
Mayor I>avi* was in the
democratic State convention to promote the
nomination of the Hon. Samuel W. Gould as
governor. He said that he could not and would
not be a candidate. He demanded that hi* name
Wild cries of “No!*' No!** and
be withdrawn.
wilder cheer* were heart). The grand protesting Cyrus was nominated by a vote of 877 to 80.
Then Mr. Davis poured upon those Dirigo
democrats a speech which contained these inexplicable word*.
“Never for a generation back wore we at such
a low ebb a* regards our represenuiion in
Congress ; and this in spite of our natural advantage of soil, of water powtjr, of seacoast."
The relation between statesmanship and toil,
water

power and

seacoast

ha* not been eetab-

JFor salx.

HANCOCK HALL.

FOR

Our Next M Attraelion!
This Season’s

STARTING
I

Monday, July 25,

and hU BIO COMPANY.
Management of HARRY KATZEH.
Btgfr«*r. greater, grander than ever. All former efforts outdone.
Read this matchless list of plays—alt good
ones.
Monday—“Between I.ove and Duty.”
Tuesday- "Sharaus O’Brien.*'
Wednesday-—
The Belle of KclmKmd.''
Entire new scenic outfit this season.
New
New plays. Entire new
songs. New ideas
company. Special up-ro date high class vaudeville feature*. Everything mvr but the prices.
Don’t rail to hear Jere sing THE MAN
BEHIND.
Our big vaudeville feature acts: MADELINE
BUCKLEY in her Sammy song.
ALKX. W.
WILSON and his Little Willie G reeu. CM AS.
SANDY CHAPMAN in new picture songs.
This company has Just closed a two-weeks*
engagement in Halifax.

NIGHTS,

lO,

MATINEE, 10

STABLE,

H.

&ctp tiianttfi.

of

WANTED
At Hancock House, one good strong
for kitchen; one
woman

Capital,

woman

serving-room;

for

girl. Good wages.
hotel office.

one

dining-room

$50,000.00

Write or call at

•Surplus,

PraftMionat CatO*.

Y.

$45,000.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

and

Deposits,
$630,000.00

SURGEON.

MANNING BLOCK.
OFFICES,
Residence, No. 9 Hancock 8L
TELEPHONE.

20 and 30e
at

it

Wiggin
EJ^Get them now
on

The Ellsworth American

1004.

Vi FIRST NATIONAL BANK

GOULD.

and 20c.

Sale of seats now going
Moore's. A word to the wise.

1887

Several good business Horses, new and secondhand Caniages. Harnesses. Agent for II. A.
Moyer’s Floe Carriages. Everything as represeined or no sale. Terns reasonable.
F.

Jere McAnliffe

SALE

At HANCOCK HOUSE

Repertoire Novelty.

THERE GALA NIGHTS

atibcrti*»mtnt«.

I

WE
AND

invite

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
ANDREW P. W1SWELL, President
ARNO W. KINO,

Vice-President

HENRY W. CUSHMAN,

Cashier

Savings Dept.

J. A. Peters,
E. H. Oreely.
the

accounts

of

Vaults,
$4 to 20 per
Annum.

Directors:
A. P. Wlswell,
Eugene Hale,
L. A. Emery,
A. W. King,

INDIVIDUALS.

Safe Deposit

Next quarter

begins July

I.

corporations, FIRMS

!

<X

ari«»MV

SiMuuliiunJ V» omc*.
"lib her

KtufUab !•<*>' travelin#
writes: “We
husband in 8omaHl.tnd
honored by « 'l.at from the wife,
Au

"re

of ,hp ,bl*f of a
infant and 'noIh,'r
had never
neighboring gareba. They before »n«l
women
iem ttDy European
"lint » mem-sahlb wee
3l,„, to see
from
They examined everythin#,
ii&,>
to my boots. ond were
mv hairbrushes
especially charmed with my big pith
With gome hesitation they
<tm hat.
mind letting down
asked If 1 would
One's enlfTure In eamp Is
my hair.
and the removal of a few
rery simple,
Then
hairpins gratified their curiosity.
maid, who has
they pressed t'ann. my
the same. We
nbort curly hair, to do
all explanation at the
imd to give up
and finally they accepted
that long ami short
the ayah's theory
distinction tiehair was the English
women and maids ami
twi-en married
she would
that when fann married
hair long. The Somali womjtrow her
wool
an has her balr-or. rather, curly
—dread’d only twice In her life, once
when It l» plaited In myriads of tiny
than twine, and once
plaits no thicker
again when she marries, when it Is
inclosed In a blue bag,"

difference,

The gflatf In the

l-etter H.

“Did you ever notice." asked the observer of things nobody else ever notices. "what a lot of magic there I* in
that little letter U?
•For instance, it can turn a golfing
tee Into a tree, an all Into a rail, a gain
Into a grain, a fog Into a frog, a tall
Into u trail, n hose Into a horse, a bid
Into a bird, a hen Into a hern, a heath
into a hearth, a bit of heat Into a heart,
a hat Into another kind of hart, a pat
Into a part, a cat into a cart, a spit Into
a sprit, a fist Into a first, a bow Into a
brow, n peal Into a |>enrl, a peach Into
a preach, a beach Into h breach, a wing
Inm a wring, a stave Into a starve, a
gab Into a £rnb nr a garb, a skit Into a
skirt, a sting Into a string, u tuck into
a truck, a boil Into a broil, a mine Into
a miner, a hush into a brush, a line Into a liner, a bag Into n brag, a bay Into
a bray, a payer Into a prayer, a bnnd
info a brand, a cow Into a crow. etc.,
world without end."— Baltimore Amer
lean.
A

Mnn In

XV

ha* Hr l-'.at*.

I have seen Home of the uncooked
I don't nay l
frulta and nuts* people.
saw the right ones.
Like enough. I
mw- only those who. for the good of
the ctine, should never have been allowed to wander forth into society.
They one and nil profiled loudly to
It
l»e in the rodent physical health.
seemed to me they lacked the proper
scenic accessories. A floral pillow with“He*t" on It In Immortelles, nay about
hire, and u sheaf of wheat fled with
purple satin faced ribbon over there
would have aociued more natural and
suited their complexion better. As to
their mental vigor, after 1 hud bean!
them talk awhile I gave right In to
A man
their most cardinal doctrinfe:
is what he cats.
If he eats beef he
becomes of the beef beefy; if he eats
nuts he become*~but euough.—Every
body’s Magazine.
The Shamrock.

Tlic Trinity legend of the shamrock
appears first In literature lu 17‘_’7, iu
Caleb lhrekeld's "8y uopsls Stlrpium
Hibernlenrum." I'nder the beading of
"Trifolium i’ratense Album" occurs the
following passage: "This plant Is worn
by the people In their hats on tbe 17th
day of March yearly, which Is called
St. Patrick l>ay. It being u current tradition that by ibis three leaved grass
he emblematically set forth to them the
mystery of the Holy Trinity. However,
when they wet their Seamar-oge. they
often commit excess iu liquor, which is
not a right keeping of a day to the
Lord, error generally leading to de-

bauchery.”
Wlurr

the

Honinn*

Eicfllfd.

Tlie Homans were not In want of
teachers or of models, for they had
the Egyptians and the Greeks, but
they never succeeded In creating an
No
art characteristic of themselves.
people perhaps ever betrayed less
originality in their productions in this
field, hut they raised the other elements of civilization to the highest
point. Their military organization assured them the domination of the
world; their political and judicial institutions are still patterns for us, and
their literature inspired the centuries
that followed them.
/

A

(Illicit

llrjiljr.

The Duchess of Hauraguuls, who was
somewhat given to making poetry,
could not think of a word to rhyme
with coif. Turning to Talleyrand, who
chanced to be by her side, she said,
“Prince, give me a rhyme to coif.”
“Impossible, duchess,” replied Talleyrand without a moment's delay, "for
that which pertains to the head of a
woman has neither rhyme nor reason.”
More

tu

il.e Point.

“Ef yer real Interested,” said Deacon
Skinner, “PU tell ye what I want fur
thet horse.”
“Oh, I wouldn't be interested in
knowln’ thet," replied Farmer Shoude.

“Nor
“No, but I wouldn't miud knowln'
What ye’d take.”- Philadelphia Press.

WIUlDK to Help.
Miss Boxley’s father,
"bow abont supisirting my daughter?
Have you considered that
thoroughly r “Ob, yes." replied the suitor, "I'm

“But,” said

Willing

to

help."- Philadelphia I.edger.

The unspoken word
—Kossuth.

never

does harm.

mm

of

result,

u

EVERETT

WHAT

ELLSWORTH

MR. LORD 18
OP

W.

BOY,

LORD,

AN

HAS TO SAY.

ASSISTANT*

OMMISStONER

EDUCATION—IN

THE

STATES

of

eon

Capt.

and

Many people ask About the business
outlook of Porto Rico.
It will he Nome
time before there will be ({rest opportunity for luvestnietts there. At the present time there 1m ■ considerable depression
owing to the unsettled political status of

Mrs.

Harvard and Cornell.

have Invested in fruit

worth and in Bellows

Falls, Vt.,

whence

Porto Rico to assume the
present position.
Ho has been lu Elis worth a week, accompanied by bis wife and son. They
left yesterday for Boston. They came to
tbe states with the teacuere, And will accompany them on tbtir return to Porto
he

went to

duties of his

Rico
mer

tbe close of tbe term of the
school.
at

Mr. Lord
Porto Rtco:

tbla to sRy

has

sum-

am

a

Is

one

surprised

Porto Rico.

There

to

seems

of the

finitely

where and

what

the

Is-

land is.

frequently

receive letters addressed

Juan, Porto Rico, Philippine Inlands,
Juan, Porto Rico, Cutyt, and 1 re-

8an

or

ceived

"A

less than

one

addressed

week

a

before 1 left

Juan, Porto Rico, Cuba,
Fortunately, the postal

Han

South America.

Information which Is

officials have

ciently

Rican of

Porto

the

better

would not think of
siza

any

walk

servant

behind

package. They
American

him

to carry the
understand how

cannot
he

can

willing to do such

to

accurate

enable

them

suffito for-

ward such communications without

groat

delay.
about 10U miles

« ono uico l* an island

long and forty miles wide, very nearly the
and shape of the stale of Connecticut,
about 1.400 miles southeast of New York,
and nearly 1,000 miles east of Havana.
It
has over a million Inhabitants, and they
are a highly civilized people.
Less than
one-fourth of the population consists of
colored people. The language spoken is
Spanish, and among the educated people
«'*«

It Is very well spoken.
“San Juan, the capital and largest city,
has nearly 50,000Inhabitants,and contains

public buildings two
years old, built after

three

or

hundred

Spttuiah style,

the

policeman

uary rules of the road are almost humor*
ous from our practical standpoint.
A
entitled to the Inside of the side-

is

walk whether

right or left.
"An inferior in rank, man or woman,
takes the outside, hut if the auperiur
should by chance be carrying a package
of any size, he loses bis claim t\» the inside, and must take the outside of tne
walk, unless,of course, the inferior whom
he meets should al<40 happen to he carrying a package or in some other Way he

disqualified, when the acales balance.
''Consequently, as oue walks aioug be
must study the people whom be meets,
and

mentally decide whether

to take the inside
walk.

not be

is

that

these

mental calculations do not agree, and collisions are not infrequent. The people,

however, have about given up hope that
the Americans

understand their rules

can

courtesy, and usually give way when an
Americau meets them without an attempt

of

to decide which
Kicans

superior.
peoples, the Porto
courteous and pleas*
Is the

one

Spanish

“Like all
are

very

ant in their

ways. They #tfer you anywhich you may happen to admire,
without, of course, having the slightest

thing

above zero, and the northwestern
wind blowing constantly tempers
the steady heat to a degree that makes

invite you to
time and all

much for comfort.

or

the outside of the

or

occasionally happens

It

and many of them very beautiful.
“The climate of Porto Klco is delightful.
The temperature ranges from 72 to 86 degrees
trade

They

expectation that you will accept it.
come

to their

houses at any
would be very

times, but

much disturbed

you should accept
1 their invitation without being especially
if

THE IliJLAND GOVERNMENT.
urged to do so. Their houses are yours,
“The government Is, of course, In the I and they themselves are at your absolute
hanua of Americana, although the people i disposition, at least In words.
"If you ask a man where he lives, he
elect an insular house of delegates which
will say : 4 Your house is at number so and
has equal legislative authority with the
senate, a majority of whose members are so;” courtesy never allowing him to say
‘my bouse”. Of course, these forms of
Americans
the

President.

appointed by

It

is Qne

of the

things

In which

we may
in the five years of
the American administration not one dollar of public money has been misappro-

feel

pride

some

priated by

an

that

American

official.

“Of my own department
the commissioner, at the
Hon. H.

lie, In

Lindsay,

M.

common

departments,

other

the

Is

a

head

Is

the

beads of

member of the

insular senate, and necessarily devotes a
largo part of bis time to general legislative and executive work.
Each governmental department has an assistant who
devotee his time to the special work of
that department; thus
ticularly the direction of
imiTtsw

speech strike

odd, and Americans
as insincere.
As a
matter of fact, they are no more insincere
tbau our more formal idioms of greeting
and farewell, and I sometimes think they
mean more to the Porto Hi can than our
often

my work is parthe educational

forms do to

termine the

length

us.
THE

of school

terms

and

CLIMATE.

in the past two winters, I could only congratulate myself upon being In so beautiful and comfortable a place as Porto Rico.

ait me

round in rorto

year

espec-

are

ially delightful. Many Americans arc
learning that a winter trip to Porto Rico
is quite
in
order, and during those
months

the passenger steamers
crowded with tourists.

are usu-

vacations, purchase all supplies and make ally
“We welcome all visitors, for we know
payments directly from our office.
We employ
twenty district superin- that when the island is belter known we
tendents of schools and about 1,300 shall receive the aid that we need from
teachers, so that you can readily see that the national government.
detail

work

devolving

us

upon

considerable.
“The matter of payment of teachers’
salaries at the end of every month means

something

more

for

merely signing checks aud
About 150 of the teachers are

me

in

vouchers.

than twelve boars work

Americana whose work is mostly teachiug
elementary English. 1 am always glad to
receive

applications

American

from

well-qualified

teachers, and 1 hope that

may be able to

employ

thin year

siderable number of young
Maine in this work.
HANCOCK

a

men

we

con-

from

in

Jhey

return.

citizens, and

They

voice in national affairs.

not

are

not allowed

are

are

officials but must pay the salaries of those officials from the revenue*
of the island.
“We have taken the ^m^rican publi*
school to Porto ltico, but although over
American

twenty-eight percent, of ail revenues in
expended for schools, we can provide ac-

COUNTY REPRESENTED.

less than one-tifth of
“Ellsworth people will be interested to commodations for
the children of the island. The national
know that a former Ellsworth teacher.
I
must come to our aid if the
Miss Charlotte Dorman, is engaged in government
of illiteracy is to be removed.
Porto Rico, being employed as insular | blight
“We have schools for about 65,000 chilsupervisor of drawing.
and can establish no more under c\
“The secyfctary of the University of« dren,
istlng conditions, but we hope that ConPorto
Institution

Rico,a newly-organized

is

a

Hancock county man—Daniel

N.

Handy, formerly of Southwest Harbor.
As you know,at
tbe^present time about

uative teachers are taking sumat Harvard and Cornell universities. We have been at work on the
details of tbis expedition for the past six
mouths. The national government gave
us the use of two army transports, and
each teacher has contributed one month’s
salary towards the expenses of the trip.
Tbis gave us about |20.000, and we are trying to raise as much more by public subscription in the states in order to pay all
the necessary expenses.
“This visit means much to our teachers,
few of whom have ever been outside of
Porto Rico and, of course, can have had
little idea of the greatness of this country.
1 feel that the hope of Americanising
Porto Rloo becomes very much nearer im*

gress may realize the immense work to b*.
and* grant us the means to offer

done,

school facilities to every

child.’'

Reflections of

a

of

will of her

sion

plank
Following

Madison, Wis., will return to America,
a year’s visit in Europe.

The

following

is

a

list of recent arrivals

Tarratlne: Dr Elizabeth B Tbelberg, Miss Elizabeth Tbelberg, Robert P
Burr, Morrill M Burr, Poughkeepsie, N
Y; Martha Norris, Youngstown, O; Barbara Hunt, BaDgor; Mrs Julia K Whittier, Miss Cornelia Long, New York; Miss
Eleanor P Clarke, Miss Anna Clarke, Bangor; Mrs John L Cutler, Margaret V
Cutler, New York; Mrs Dwight Baldwin,
Boston; Dr Willis M Hartshorn, Charles
l Libb, New York; Milton S Clifford,
Mrs Milton S Clifford, Miss Beatrice Clifford, Miss Eleanor Clifford, Bangor;
James Burr, Poughkeepsie, N
Y; Miss
Frances E Lord, Miss Natalie
Lord,
Winter Park, Fla; Miss Mary W Whitney,
Miss Caroline E Furness, Poughkeepsie,
N Y; Mrs J M Daggart, Mrs C 8 Pearl,
Miss Pearl, Charles 9 Pearl, Mrs George
F Godfrey, Har^deu 9 Pearl, Bangor;
Caroline R Long, Brattleboro, Vt; Miss
Agnes Lord, Winter Park, Fia; Frank
Cahill, Boston; Dr W G Osborne, Baltimore, Md; B A Cousins, Portland; HP
Graham, Boston; Wm DeW Hyde and
wife, George P Hyde, Brunswick; Mrs J
W Brigham, Mias Florence Brigham,
Sylvia Brigham, Newton, Mass; Mrs E B
Bowen, E Kidder Bowen, Newton Center,
Mass; Wm E Atwood, Paris, France; Miss
Edith Parker, Miss Adams, Brookline,
Mass; Francis T Haziewood, Lynn, Mass;
Franklin H Giddings, Mrs Franklin H
at the

Miss Elizabeth

It’s queer wbat contempt women have
for the use that suspenders can be above

of the

a;

Giddings,

New

Watervllle; Mrs
Zimmerman, C L Constant,
">orensen,

York;

I

eyes

are

no men

When

knows

made t<

see

perfectly
with

well

when there

are

woman

a

wrinkle she

gjea

she can acqulie
flue mind.

a

on a

bsr

her

first

still bunt to see if
for having a

reputation

It’s very hard for
stand how

discovers

a

to

under-

not

elected

woman

husband

is

President waen he knows bow to put up
awnings without tearing them.
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Trains leaving Ellsworth 7 10 a m and 6.18 p
m, and arriving Ellsworth II 50 a m, 9.47 p m
connect with Washington (Jo K U.
*

Dally.

Leaves Sundays at 9.00 a m.
/.Sundays onlv. y Sui day« only steamer
leaves Southwest Harbor 2 20 p m; Northeast
Harbor 2 So p m; Seal Harbor 2.50 p m, to connect with this train.
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
a

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. It. ft.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boaton

and St. John.

Passengers

are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls ami Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS,
N
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

kocM, Blneil & Ellswortli StcanMCi

SI MMER SCHEDULE.
Msy 31 until Sept, 15.

Daily, Except Monday.
j
Commencing Tuesday, May 3', 1904, steamer
will leave Rockland (same pier) upon arrival of
steamer from Boston, not before ft a m, dally,
for Park Harbor, 'Wake's
except Monday
Point, tDiiigo (Butter If-land), Eggemoggln,
.•Soutli Brooks v 11 «, ^di-nick's,barge*..vlile, Doer
Isle Medi wick, Brooklln. §South Bluehlll, Blue,
hill, Surry, Ellsworth (tramfer from Surry).
Wed re-lay f-. Fridacs and Sundays.
(Tuesdays, Thursd. ys ai d >a:nrdays when
requested t»y pasreuger,f •stop dally, except Monday- June 2^ to Sept,
ft; on other drys when r» quested by passenger.
§ top when requested by passenger.
RETURNING.

Losing your hair? Coming
oat by the combful?
And
doing nothing? No sense in
that!
Why don’t you use
Ayer’s Hair Vigor and

Leaves El Is wortv (transfer to Surry) 8 am,
Surry at 9 dally except Sunday, for Bluehlll,
5Mn.Hi Bruoksvllle, Bn oklln, Sedgwick, Deer
Isle, Sargentvll'e. $»«■! rick's, >outh Brooks*
vllle, Eggemougln, •B'ake'a I'oiut, tDlrlgo,
i.. r, Uocklaiid, coi-ceding with steam
Dark H
er*- for Boston.

♦Tuesdays, Thursday* and Saturdays,
b,
.rays and Fridays, when
j 'Mon-'aj
I ‘dirnal Is displayed from wl.arf or upon notice
i

If air Vigor

I

]

promptly stop the falling?
Your hair will begin to grow,

I

too, and all dandruff will disappear. Could you reason-

r

SUMMER

for

A,

c.

Steamship Company.

Ayer’* flair Victor U a great success with
My hmr was falling out very badly, but
h myi sir in
li.t r V If
and
ppei
..tl right.” —W. C. Logsdon, Lindsay, Cal.
"0 a bottle.
J. C. AYER CO.,
Ail druggists.
I.owoll, Mhh«
••

C,

it

ns*.

EASTERN

mo.

■

Manager, Rockland,

Rockland, Me., June i,

!

ably expeet anything better?

i

from pm-fcuger.
:siop dally, except Sunday June20 to Sept. 15.
§**top when requested by passenger.
O. A. ( ROCKETT,

Six

SCHEDULE.

Trips

a

Meek.

Cooper, Baltimore;
Mrs

A

village doctor had just returned
from a two days’ hunting trip in the country. “Did you kill anything?” asked his
wife. “Not a thing,” admitted the M. D.
•’The next time you go hunting,” suggested his better half, “take your mediTue

cine

case

instead

probably be

more

of a gun and
successful.”

j
;

BULGER— At CranlK-rry Isle*, July 15, to Mr
and Mrs Oscar 5 Bulger, a daughter.
BUNKER—At Ellsworth, July 15, to Mr and
Mrs Lewis M Bunker, a son.
ESTKY—At Ellsworth, July 19, to Mr and Mrs
Henry W Estev, a daughter.
HOOPER—At Brookavllie, July 14, to Mr and
Mrs William L Hooper, a son. lira Clifton j
HOOPER—At Ellsworth, July 14, to Mr and
Mrs Harvey A Hooper, a son.

GRAY—BUACY—At Rrooklin, July 9, by Rev
K 8 Drew, Mias Nora Gray to Clifton Bracy,
both of Brooklln.
liRINDLE—GRAY—At Surry, July 16, by JF
Staples, esq. Mias Mildred A Grindle to Herman A Gray, both of Orhtnd.

PAROHER,

APOTHECARY.
Main*.
Ellsworth,

FURNITURE
’of

every description.

A.

E. J. DAVIS’
g

ICK>O wv»/.v",C>vO O O OCtwOj 0fiO*r
L.

W.

O

JORDAN,
UNDERTAKER,
F.LLSWOHTH.

WALKER—At

Lamotne, July 16, Mrs Persia M

Walker, aged 21 years, 11 months.
WALKER—At Lamoine, July 20, Jesse Thomas,
Infant son of Freeman and the late Persia
M Walker, aged 20 days.

QCH>0CK>O0CHaO0t^^

Employment Bureau.

If you

looki ng for employment or need competent help, apply to the BAR HARBOR EMPLOYMENT liURKAU. Come and see us or
telephone and you shall have our best services.
A. O. Rink*, Managtor, Room W, 154 Main
are

Street,

np

one

flight.

Is Insured

against

K. S. J. MoRsfc, Agent, Bar Harbor

UNNINGH AM—At

years, 9 months.
FARNIIAM—At Penobscot, July 12, Samuel
Farnham, aged si years, 9 months, 26 days.
GRAY—At BloehllL July 12, Elijah D Gray,
of Penob-seot, aged SO years, 2 months,
28

RETURNING.

All freight via this line
Arc and marine risk.

AT-

DIED.

Boston, June 4, Joseph E
Cunningham, formerly of Sedgwick, aged 62

Steam#*i J T Morse, CaptF L Winterbotham,
leave#- Bar Harbor «laiiy, except Sunday, at
2 3© p m, foj Seal Harbor. Norilea«» Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Slot lurton ana Hoc k hi ml to
coi nect will, steamer for Horton.

From Boston at 5 p m dally, except Sunday.
From Rockland at about ft a m dally, except
Monday, touching at way landings.

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERS

you’ll
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BANGOR TO BAB HABBOB.

necessary, and we pledge ourselves to secure
the same If entrusted with the administration
of State affairs by the people.
W> advocate direct State aid to the rural
towns In the establishment of a system of State
roads throughout Maine, and pledge our various
candidates to the legislature to support reasonable appropriations for that purpose.
We invite to our cause the support of all of the
voters of Maine without regard to past party,
w'ho believe that the rule of the rep lblican
machine in thi9 State should be terminated for
the good of the people of Maine, irrespective of
pirty, and we pledge to our candidate for governor our earnest and united support.
We demand the election of United States senators by direct vote of the people.

Miss

MAI£ltlhl>.

own.

N Y

on

resolutions.
Mayor Davis was made chairman of the
convention.
The only excitement of the convention
was over the ditou-udon of the reaubmis-

after

Bachelor.

It takes will power to let your wife have
a

461
PortJand...j....|
Hoatan
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member of I he committee
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are*

iiennessy, Bangor.

the

yet,

Americau

NEEDED.

AID

also'

m;p

..

j

given nolbiug

“Ah

present, and only 457 votes were
the nominating ballot.
A change was made In the chairmanship
of the State committee, George IS. Hughes,
of Bath, retiring, and Dr. E. L. Jones, of
Waterville, chosen^
Ex-Mayor Greeiy, of E Isworth, was
one of the vice-presidents oi the conven*
tion.
Edward E. Brady, cf Ellsworth, was
chosen State commiUteman from Hancock county for the tilth time. Mr. Brady
on

was

a

..

were

caat
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United States has done
little; the Porto Ricans, who formerly
had all the rights of Spanish citizen*,
have lost those rights, but have been

GOVERNMENT

Sue-

daj

The democratic party of Maine, In ^tatc con▼ention assembh d, pledges anew its faith In the
traditions of our parly and the principles of
liberty, equality and justice enunciated in the
declaration of Independence and In the constison, and one pleasing to all is the purtution of the United States.
chase of the Crabtree estate
by Dr.
We reaflinn and endorse the platform adopted
Elizabeth B. Thelberg, of Poughkeepsie, by the democratic national convention at St.
N. Y. For many seasons past Dr. Thel- Louis and pledge our support to the nominee
berg has been at Hancock Point, adding \ of that convention.
We demand an honest and economical admin
greatly to summer life.
Camp Phillips, the summer borne of 1st ration of public affairs In this Stale and a reseveral of the Pbilllps-Exeter hoys, is one ! adjustment of our laws relating to taxation so
that all property In the State shall share the
of the liveliest places on the Point. Dr.
burdens of government equally.
Chase and Prof. II. A. Ross have charge of
We bt lleve In a government of law and In the
the camp this year. At present there
honest and impartial enforcement of all law-,
but eleven Exeter students in camp.
including the prohibitory law; but, believing
as we do that the people of Maine are capable
tors. Stella B. Swan, of Brooklyn, N. Y
of
self government, and, believing In the prln
arrived Saturday to occupy the Swan
clple of the referendum, we ask at the earliest
cottage.
opportunity the question of retaining the tilth
Oieof tbe most dintinguished visitors amendment as a
part of the State constitution
st
Hancock Point on W eduesday was be submitted to the people.
We Join the republican party in advocating
President Faunce, of Brown university, a
guest at Crosby lodge with Justice and the abolition of the fee system established by
It, and njolcc that the Iniquity of the system
Mrs. L. A. Emery.
has become apparent even to the beneflctals
Tbe Slaughter cottage is to be opened
thereof.
daring August and September, when
v iit-iicvk wihi a r«rn ui revision or me uan
Prof, and Mrs. Moses Stephen Slaughter, nn«l, game law* Id Lot only desirable bul

Miss Ray Whiting,
K Cushman, Mrs Hall, Eils>
worth; Lieut Walton, T.ieut Knipper,
Mr McCrea, Nevr York; Mr and Mrs J A
Raters, Ellsworth; Mrs C W Basford,
Cbaa P Ware, Bangor; Rev H A Jump,
Brunswick; Dorothea Beach, Kathleen

is

600

HAKBOB To BA NOOK.

|A

The Clark cottage t his year is occupied
by J. L. Cutler and family, of New York.
In addition to t he cottage list this sea-

New York;
Mrs A E Sparks, Milford, Conn; Mr and
Mrs R W Eaton, Bruuswick; A Robinson,
Mrs. Robinson, Miss Robinson, Bangor;
Miss A S
Mass;
Folsom, Cambridge,
Miss Caroline Hoar, Concord, Mass; Mrs
<ieo Henry Gould, George Henry Gould,
jr., Boston; Miss A Whitten Bprague,
M iss Ethel Hodgkins, New York; Henry
W Cusuman and wife, E Isworth; Miss

June

BAH

years ago.
Mr. Qould desired the nominatidn this
year, and Mr. Davis wanted him to have
It, but the convention preferred Davis.
Of the 1182 delegates elected, only about

ihe signal for something doing.
During August Hancock Point will have
a strong baseball team with Mr. Bowen as

weather.

Rico, but the winter months

Comnendug June 6, 1904.

the standard- bearer two

val is

Giddlngs,
L Margaret Giddings,

all

the

at

W title you were struggling to keep warm
last winter, we were living out of doors
in
the
most
summer
delightful of
is

public school work centres
in the department of education.
We examine all teachers, issue certificates, appoint the teachers, fix their salaries, de-

as

"When I read of the Intensely cold
weather which you have been having here

oi me isiana.

‘*AH of the

us

denounce them

Pennsylvania,

of

with

the

present time

colony

ville..

The democratic State convention was
held at Waterville last Thursday.
Cyrus
W. Davis, mayor of Waterville, was nom
iuated candidate for governor over Samuel W. Could, of Bkowbegan, who was

captain.

for himself.

long ago lo the city of Mayaguez,
made an American carrying
a dressauit-case get off the sidewalk and
walk In the street, carrying out the old
Spanish idea that the sidewalks were only
for gentlemen, and that no gentlemau
i could carry his own baggage. Tue ordta

lady

We

Han

Industrial schools that ail labor la honor-

"Not

people

to find bow little

impression tbai Porto Rico
new
possessions of tbe
United States, located perhaps near the
Philippines or possibly quite close
to Cuba, but very few people suetii to

**

of

able.

regarding things

general

know d*

knowledge

fair

a

CURIOUS CUSTOMS.

know about
be

at least

have

SpHiihb language and .of the customs
of bjunlsh-American people.
They, of
coutm
took upon manual labor as more
or le*-* degrading; it is one of the things
that we are trying to teach them In our
the

an

NOT WELL KNOWN.
“I

able success.
"It im quite essential that any one who
thinks of doing business in Porto Rico
should

He Is a graduate of the Ellsworth high
school, and of Boston university. He has
been superintendent of schools In Ells-

tt>> summer

from their teams and took to the woods.
Kor years Capt. Bowen
has been the
leader in sport and society, and his arri-

the hurricane of five years ago, when
nearly ba I the Island was completely devested.
1 here Is, however, a large number
of Americans who

Ellsworth born and bred.

Is

able conditions tu

carrying a package of
through the streets, even if it
weighed only a pound, but would have his

to the destruction caused

by

la lu tbla country In charge of the Porto
Klcan school teachers who are studying
Mr. Ix>rd

Democrats Nominate Him at Water-

class

people, and

8. L. Lord, of this city, la assistant com* i
farms si;d in coffee and cotton raising,
mtssloiier of education of Porto Rico. He and some of them are
making a consider-

American ways at

DAV 1ft FOR GOVERNOR.

Hancock Point. Cotuge life is the ruling spirit this year, white at the Tarratlne
Is the usual number of
guests with a full
bou*e booked for August.
the
Although
season Is l»te in being
wed established, thirty-time
cottages are
opened, while In the harbor the Hancock
Point fleet Is larger than In years past.
I'he golf links Have been worked into
good condition, and are popular.
The social events of the past we^k were
the dancing party given at the Ta ratine
by Mrs. Julia A. Martin—a very pretty
evening party enjoyed by the summer
people as the initial hop of the season, and
the arrival of Capt. E. B. Bowen, of Newton Center, Mass., in his touring car.
When “Ned” hiked out from Bucksport
Monday morning it was no uncommon
sight to see horses, cows, dogs, cats and
hens scooting and flying in all. directions,
while faint.hearted farmers’ wives jumped

the

WITH PORTO RICAN TEACHERS.

Everett W. Lord,

AT HANCOCK POINT.
Season at this CharmIngttesoH OpenCottagers and Recent Arrivals.
The present wle« opeued under favor-

this

lip.
BU8IKBM OUTLOOK.

550 of

Bill—You say you never make the
mistake of shooting something else for
a deer?
.111?—No; I did It once; shot a
man’s |100 cow and had to pay for it
Bill—I should say that experience was
• deer teacher.—Yonkers Statesman.

mediate r*«l>z<u>ou

ABOUT PORTO RICO

H. Han scum, G. P. & T. A.

Calvin Auhtin,
Vice-president
Gen’l Mirr.. Foster’s Wharf. Boston, Mass.

and

atjijrTtisrmnrta.

IWOOLENl
CLOTH
For Ladies’ Suits, Skirts and Shirt
Waists, Direct from Loom to the
Wearer at First Cost.
Free Samples on Application.
Great Bargains, Send for samples
today. We prepay Express.

| RIVERSIDE WOOLEN C0.|
PITTSFIELD, M.MNE.

Advertisers in THE
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art
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county:
in the County comin ancock

cf- s

the other papers
bined do not reach so many.

ail

ICA.!* is not the

For additional

The AMER-

Hancock county, and has never claimed to
6«, but it is the only paper that can properly be called a COUNTY paper; all th*
beet are merely local papers. The circula-

of The American, barring the Bat
Harbor Record's summer list, t* largei
than that of aU the other papers printed

tion

fbuntp .W

for

ws IW

other

pntjet

BROOKLIN.

JONES’

Mias Sampson, of Quebec, la at West
End.

ADDRESS.

Last Wednesday tho*« who had bwn
decorating the charcb, for wbat they
believed to be

the

of the

event

1fttie discouraged by
heavy fog
that hung over the town, and when tbe
rain began lo pour many talked of poet*
poning 1 he lecture. About 4 p. in. it beand at 6 the

clear,

brightly, and the large
Sung out its graceful
steeple of tbe church.

folds

The interior of the church
PK08PECT HARBOR.

fulty

L. P. Cole sp*?nt Monday in Milbridge.
Mrs. N. E. John* ba9 been quite ill, bat
is

improving.
wife spent Sunday

David Smith and

bfciv with idatives.
while

boro

the Goulds-

driving
Kay,
road Saturday, saw two deer.

L. S.

N. H. Cole

urday

came

on

Harrington Sat-

from

spend Sunday with

to

relative* hire.

White, of Nash, Mass.,
guest of J. F. Perry for a few weeks.
Miss Lotie Johns t§ spending the week
Mrs. Nancy
her grandmother,
with
Johns.
a

E. W. Cleaves returned home Sunday from a week’s visit in Bar Harbor
and Sullivan.
Mr*.

Potter, who ba« been a guesi of
Margaret Moore for a few weeks,

Miss
Miss

left Thursday.
Mrs.

grandmother,
for

Masr.,

a

accompanied

Stanley

Ethel

Mi«s

her

Cates, to W'ltham,

visit.

a

word

banner

tine blue

with

the

cedar,
background.
Beautiful Japanese lanterns
and covered with

banner

an a

with

at

were

Mrs. Charles

were

H.

guest of
Baboon.

West,

her

of

Hoxbury,

mother,

Mrs.

J.

is
B.

Mrs. D. J. Lynch and son, of Denver,
Col., are visiting her sister, Mrs B. O.

sus-

Prairie

tbe

entnmer

picnic dinner

wm

tome

given at the shore
of the officer* fend

»«i!ors of the

Prairie, who

Ashing trip.

They caught

ders

take

to

back

to

the

Dollard.
Miss Agnes McFarland, who has been
employed as a teacher in McIntosh, Oa..
is home.

on a

500 floun-

ship.

Mr*.

ARK.

Northeast

Mis* Caroline Oakes is at
Harbor for the

out

were
over

with hi*

RECEPTION TO OFFICE*? AJID BANI>.

excursion

James Deane, of Hoxbury. Mass.,
*•
Enterprise” for a few weeks,

the

covered with

being well represented.
A large number from

an

Orville Purdy, of Brookline, Mass., is
the “Lookout,” for a few weeks.
Mrs.

pended from the ceiling of tbe canopy,
and when the candle4* they contained
to
the
it added irreatiy
were lighted
beauty of the seine. Toe pulpit was
elegant flowers.
To the right of tbe platform was a flagstaff on which was raised the American
flag. Notwithstanding the muddy state
of the reads, the church was crowded,
Ellsworth, Bar Harbor and other towns

he

employed.

is at the

red

a

t

summer.

mer

Mrs. O. YV. Foss delightfully
entertained a party of friends last Tburtday evening.

are

Irving if. Coggins, of Malden, MaseJ
Monday after spending be vacation here.

and left

was

Oapt.

and

returned

Crabtree’s

for

reeks,

tew

a

returned to

Charleston Saturday.
ing in a carriage.
The other officers, including Lieutenant*
Mrt. Ellen Crabtree who bea been vlsitLoot* C. Richardaon and DePugh with
I log her daughter, Mlsa Gertrude Crabthe band and boat** crew, arrived In the
tree, in Portland, baa returned.
*hlp’a cutter about 11 a. m. The crate
Mrs. Winfield Stratton and son He race,
came
as
it
the
band
sounded
by
grand
of Portland, are vteltlng Mb. Stratton’s
over the waters of the Cove.
parents, Josepb Crabtree and wife.
Fishing was then indulged in, and at
Mr-. Col man Crabtree, with her son
1-.30 an elegant shore lunch w»*» served
and daughter, came borne Sunday from a
men enIt was a great pleasure to see t*
visit to Mrs. A. Kernald's in Franklin.
the food “cooked like their mothers
•*

George Lopaus
Somerville, Mass., are
Mrs.

children,

and

in town

of

for the

summer.

Lucius Cousins, who has been visiting
parents, C. C. Cou-lus and wife, returned to Boston Saturday.
Cse FkmMe.
July 18.
his

present, and the whole scene formed a
thing of beauty long to be remembered.
Rev. Mr. Toms escorted Chaplain Jonea to

joy

Melvin

KKSrXCT.

Harbor

to

treatment.

dinner the

played

band

selections, and after dluner LieutenRichardson, Cbapialn Jones and Rev.

went

to

Bar

ago for surgical
baa returned much im-

She

Foss spent a few days
while bis vessel, Pen*
Satisfaction, was loading at

at home last

some

Stratton

dleton's

G.

p'tf/m.

%

E. Leach attended the sumschool for ieachers at Hampden last

week.

Pan! Weveott and family, of Portland
the gaeata of hh mother, Mw.
Mary
Weecott,

Capt.

Kara

Conner haa

Saturday

for

a

New York.
Mias

Helen

F.

Point, camping

finished haying
coasting trip to

Dunbar Is In- Sandy
with friends from

out

Chelsea, Mass.
Mrs. M. O. Leach was thrown from a
carriage laat week and broke one of the
bones of her wrlat.

W bee lock and Fred Hinckley, of Brock*
ton. Mass., are visiting their grandmother,
M.e. Mary L. Leach.
Mrs. Lucy Mixer was called to Camden
Thursday by the critical Illness ot her
daughter, Miss Cora Mixer.
July IS.
L.

weeks

three

proved.
Oapt. Harold

nig the clams and get the rockweed for
clam-bake.

During

Jeremiah

to

the

ant
BKSOLrTlOKS OF

praise cannot be given
Wilbur, who got up at daylight

Too much

dne

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Mr*.

used to cook It”.

Mho*

Mies Annie

H. Eaton, wbo baa been at H. C.

VV.

k>,

Rops Conner, of the yacht
“Grilse’', wu
home over Sunday.
J. Willie Leach, of New York, Is
bomf
for a i wo-wecks’ vacation.
Mr*. Rowena Rice, of Aupuata, la visitlog her parents, Leroy Ward well and wlf©,

Inc* Dorr Co veil, of Mansfle’d
recently the guest of Mrs. O*
W, Foss.
Mass

graham, ct Boston, daughter of an editor
of the Boston Journal, who died atout
ten year* ago, and
Mr*. R. N. Tom*,
through the kindness of Fred I. Reynold*,
were taken to the Cove early in the morn-

fount*

NORTH CA8TINE.
John P. Leach, ot Camden. In here
for
abort atiy.

Mtp.

ever

I

in

length,

and daughter Frarcea
have arrived from Dorchester, Maw., to
D. Gerrish
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mAtHiifmal
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last Tb a rude y to

One of the greatest local event* that
happened here took p:ace la«t Thurs>
Bangor to-day.
; day when our people, with the assist nee
Hoy Tolcott, of Arlington, Mass., la at of the Rev. R. N.^oom, tendered a recepA. W. Bridges’ for two weeks.
tion to the officers and band of the U. 8 8.
Miss Edith Lnfkin goes to Stonlngton Prairie.
to-day to attend summer school.
Chaplain Jones, wife and §on, Mis* In*

large white letters, tbe
Above this, and
work of Mrs. Toms.
resting on the canopy was the word
“Navy” In large rustic letters, two feet in
“Welcome’’

Mrs. Clara Hall

Is

beautiful arch
thie was fast-

canopy of green, a
encircling the Iront. On

A

——i-

Catherine will take

The

beautl-

a

page*

from here to

the

The platform

and flowers.

ened

was

iw other

speaker being Chaplain Jones, of

Prairie.

-pend
parent*.
Chaplain Jones caught ninety.
A large audience attended the lectore^by
July 18.
Jonee of the U. 8. 8. navy at
Newport, Chaplain
’>»t Latnolne la»t Wednesday evening.
HANCOCK.

employed.

where she will be

AVva

Count

the

ARLBORO AND RACCOON COVE.

Henry

Hattie Allen has gone to Camden,

Miss

evergreens
banting,
was enc'osed

decorated with

with

where be will be

American

from

M

Clarence Stanley has gone to

shining
flag

sun was

For Additional

Blake spent Iasi week in

Mrs. Belle
Rockland.

reason,

the

were a

gan to

COUNTY NKW\

other png* 9

*ee

EAST LAMOINE.
CHAPLAIN

in

onty paper printed

County .Veu»*

COUNTY NEWS.

accompanies her ulster for a week’s visit
to her former home In Sorry.
XL.
July 18._

COUNTY NEWS.

subscribers at 106

•»ut

t v

oorrs INLAND.
Mias Kosle Joyce, who haa been visiting
at Btontugloo, baa returned.
Coho Uott

week

got S00 pounds of fish and

The price ot

Somes sound.

a

Friday.

hahhut last

lobsters

was

reported at

appropriate speeches.
Charles leach, formerly agent in the seventeen cents at th** laat sales from the
Llaud.
Then the party returned to the fishing. Maine Central
depot here, visited at J.
Miss Uussie Graves, of North l^moine,
The catch was large, and Chaplain Jones' VV. Stratton’s last week.
Dannie Norwood and Vernon Laity, of
Mr. Leach ban
and Mr. Toms sang the “Star-Spangled
wife succeeded In making the biggest
therefore be U
accepted a position in the station at Bsr Went Tremont, have the church nearly
Banner ’, tbe large congregation joining
Resolved, That In her death the Woman** haul with a total of ninety, and, of course, Harbor.
painted.
heartily in tbe chorus.
Christian temperance union having lost or.e of the cbapialn was the happiest man to the
on Sunday—beautiful ones.
A.
July 18.
MUs Pnebe Uott la painting and paperAs tbe strains of tbe grand old song its
charter memlx re, and one who was deeply crowd.
Mrs. John O. Foss, who has recently reing her bouse inatde, which adds greatly
arose young Master Willis took his place
interested In the cause of temperance.
WEST BROOKSVILLS.
and men of the Prairie
The
officers
turned from New Oileans, has been here at the halyards of the flagstaff and slowly
to Its appearance.
Resolved, That we bow in humble suhmls. tendered a vote of thanks to, tnd gave
Paul
Taplay bas a position on the
a few weeks with relatives.
raised “Old Glory” to the masthead, slon to the will ot our Heavenly Father, who
Charles K. Ovtngtoi. end wife, of New
three rousing cheers for, the ladies of yacht Prince**.
doeih all things well, and that we extend our
Miss Grace Moore is to furnish the where it remained all the evening.
York, are at the Rose c 4bg«, w bile »etand Raccoon Cove and Rev.
Marlboro
C. Roy Tapiey, wbo bas bean seriously
This part of the programme was very kindest sympathies to the bereaved family, and
music at Grindstone inn, Winter Harbor,
llog things to right at 4 be n ’.age recentMr. Tom*.
III, la improving.
Her violinist came impressive, and the audience showed its assure them we also greatly feel their loss.
during the season.
ly built for them at Gutl’a Idaud.
said
At
5
tn.
the
men
of
the
That
one
of
those
resolution"
navy
p.
Resolved,
copy
Schooner Alclon, Capt. larbox, arrived
from Boston the last of the week, and delight by hearty and prolonged applause.
Mrs. Abble H. s.splte
ot Aitanlic,
he sent to the bereaved family, one spread on good-bye and returned to their ship*, and
In a brief speech Mr. Turns stated the
from Rockland Saturday.
they have entered upon their duties.
called on her brother, M
V 11.’ olugs,
the records of our I’nion, one sent to the Ells- eur people returned to their homes, havof
Mias
Gussie
C.
the
18.
meeting.
object
July
Mrs. Mary Curran, of Bangor la
worth America* and one to the Island Her
tbe and bis wife Saturday
one
"ccoming spent one of the most enjoyable day*
Graves, who is only fourteen vt-ars of age, aid for publication.
guest of her sister, Mlsa K. Ellison.
psuied by her gr*ti>i<isi'g t r, U idle
ever spent in this neighborhood.
CENTER.
1 but has
a
magnificent deep contrglto
Northeast Harbor, Me„ July 14, l‘.«H.
Mrs. Walter Sargent*of Brewer, ie visit- Staples.
It U understood that when the cutter
Mrs. Alice Hodgdon, of Hampden, is at
rendered
that
solo
Mrs. M. E. Holmes,
voice,
splendid
Chips.
July 18
reached the Prairie with over 600 fish there ing her slater, Mrs. George A. Stevens.
Mrh. M. I*.
Dr. Leo Larrabee arrived home the Ia*t
of tbe week, and will be at his home office
for a week or moors.
It is worth a trip to Forbes’ pond to see
the lilies—hundreds were taken from there

L. W. Stewart’s fur the

at Fred Clinkard’a for

a

few weeks.

Myra Hodgdon and daughters are
Hodgdon’* for a few weeks.
Mrs. I
R. Haskins and daughter, of
Boston, are at W. W. Hodgdon’s for tbe
Mrs.

at F. S.

summer.

is very III. His niece, Mrs.
Frame, came from Boston Sunday

Harper

R. A.

Georgia
to take

care

of him.

L. W. Stewart and wife and Miss Nina
Clinkard, of Bar Harbor, visited friends
here last week.

vut audience to

that

*o

led

at times his

who

has been

North Lamoine, pre-

of

hie

playing

_

was

Spanish-American

tbe

SOME8VIU.E.

cabin

war,

position

the

on

Island.

Somes,
Columbus,
Ohio, arrived at T. S. Somes’ Wednesday.
aud

a-

Miss

Miss

Blanche

Dorothy

of

Lawsou

and

her

friend

around

scenes

Santiago de Mis* Nickerson, and Capt. Enos, of Bosspirit of tbe ton, arrived Saturday at Mis* Lawson *.
in being called
H.
July 16.

to suffer

or

rejo

die for their

ce

country.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

description of the funeral service
which was lnterrup‘ed by a sudden atHis

C. R. Sleeper and Mrs. Mary Ware,

Pryor’s

Joy on board and a big feast.
Mr. Toma preached In the evening
I In the union
chapel to a large audience.
was

Mrs. Joseph Small, of Kockport, is vis-

Schooner Robert Pettis, Capt. Wm. Perkins, has rtulsbed loading a cargo of hay
at Waaaon’a wharf.

Rev.

16.

Spec.

Henry Haskell, wife and daughter Ruth
little son Raymond, ot Somerville,
Mass., are at the Hawes bouse.

NORTH LAMOINE.
George tfratth, who has been seriously ill, la somewhat improved,
Capt. A. B. Holt and wile have been
Mr*.

spending the past few days at their hon

e

here.
Miaa

Emma Austin

Ian week to

went

the remainder of the

speod
her sister. Mrs. Daniel
South Lawrence, Mam,

Sedgwick,

called

on

friends here

this

tack, the bravery of the noble surgeon,
who, rather than desert his post and leave
his men to suffer and die, remained in the

Mrs.

Mietreea

summer

with

Champion, In

Cannon, of Rockland, Maas.,
accompanied by Miss Elizabeth Griffith,
of Rhode Island, has joined her eon Burton at Mrs. Julia Graves’.

|

ft

Miss Marcia

Day, of Boston, is visiting

mother, Mrs. Charles Ferrin. Guy
and Frank Day wbo have been visiting
their mother have returned to Somerville,
Mass.
c.
July 16.
her

SEAL HARBOR.

For the gammer services at the Congregational church at Seal Harbor the
following arrangements have been made:
July 24, Rev. A. F. Scbauffler, D. D
president of city missions, New York;
July 31, Rev. Samuel E. Herrick, D. D.,
minister of the Mount Vernon church,
Boston; Aug. 7, Rev. Samuel A. Eliot,
D. D., president of the American Uniter tau association, Boston; Aug. 11 and 21,
speaker announced later; Aug. 28, Rev.
John Simpson Penman, minister of the
Central Congregational church, Bangor;
Sept. 4, Rev. David N. Beach, D. D., president of
Bangor theological seminary,
Bangor; Sept. 11, Rev. Dean A. Walker,
minister
of
Congregational
church,
Bouttiwest Harbor; Sept. 18, Rev. Angus
M. MacDonald, minister of the Congregational church, Bar Harbor. The services
begtti
p.

at 10 30

a.

mM

him of the

comfort

Hattie Martin has gone
with her husband.

Mrs.

trip

tc

A son was born July 13 to Mr. and Mrs
Howard Hodgkins.
Mias Martha Ball has gone to Bai
Harbor to work in the Lynam house.
Little
week.

Dana,

Livonia Phillips
She

of

aas

been

came

visiting

home last
her

uneh

Southwest Harbor.

Mrs. Waining, who has been visiting
Mrs. Edith Walton, has returned to bei
home in Bangor.
Mrs. Della Wooster and sons Lennie anc
Eddie, of Waltham, Mass., are spending
fear weeks at their old borne.
E.
July 18.

such

a

Miea Jewell Ring, who baa been the
guest of bar Cousin, Miea ln*a Stevens,
for tbe past week, baa returned to her
borne In Brewer.

iTtmiTt laments.

ALWAYS

Brooketde: Mr. and
Parker and daughter
Helen; Mra. Della Coffin Cbaee, Gilmore
Smilb, all of Bangor.
I'oMao.v.
July 38.
Arrtvaie

at

tbe

Mre. Edward

Mrs. William Vincent, who has been
-pendin* the past three months in Uoulton for her health, returned last Wednesday but slightly Improved.
Mra. Eliza Armstrong, Mra. Martha
Laffiu, Mrs. William Fernald and Mrs.
Llewellyn Kincaid, of Ellsworth, were the
guests of Mrs. William Brooke last week.

R.

SATISFIES
Because H Cures.

BROWN’S
INSTANT
RELIEF

ASH VI LEE.
P. B.

Hall, who la at Sorrento, was In
town Sunday.
Mra. F. Stevens and E. H. Tracy spent
Sunday at Gouldeboro.
Mleave

1

down the face of the lecturer

as

be

The farmers w ho have
report a light crop.
\

re-

things.
His description
of Capt. John W.
Philip (afterwards admiral) was sublime,
and his description o< the fight off Santi-

tered

those memorable

victory,
At

give God

destroyed,
the Texas, ut-

were

vulsed with

as

he

Pbremv and Dora Johnson will
at Gouldeboro.

Mias Wilma

'he

a

credit

to

our

and listen to his

of

the Prairie are
Rev. Harry W

men

navy.

Jones,

D. D., is a credit to the men who
their wisdom appointed him chaplain.
The people of the East Lamoine parish,
through their pastor, Rev. R. Newberry
Toms, thank the officers and men of the
Prairie for their kindness and help in all
their undertakings since they have arrived at the coaling station, and assure
then that there is a hearty welcome for
them in ail their homes.
in

Special thanks are due all who so nobly
helped Mr. Toms and his wife to make the
lecture

from

Misses

Virginia Dillingham,
Young, of Surry,

of

Bangor,

have

been

visiting Mrs. 8. 8. Scammon the past
week. Picnics, riding and sailing were
the order of the week.

Mrs. Scammon

unscientific

source

is

better than

16.

__Ch’e’er.
WEST HANCOCK.

1

Spec.

Hallie

an

July

FRANKLIN.
and

down Into their

pockets

when it is

really

pecaaaary.

July

H. Hall collage at
Point through baying.
James Arey, of Gouldeboro Point, wbo
baa been tbe gueet of O. P. Bragdou end
wife, returned borne Saturday.

tbe

Frank Smith and Miea Clara
Sullivan

Center,

were

Chtlcott's aunt, Mra.
July 38.

That’s what you

need;

some-

your biliousness. You need Ayer’s Pills.

thing

to

cure

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black 1 Use

Buckingham’s Dye

50ct» of

d»wgf*»t»orR P Hzi'&Co Natftua N.W

E. C. Hill, Sunday.
B.

work

at

E. E.

Dovejoy’s.
Mn.

Deltleba Dunbar has been vlalting

friends In town.

Frank Godfrey, of Massachusetts,
daughter Doria are at the Manning

Mra.
and

>use.

Allan

Mrs. E. C. Alexander, ot Houlton, with
little son, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Clara Ford.

*»

WEST OOULDSBOKO.

Cole, who haa been vlalting at J.
returned to Maaaacbuaetta

Wrtght’a,
Monday.
B.

her

n

Chflcott. of
Mis#

8prc.

MAUL BOKO.

v

tbe guests of

Miss Ethel Martin la at

h

IS.

C.

18.

none.

a success.

J uly 16.

Rice, of Steuben, visited
F. Da via Tuesday.

ui

Cream Halm ia placed Into the noetrtl*, spread*
the n«mbra&* ai.d 2o absorbed. Ite'.io/ia Immediate and a cure follow*. It 1* not drying—doe#
Dot produce aneexing. Large 8i4«t 50 crate at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cent* by mall.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street. N’ew York.1
©rtr

vi e

J. D. Wood and aon, who have been up
homestead baying, have returned
to stave Island.

\tmmjX\Y

obtain

to their

WEST

war.

hln^

Through the energy of the organiat and
of North Ltmolne, Ralph Hagan, two large hanging lamps have been
purchased and placed in the school house
for the use of the church, Sunday school
The people of North
and C. E. society.
Lamouie are evidently not afraid to go

II

Liver Pills

Googlna left tbts morning

Kev. Mr. Eaton, of Cleveland, Ohio, baa
joined bU family, «y>o are boarding at
Mra. Ellen Cole, who haa been visiting
FRANKLIN.
Tyler Hodgkins’
her stater, Mra. J. B. Wright, haa goue to
Haying is on with a light crop.
Ernest Hodgkins, wife and two chil- Prospect Harbor.
The drought is getting to be severe.
dren, of .Dorchester, Mass., are visiting
Miss Dorothy and
Master Chandler
Apples will be a light crop—less than Mr®. Coleman Hodgkins.
Noyee, who have been vlalting their aunt,
last year.
Miss Conant, who has been visiting Mrs.
J. B. Johnson, returned home SunMist Janie Springer is at work for Mrs. Mr*. Charles Ea*ey at her cottage, has day.
—
returned to her home in Brockton.
G. W. Kenniston.
July 18.
N.
a
number from here attended
There was another heavy earthquake
Quite
MAN8ET.
shock Friday morning about 3 o’clock, church at East Lamoine Sunday* evening,
The botelB are having an average ran of
One man says these quakes are caused by
gueets-v-sbout titty In each at present.
explosions at Port Arthur; this man is not
atobrrtisrmnjta.
a scientist, nor is the public paying him a
Capt. James Parker baa just received a
An
salary.
explanation of conditions
cargo of tall to be used In hia fish busi-

July

Chaplain Jones is a powerful speaker.
He is loyal to the men of the navy, and
is return honor

Loven

other relatives here.

con-

recounted

Mrs.

is home.

Mrs. G. H. Robinson, of Rockland, is
visiting her brother, Nahum Stevens and

credit for tbe
graphic and thrilling.

laughter

Lynn,

good.

R. A. Haudy and family, of Arlington,
are visiting hie oid home.

the

humorous events of tbe

H. Winslow, who has spent the past

year io

her much

Mass.,

“Don’t

times the audience would be

took county, are visiting her parents, Mr.
Mrs. Vincent Is
and Mrs. Richardson.

JOTf.

Mre. L. J. Bregdou visited her elster,
Mrs. Elsie Arey, at Uouidsboro Saturday.

begun haying secretary

Allen Cole, of Boston, has been visiting
his sister, Mra H. O. Rice.

cneer, boys; tbe poor devils are dying,”
and when be a»ked them to bow in silent
prayer and

M.

Mrs W.

was

words:

Cole, of Boston, is visit in#

relatives here.

counted these

ago, when the Spanish licet
aud when Capt. Philip, of

Marshall, of Billerica, Mass.,
Is visiting her brother, La ilagan.
William Vincent and wife, of AroosMrs. S. A.

mu

A
lor
t* *n-1 liontl
trouble*. NrBr*iiii*. th* t.npp*, lfMMlaebfe.
Mon*-} KWin.I.-d if it 1%tl> mhfrn umnI
m di.r«rt«" t.
AU do»2*r* m*I1 it. Pra^irt4 by
Norway Mfedlcinr Cn^
8*nd tor 1V«tia»otr»*:».
Konni, tt*tan
MM».

spend to-day

have moved In tbe W.

visiting Mrs. Z. W. Tabbutt.

very poor health, and her stay In the
northern part of the State Etas not done

BIRCH HARBOR.
Mrs. Ellen

praying child, his affectionate little
daughter and bis loving wife, tbe tears
ran

the quarry last

the aa'nrt oil I
taole? Jsne- P*ea«e
wueu 1 pol-

«r»* t«

inor>itrig.—Punch.

Mrs. Laura

in

such faith in bis prayer that be felt that
God would surely bring him back to bia

The officers and

on a

proved

him all through rtie struggle,
the bullets were whistling and
shells were flying, he seemed to see his
utile coiia prating to toe great God or
the universe: “Papa, come back,” with

HANCOCK POINT.

sea

it bad

to

advloe and counsel.

There was a bop at the Tarratine Saturday evening.
Miss Abigail Grant is working for Mrs.
S. J. Johnson.
4

incident,

on

Little Carl Simmons ran a rusty nail
its entire length into bis foot on Wednesday. Proper remedies were at once administered, and it is hoped the wound
will not prove dangerous.
G.
July 16.

and when

evening services, 7.45 they

m.

at work

father bad gone away
without seeing him, went to the bed and
prayed: “Papa, come back,” and how,
when he got a letter from his wife telling
not realise .hat his

*

I n*»

on toe tame

A •mall quantity of Brown's Instant Belief
Wd to drinfclug water will qoeoeh the thirst.

_

Gatcbel! place. She has with her MissC.
M.
Ferrin and Masters Lincoln and
Frank SibJey, of Somerville, Mass.

J«n-.

»»i I** pu
’rn, 1 ota pot u
ish, a it up this

told

and

Byron Tracy.
for Waltham, Maas., where ebe baa emPersia, wife of Freeman Walker, died
week.
Miss Althea Gray, of Vinalhaven, who
at her home In Partridge Cove Saturday pioyment.
who baa been visiting relatives here, reGeorge Bickford, wife and little daughMias Heckle Ashley, of North Sullivan,
She
morning, aged twenty-one years.
field and gave up his life as the cost of turned to her home
ter visited her parents, N. A. Herrick and
Friday.
leaves a husband and four small children, waa the guest of her slater, Mrs. Mary
such bravery; the going out to finish tbe
wife, recently.
Misses Aiioe and Eva Bobbins came
Funeral Llndaay, Sunday.
one of whom was born July i.
funeral ceremony with the bullets whistfrom Ailston, Mass., on Wednesday to
Lincoln Sibley and wife and Edwin
services were held at the home Sunday j
John M. Tracy, 2d, of the Belmont
all around him; the prayer of his little
ling
spend their vacation at the old home.
Sibley, of Somerville. Mass., are spending son when he had to leave so
afternoon.
hotel. Bar Harbor, epent Saturday uigut
that
early
the season at Allen Henderson’s.
Y.
Anthony Bye received a slight injury on
in town with bia family.
July 18.
the child was not awake when he left,
his foot from a falling bar of Iron while
Mrs. M. A. Ferrin is occupying tbe and when the Hide one
A. Marlin and »ite, of Eaat Sullivan,
got up and cou'd j
Mrs. Sarah E. Staples, of Portland, is
week.
of

iting

Mr. Toms made

July

Mra. A. G. Sanderson and two children

circumstances that led him to

who seemed to

men

teaching

Mrs. E. C- MaxCukstxr,
Committee on resolutions,

heartily.

He told of the noble

Cuba.

In Wait ham, is home.
Mrs.

If'hcreaa, The Supreme Kuier of the ani
verse has. In His Infinite wisdom, removed from
our
midst our sister, Mrs. Nancy Smallkige,

chaplain in tbe navy,
pathos would bring tears to
tbe eyes of his hearers, especially when be
accept

a

depiettd

SOUTH BLUE HILL.
Bert C Day is in very poor health.

Day,

as

rose

C. W. Ellis has gone to Stonington
The hiring band of the Prairie divided
honors with the lecturer for the first p*ace where he Is employee.
in the exercises of the evening. They
Charles P. and George L. Some* left
were repeatedly encored, and every selecSaturday for Waltham, Maes.
tion brought forth a burst of applause.
He*. Benj. Hansom, of Bar Harbor,
In a neat speech Mr. Toma introduced the
preached here Sunday, July 17.
was
who
lecturer. Chaplain Jones,
really
J. H. Lawson and two daughters, of
the central figure of the evening's gatherare at his sister’s, Miss
Melrose, Mass
and
after
the
u>ual
deformalities,
ing,
Lawson.
livered one of the finest lectures ever
John B Pine and family and servants
heard in this section.
As be proceeded to portray the scenes arrived here Saturday, and are at the log

employment.
July 13.

_

moat

sided at the organ, and
much appreciated.

and to the

H.

applaud

Ralph Ragan,

K. B. Higgins is home for a few weeks
from Southwest Harbor, where he has

Miss Clara

audience

tbe

Manchester,

Clinkard and wife and Mr. Reilly

A. H.

and

summer.

Mrs. Bertha Robbins who has been very
ill, is able to be about again.

are

platform,

the

j

Sherman McFarland has gone to Newport to work.
C. H. Norris and wife, of Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday here with Mends.
Irving McFarland and A. E. Foren, who
are employed in Newport, spent Sunday
at home.
Mrs. Malcolm Googins, who has been
for some months in Framingham, Mass.,
is at home.

July 18.

Sumac.

Disease takes
vacation.
If you

strength

no

summer

need flesh

and

The Farnsworth A Mayo Coal Co. haa
recently received a large cargo of coal,
also a vessel-load of bard wood.

SJjusy children are troubled with wvruts,
and trmted for somethin* else. A few due— of

i
1

Eunice Emery
celebrated
her
birthday by giving a little party
number of her friends Tuesday. Sev-

Miss

Scott’s Emulsion
in winter.

to

a

eral

little

ones

from Bar Harbor attended.

sample.
SCOTT * BOWKS, Chchriwa,

pJew York.

druggu-ls.

Hargrave,
Northeast
Harbor, preached here Sunday morning
and at Seal Cove In the afternoon, In the
t baence of Kev. Mr. Exery, who
preached
Ellsworth and Trenton.
July 18.

of

in

e.

J

Dr. True’s Elixir

wormslf they exist, a.-d proreaealoabie tumult there arc no w orm*, a&c ai4rwrci«<*.
ttu. J. T. TBi t: A <*».. \„burm

seventh

llev. Charles

Send tor tree

409-415 Pearl Street,
50c. and #1.00; all

orms?

ness*

use

summer as

Patents and

OR. KING’S “"tS*

PENNYROYAL PILLS
mended br ladies
Aft high ly rc
who hive used them. They are
sure, safe, and reliable A trial will
®e«d1 »
convince you of their intrinsic
cents for sample and booklet. Ask for Dr. Kong's
"
All drufrata, ft 50
Star Crown Brand
...

Klag ffcfjfc® Ca., P Q. Be* 1SI

hj*®**

COUNTY NEW'S.
Count* AV»«

vMUiomal

Mo

COUNTY NEWS.
i-iUtional

•**r

pay*Z

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

EAST SULLIVAN.
week

l«*t

Wh«l»u ape.it
HIM BHi
Steuben.
Johnson came from SaltsMi„ Beatrice
Bsttwdsy for the summer.
bnrj- Cora
sort wife, of Wlnthrnp,
John Allen
Johnson’s fur s few
«ro *t »• °
jlise.,
days.
wife »»d daughter Lydia
El wood Hill,
to spend the
over from Bsr Herbot

Brockton. Maas.,

arrived

nave

again occupying the
nucd Cave.

and

Fiske cottage

are

Schooner
curbstone

fourth-

end baby daughter,
Sirs. Frank Orshsm
Urshsm. base been oser
etth
Usrbor visiting friends.
[roni Her
Lewis sad daughter, Miss
Amends
srs.
with Usvld Smith end wife,
jH, 1-,*|.,
la town recently.
s
ofSteubon, spent day
s senllsgrersrd Noyee Is borne from
loo prosed In besftb. Ho will
rlam, muob
summer with his psrrnts, Kred
spend the
*'*••
*n‘l
Soys*
snd her sister,
Mrs. Dslght Baldwin
over from
esme
jjis, Alice C'enipbM’,
Point recently
tnelr cel tree »* Hancock
visit the Hills, snd csll on friends.

;

Nur-

at

tian Endeavor

summer

upon the Chrisschoul where Mr.

give illustrated lectures. Rev.
Charles F. Dole will fill his place on Sun-

Day,

Edmund

10

I

slated

he left

that

one

iuu> u«.ni.

summerlug

helped organ re a Sunday
school at the church last Sunday to meet
directly after morning service. It la
Mr. Bernard

to Interest toe young people who
not connected with any school. Buperlnti ndent, Mra. Benjamin Bakor;

hoped
ire

uautanl

I.

tup

Stover; sec.ot-.ry
Helen Hill.
Jior*ncy

Mrs.

icidont,

couar

and

Austin

easurer,

Miss

Jr. O. I*. A. M

No

c«tl g Jul/ 11, ii»»«.ai>eu
regular
officers, with ir. ta.iiu; otfl.vr Of. F. E.
Wbeok, state councilor, of Hansford .?»•*"•
it its

voted to hold the annual

strenuous tffort

George W. Joyce and wife have returned
White He»d light station, after spend'
Ing a few days here with friends and rela-

L*a Cousins sod

Bobbin-, W. K Hanna; junior past councilor, E H. Smith: chaplain, A. Martin.
Companion court. Daughter* of Liberty,
installation of officers at

held

its regu-

meeting July 13.
July 18

lar

H.

be

must

made to

one-half horse

boat.

Frank

Fred Cole, of Portland, Is spending bit
wltb bis auut. Mrs. Cbarlet

three and

a

Thompson.

power Knox engine for his
Bridges will have charge of

ling
Capt. Herrick
day for a party
Insta

Mrs. Bertie Hatch, of East Boston, le
ber
parents, Capt. and Mrs
Parker l.jvve.

visiting

It.

Stonlngton Sun-

went to
of

Albert Edwaid Bryan has returned tc
New Yoik to dirtct tbe management ol
Judge Prtrfcer’a campaign.

Pennsyl-

from

eeveo

New York, who are to spend
the summer at the Ocean View.
vania aud

The

yachts iu

Alert,

the

The family of Capt. Cberies Scott have
greatly grieved this week by tbe
death of an old-time pet dog.

harbor this week
Boston, Harriet, of

the
of

been

Mt. Desert, the knockabout Imp, of Bluehill, and the Speramea, of Bangor.
David.
July 18.

some

article of

beverai

gifts

In

for

gralful.

A

sent

Will lam

gry

v,f

ao

needlework tor the

saie.

money have aircady been
which the society Is very
very enjoyable
picnic for

Ju.y

un...i(b.u

e»

..

.od the

They

repairs

The

ban-

isle.

rernern

huge, U»

that iilgticr fraierulij
Rewired, Hut while wo btiw subinla alvt ly
iho ulvlne command, wo flu uui the less
imiuru our uvparu.il slater, mud though that
bright young life, so >1 1*1 with loving thought
ami tender care for others, to us U closed, with
faith undtmmed, we feel that she has entered
Into that perfect degree of eternal ••friendship,
lovo and truth”.
Revolved, That tbta lodge tenders lu heartfelt ay mpath; to the bereaved family and reiatlvea lu this their hour of aflllcitou.
Resolved, That these resolutions be outer oil
upon the minutes of our lodge, and a copy be
sent to the KLbSWORTH AauiOAN and to the
Katherine Mason.
family.
Kathskine Cakkoll.
ALICE K. HlOOlNS.
to

hill, called there by the Blues* of

an

aunt.

Mrs. Gertrude Crosby, of Amherst, was
initiated in Companion court Sunbeam 1.
O. F.

Thursday.

Kingman is building a bouse
farm, eo called, which he
lately purchased.
W. B. iloftiings, wife aud maid, of
Lorenzo

on

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Koaton,

horns for the

opened

thtlr

summer.

George Btanley,ar and wile, who have
been with their son George for several
months, have gone to Ellsworth.
Visitors lu town the past week were
W. Bletben aud wife, of Lisbon Falls,
Miss Mary
Garland, Lakewood, and
Charlie Clough, Bangor.
The family of M. D. Uatiem, who was
killed at Halt Quarry, have the sympathy
of their many friends here.
Mr. Hasiein
was s native Of this town, where he was
held In the

highest

esteem.

'l be funeral

July

was

held

July

17.

Miss Tyler Hopkius, of Boston, Is tbe
sunt, Mrs. P. K. Greene.
Mbs Carrie Woodbury, of Watervllle,

is tbe guest of Mrs. Emery D. Leach.
A. F. Cousins has returned to Stonington. He Is employed as a tool sharpener.
Miss Lisle Kencb, of South Brouksville,

visiting

her

aunt, Mrs. Charles Yout-

man.

Percy DeBeck and wife, of West Franklin, arrived last Saturday. They are the
guests of Solon A. Long and wife.
B.
few

Watson Cousins has been at home a
to Redstone, N.

days. He returned
U., iant Ti-urhda;,.

Fred E. Graves came home from Redstone, N. H., a few days ago to work for
the Chase Granite Co.
Bchooner Charley Woolsey, Ginn master, arrived last Friday. She took aboard
3,000 paving blocks for John Love. She
will complete her
cargo at the White
granite works.
Miss

Susie E. Long closed her school at
East Brewster, Mass., Jane 24. She visited relatives and friends at Boston, Waltham aud Somerville, and returned home
laat Tuesday. She will spend her vacation at homesv Miss
Long baa been teaching in Massachusetts three years.
July 18. ________
U.
These tailors have tbe bulge

on

it taketa nine to make tun
Yet one, with little effort, can
Effectually break him.

Mr.

Curtis’

Mariaville last

week

wife,

who
their

on

went

to

wedding

tour, returned Monday, and are keeping
house in the new cottage by the mill.
Sunday morning the pastor preached « u
Blind Beggar Healed”. The evening service was hel l on the lawn, and the
subject of the sermon was “The Bib:e
Reading of Ezra”.
“The

At
the

session

the

of

following officers

the
were

Merrill
elected

class

for the

William H. Closson,
months;
president: Malcolm C. Allen, vice president; George O. Hans com, secretary;
Harold Torrey, treasurer.
next six

man,

for the

was

in

held

Miss Laura Howard met
last

with

a

grounds of the
Baptist parsonage Friday evening, July
15. By D eans 'of lanterns bung on%lbe
trees and lamps placed In the windows,
the lawn

wa9

well

on

injuring

herself

Rainbow grange ce'ebrated
last Thursday.
About

presented
The young people

pretty appearance.

enjoyed playing croquet,

oth

IDO

wer

Faye and Cora
Virginia ATen favored the
company by singing. Ice-cream and cake
the

swing freely.

sale and a neat *um was realized
benefit of'the Sunday school library. A large number was present and
all enjoyed a pleasant social evening.
Kak.
July 18.
were on

|

Miss Grace Bracy Is visiting her mother
Mr*. Annie Mclninch.
F.

F.

Mace attended

convention
Miss
been

at

Watervil

democratu

the

e.

Jennie Roberts, of Bangor, hai
guest of Mrs. Emery a few day!

the

Miss Edith Dorr la visiting relatives at
W interport.
Mrs. A. L. Nickerson is vielting relatives at Bangor.
Oeorge Nickerson and wile spent
days In Bangor last week.

a

Misses timeline McFarland and
dred
Waseatt, of Bar Harbor,

guests of Miss Ruble Higgins

one

few

Milwere

day

cbowdet

Oceanville and

came

to

J

Eugene Hale jr., with twe
friends made a rtshiug trip up river tbii
week.
Thanks are due them for tbei
contributions to the ice-cream sociabli
Fred and

which

held here last

was

Friday eveulng

Isle

Charles

Shea

and

wife

are

Miss Bernice Webb, who is studying tc
be a nurse iu a hospital in Lewiston, is al

abruptly

Thomas, of Boston, it
tiding a two-weeks’ vacation with hei
?rents, W. B. Thomas and wife.

Portland and Boston.

Misses Christie and Minnie Gordon

is

Campbell,

visiting

her

in

Claiemont, N.

of

sister.

H.,
Elizabeth

Mrs.

Pierce.
Marion

Stanley

has leturned to

his work,
rupted by llloess.
July 18.

to

resume

which

Baugor

was

inter*

J. P. Bimonton,
Ellsworth,
the members of David A. Hoopei
lodge, F. and A. M„ next Sunday after
6V.

ak to

HA It BOR.

went

^

to

Friendship

last week to make arrangements for having a boat built.
John Dolby, who has been an Inmate ol
the insane asylum for many years, died
there last week.

The

body

home and burled lo the

Rev. Cornelius Smith bas presented St.
James chapel with curtains to enclose an
alcove to be used as a robing-room for
officiating clergy. Many thanks are due
Mr. Smith for his kindly interest In St.
James.
The people of this place were saddened
July 11 by the death of Lucy A., wife of

tery.

July 18.

B.

WEST THE MONT.
<

an

was

brought

Old Point

_X.

ceme-

Y. Z.

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs. Alex Briggs and Miss Alberts, ol
Fail River, Mass., are visiting ,her father,
8. 8. Candage.

Murphy has gone to the

Bernice

bouse to work.

Trank, of Uott’a Island, called
Saturday evenlug.

on

brother Will

liable M. Bum ill is at home spending a
while his vessel is being reft red in Portland.
Kdward Lunt and family, of Manset,
revisiting while Mr. Lunt is tinishiug
W. Kumill’s house.
few weeks

Ashbury

Northeast

Harbor

tviuiball house

The schoolbouse has been receivings
much-needed coat of paint.
Miss Ollie Ash and Miss Adeline Bunker
spent Sunday with Mrs. H. R. Murphy at
Grey Rooks.

Benjamin Murphy

at the church.

Mra.
Anne.

art

wii

of

Robert

Agnes Brewer has employment
the Lynam house, Bar Harbor.
Miss

Mrs.

A.

-pending a lew days with their grand
other, Mrs. Woodworth, at Bar Harbor

Miss
in

well

as

several

or

High

Island,

which

large

from the

Mabie

sea

than any
islands, rises

to the

cause.

height of 556

feet, a greater altitude t ban that attained
by any other of the Maine islands except
Mount Desert.
hea

and was

It can be seen far out at
of the tirst landmarks

one

ghied r»y the early French voyager
Cnamulain, to whom it owes its characs

1

j
j
|

j

iicmrrtisrmrnts.
-V.-

fcasy

Lopaus
take

to

has

to

gone
of the

care

cottage.

Nathaniel T. Wortheu, of Hotel Dlrlgo
Southwest Harbor, returned homeSuudsj
after visiting friends last week.
Miss. ik*Uey Tinker, who has beer
living at the old Tinker place, has movec
and Is liviug with Mrs. Augustus Gardiu
Thelma.
July 18.
DEDHAM.
Mrs. Marluda

Burrill is quite ill.

W. E. Leach and wife, of Bucksport
were In town ttunday.
Mrs. Arie Burrill, of Brewer, is visitlnf
her sister, Mrs J. A. McLaughlin.
Mrs. W. W. Black is iu Brewer with hti
sister, Mrs. LlbbJ, for a week or two.
W. A. Goodwin and

Mass., visited

wife, of Brockton

relatives here last week.

Thaddeus and John Gross, of Oceanville, were here in their launch, the FlorIlia, Friday.
A. B. Conary arrived Saturday from
Rockland with the large gasoline launch

Burrill, of Brockton, who hai
been visiting relatives bere, was caliec
H<
home by the illness of her husband.
hat
is now slightly
better, having
malarial fever.
B.
July 18.

He intends to use the
Knox.
boat tor excursions.
Substitute.
July 18.

The only place to get bargains is af th<
store that advertises for your trade.

Mrs. A. B.

General

and

Quick!

Soap=Making
with

horns for her vacation.

visiting

visiting

Haut,

other of the

Surry Wednes-

July 18.
is

as

lies farther out from the coast

assembly, P. S., conferred tt«
-ec ltd
degree on one candidate Jasl
1 hursday evening.

HILL'S CUV E.

Stanley HoIIIh, of Boston,
Lloyd White.

au

Puritan

noon

E.

Lookout,

minor hamlets.
M.

Mllllkeu

nflHE

West Deer

agricultural

Mrs. Strati Wil.Uras of Fairfield, it
visiting her brother, J. F. Emery, auc
other friends for a few weeks.

last week.

Capt. John S. Sargent, aged eighty one
years. She leaves an aged husband and
one brother, Lewis Harmon, of Southwest
Harbor, to grieve for a loving wife and
sister. Rev. Cornelius Smith officiated at
the funeral services held at her late home.
Interment was at Sound cemetery.
Spkc.
July 18.

tbe

tine.

18.

Miss Helen

BASS

Wasgatt,

J

a probate court held at Bluehiil,
in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
ay of July, a. d. 1904.
following matter havfhg been preX sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at 'Ellsworth. in said county, on the second d.iy of
August, a. d. l'.Oi, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

At

teristic nain
This is a region of seafaring
men.
Deer Die has long been famous for its
a
skillful sailer-. It is
matter of pride
mere two distinct shocks a few mluuiei
witn the people of this island that several
apart, and that tne tirst was heavy enougl
of the crews which have manned Amerito shake up things some.
can yachls that defeated the Shamrock
and other British vessels in the celebrated
A cow owned by Howard Clough wa
iuternstioiiHi yacht races have been refound In her pasture with a brokeu iej
Deer
Die. Fishing and
cruned from
home
auc
was
hauled
She
night.
Friday
quarrying are the leading Industries of
toe Dlaud.
is being rarefullj
she
where
in
slings,
put
The Swan's Island map shows more
Mr. Clough hopes the fractun
tended.
ocean than land.
On its surface are the
will unite, otherwise the cow will have t(
fol owing islands: Swan,
Long, Plaand
Little Duck,
be killed.
centia, H-ack, Gnat
and aisu the larger part of Great CranG.
18.
July
berry Island, as veil hh numerous smaller
of Mount Desert
A
Mnnri*.
portion
WEST SULLIVAN.
I is *••'1 including the villages of Tremont
Mrs. C. 11. Pease, of North Sullivan, is j an.I McKinley, appears on the map.
I he principal
occupations of these
visiting friends in Bucksport.
in nude rs *n*-air w*ter
Ashing and granreturnee
and
children
Mrs. S. E. Phelps
ite quarry mg, b- 1 mi ted laud area not
for
much
a'(owing
purin
Steuben.
space
Saturday from visiting

this week.

8GUNL).
Valentine is employed by W. C.

■

P*)ND.

GREAT

made

Moon

pronounced

Mr. Fisher, of Hampden, Is in town.
! Mias Corn Thomas has returned from
Edgar Mclninch has gone to Noreroas liar Harbor, w here she bus been employed

for the

Frank

>

present, and the programme was wrl
carried cut.
It consisted of recitations
reading
tableaux, songs, etc. Ice-crean
was served, and everybody was pleased.
D. J. W.
July 18.

and

and the children

J. A.

A s.ight earthquake shock was felt bert
Friday morniug at 2 30. Some say then

th

—

“‘i

villages of Dotr Is e, Bouth
Isle,
Isle, Sunset, Bcouiugton (formerly called Green’s Landing),
Deor

“Miss Draco Beede returned from Bai
Harbor Monday.
Mr-. Elnora Tufts, of Hyde Park, Mas*,
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. J. E. Gott.

J

children

night

pagit

includes the

day.

barn, a distance of eight o
feet, breaking her wrist and crushing

the

lighted,

and wife returned to Need-

BURRY.

scaffold In the

her shoulder and

cthrr

map lies entiroly
within the limits of Hancock county, and

which all

sever )

She fell from

Week.

July 17.
party held

Page

we

j

the

few

Hoc. Henry W. Sargent took a party
Alfred
his yacbt tisbiug.
Page
came in
high line catching tbe largest

A larg<
B. Gra>'a Saturday evening.
was present
Kainbov
Hon. E. E. Chase was at
grange hall oil Thursday afternoon, ant
incorporated the grange.
accident

a

out In

past two weeks
near

on

Hfgnl Noting.

To the Honorable Court of Counts (Joinmis*
eioneiK foi the County of H*uc »ck and .State
of Maine, holden at Ellsworth within and
BOUrH SURRY.
for said County of Hancock, on the Second
Tuesday of A< ril A. D. j*h.
Owing to a njl<-unJersUudlng h* to tLe Ti litiPJSl’TFUUiV represent Elmer P,
time of services Sunday, very few were XV Spoffotd and Angus* us O. Gross, both of
Deer Isle in said County, that a town
oat to church.
Mr. McOraw will be here from a point at the terminus of the town way
road
ut laud kuJWii .»* the liquid & Hastings lot,
''tilell
7.3d.
H,aiu
OUudny
tVciling
j
at Sunset, so called, in said Deer Isle, thence
over
said
Jk
Gould
dioan.tr Catherine celled at the wharf
Hastings lot and land of
Abby M. Hrynnt Wo r*h wester fr, t'' land of
tiujuk u u'uuCik .Uim
lot m
lew
l.iif.' J. Khion;
lut-ucr
over land of said
people who wished to jolu the Bruoklin Bryant and said C oon. .Voriheasuriy, tu the
terminus of a town roa I t a gs:e Southwestexcursionists ou their trip to Hat g>r.
erly of the dwelling house* lormerly of Davis
The arrivals last week were:
Miss Eaton, deceased, in said town of‘Deer iale,
would be of great public convenience.
That the Municipal officers of said town of
Emily end Mrs. Temp.cion Briggs, and
Edward Reed ai the Briggs cottage; Mrs. Dcei Isie, upon proper petition therefor to
them presented by your petitioners and eight
Nettie Easier croon, her sou Clifton huu Others, then and now inhabitant-* of said
town and owners of cultivated laud thcre'n,
Abijah Clark, of Feacedale, it. I., who on
the thirteenth day oi February, a. i) taoi.
will occupy their teut As usual tbrougu have unreasonably neglected uud refu cd to
lav out ihe .same.
the summer.
Wherefore
your petitioners, within one
Tramp.
year thereafter, prav that your Honor* may
July 19
lay out such town way sgieeaoly to law in
such case made and provided, and estimate
NORTH BLUISH ILL.
the damages, if any. to owners of land over
which avid way may be laid
Miss Acute Greene, of Bustou, is visitDeer Isle, Maine, July 7, 1904.
Kf.MKB P. HPOKFORDing her niece, Mrs. C. F. Wescoit.
Avqubtvb O. Gaosa.
Mrs. Lucy Tucker and daughter Marlon,
STATE,OF MAINE.
1
of Milford, Mass aud Mrs. Mary McCasHancock ws.;—Court oi Couuty Cum misApril Term, A. D. 1901.
liu, of New bury port, Mass., are guests at sinners, the
Upon
foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioner*
Humphrey Dunbar's.
are responsible, that an
1
inquiry into the
Mr*. E. A. Hinckley visited friends latt merits is
expedient, and that the petitioners
week in Bangor, Brewer and Charlestou. ought to bo heard touching the matter set
forth in their petition; order that the County
She whs accompanied home by her cousin. ! Commissioners
meet at the office of Elmer
Mrs. Isabel hi anbury, of Charleston, wio P. 8pofford,ou Weunesday. the 17th dav of
A. D. 1901, at one o’clock P. M.. and
August,
left Friday.
thence proceed to view the route mentioned
in said petition, immediately after which
W.
July 13.
view, a hearing of the parties and witnesses will be had at some convenient
plat*
Hancock (
Topography.
in the vicinity, and such other measure*
Portious uf the Maine* coast and ltd out- takeu in the premises as the Commissioners
shall judge proper. And it is further
lying islands have been surveyed top» I Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforegrapuically oy W. H. Lovell, of the i said
be given to all persons and corporation*
United skates geological survey, acting in interested
by serving an attested copy of the
cooperation with ttie .State of Maine. petitionofand this order thereon, upoti the
Clerk
the Town of Deer Isle, a like
The triaijguiatiou control had been pre- I
copy upon Elmer P. Spofford, one of the petiand by posting up attested copies as
viously determined by the Uuited Bures tioners.
aforesaid in three public places in said
coast and geodetic survey.
town
before
the
thirty days at least
Among the maps recently published by time appointed for said view, and by publishing the petition and order thereon,three
the United Slates geological survey as the weeks
successively in the Ellsworth Ameriresu.t of this work are sheet* of the Deer can, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
the County "f Hancock, the first publication
Isle, Swan’s Island, and Petit Munan to be thirty days at least before the time of
view, taut all persons and corporations
quadiangles. Horsey Muuroe was atst- said
interested may attend and be heard if they
ciated wltu Mr. Lovell In making the think fit.
Attest:—John F. Knowltoh, Clerk.
topography of the Deer Isle sheet.
A true copy of the petition aud order thereonThe tuap of Deer Isle includes not on y
Atte t
John F. Knowlton, Clt rk.
Deer Isle but also Isle au Haul and mosi
^erBwiio niicrcut-uw iu timer or uie esof Marshall Island, as well aa numerous
tates hereinafter named.
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Bluebill

the grove

for

I

crowd

Carter and

guest of her

is

Haslam and

Atonz

used

EAST BLUEH1LL.

visiting

111

town

(\mnly AVtr*

barn, Mass., Su-.day. They have been at
tbe Lynumore for the past two weeks.
Capt. Ernest Perkins, accompanied by
bis sister, Mrs.
Clements, of South I islets in the
victory.
Penobscot, visited their cousin, Mrs. J. A,
The area shown on the

July

from

iu

la

of several years.

Alston

A dance

Dora Hanscom, who has been in
We t Ellsworth two weeks visiting her
mother, Mrs. Roweria Carter, has returned.

a

H.

18.

been

tve

Richmond,

Durgau is spending her vacatior

ban beeu

ten

Billings, who is employed

Alfred

but Is better.

Mrs.

lawn

ihi* town vraa saddened to hear of the
sudden death last week at Clinton, Ma»s.,
of Eugene E. Woodward, formerly of this
town. He had many relative* and friends
here,

b

sence

dsn.

R. H. Howard la home
He

uf

dsys.
Louis Grover, formerly of this place, is
visiting relatives and friends after an ab-

W.

mother, have returned borne.

the HilBer

have arrived and

fePEC.

Little Marion Orcuit is quite ill.
Sullivan Curtis and wife, of Rockland
vrho

City

borne.

at

_

Mrs. Julia Kingman, of Ellsworth, is
visiting fr ends here.
Miss Minnie Grindeil has gone to B'ue-

Calvin

WEST SEDGWICK.

Oor Heavenly rather, tn HU alf
E. Smai.
b<»# wllctl -»ur
.. Jnez

Edith Snow, of Bangor, 13 visiting
Sargent.

ber dialer, Mrs. Arthur

com-

18.

Pbebe

July 13.

week iu Brooksville.

bered.

SPRAY.

wtj*« pu*er.

SAKUENTVILLE.

Miss

additional

oun^

E.

18.

Mrs. Herbert Roberts spent tbe past

to-day with about 100 teacher
present. W. W. Stetson, State superintendent, and Prof. Albert, who were here
last year, are, with others, to speak. They
intend to make this a week long to hi

July

ICftma*.

July

mences

%u.

18.

school

summer

ou

Musselis, of Lynn, Mass.,
with ber daughter ami Miss Lillian Bruy,
ate spending tuelr vacation at Little Deer

are

teachers'

of Rockland, has been
week, superintending
toe >latne Central wharf.

part

Mr*. Arthur

gettiug quite a good many
herring at the sardine factory now, and
the outlook is promising for a good pack.

KLsmLL'TIoNS OK UMI KCT.

WALTHAM.

are

Cooper,

the

here

bis house
Webb Is having
Reuben Cousins and Caftflos
doing the work.

E

Flfieid

lu

gathering Ur tips for sofa piitovva gave
a
to
good number of the
p ensure
circle, aud « tl*b c»'Ow<*sr made on the
N.iore

Fred

painted.

clear

obligation, and It is Uoped toat alii
Interested in the cuurch wlh contribute!

wife, of Brooksville
Ellis bouse Burnley.

vacation

William Oro«s has received

a

h

guests at the

were

tives.

were

vie*

Charles Foster, wh> hss been visiting
his eon in Boston, bus returned borne.

to

on

the

»

*ure present
Alarce number ol
from Tugwa»*a cov. ct\ Wwt Gouldsboroami Good Will council, Ellawom
KtfresbrneliU were served. The officers
E
ire:
Bragdon: viceCouncilor, E.
councilor, W. O. Juf -im 1; recording
secretary, K. E. Bragdon; assistant recoiding secretary, H. A. Martin; Brian rial secretary, YY, Q. L-ttabrooka; treasurer, G.
H. Hanna; conductor, C. P. Kobe taon;
warileu, F. L. Truady; hi.side aeuliuei,
Leon
sentinel,
-j outside
Whalen; trustees, £. W. Doyle, B. F.

sale

summer

August 10. The circle having incurred
debt of fi?5 tu ine repair of the enureb,

•:v*

short visit.

n

Cyrus Brown, of Camden, ohm been
Itlng friends here toe past week.

]

gent, w hen a young man, spent many
happy hours with the It tils, dsblng tii
the nearby streams.

COUNTY NEC 8.

other page*

Mrs. Jadnou Birgent has gone to Idles
boro for

school daughter, whereas three daughters and
Ikpl- O. P- BrsfdOB’s Sandsy
!
bid m Children's d<y concert lest evening one sou mourn the loss uf a father—Mrs
with s pleasing programme. Miss Luella Linda Dodge, of Jooesport, Thomas W.,
STONING TON.
of Westerly, K. I., Mrs. Mary U. We.t, of
Johnson was accompanist.
The farmers are having fine weather for
aim Mrs. Lucy Robinson, wuo
Msstcr Alton Robertson was a happy Franklin,
haying.
nas lived neighbor to uur father since she j
snd
hoy on Sunday when the splints
If. G. SpcfTord and wife are in town tor
married «uj left the old homestead. Mrs.
were put on In thu
boswhich
baedKges
a few days.
leu- 1
was
lu
uer
Manaia
umeumiiua
were
removed.
I
Day
three
years ago
pita! some
Cap:. Harry Gray was here Friday In
der care of her helpless husbaud turougU
Tuesday a picnic party from Bteuben, I
his yacht.
his mug iiiness, and tnougu worn Witu
traons whom were Henry Shew snd wife,
her nursing and loss of sieep jet Is in
F. P. Wtc.1 has purchased the steamer
Mre. Dultuo, Miss Shaw, and Mrs. Wans,
and his
Jane MoCrea.
with
Mrs. fairly good beau a., Frank Norris
drove up to take diuuer
wife have been like son and daughter to !
Two excursions here last week, one
Auanda Slinpaoni
their agtd friends in thougutfut care aud
from Kockland, one from Camden.
surU.
Hill
was
Mrs. fcillra
pl.rasantty
keipfut aueutlpu.
Business is very good in town now.
prised recently by a ca l from Mr. Sari'ue Congregational sewing circle met Several contracts for stone and
paving
geot, of Boston, who, with his wile and
at the Horary Tuesday of last wtea and
have been lately made.
at Sorrento. Mr. BarIs

son.

see

NORTH DBBK ISLE.
Frank Powers went to Boetuii last week

William Radio has loaded
from Coleman Crabtree for

Mr*. 1. W. Stinson has go no to Caatine
for a few weeks' visit wlih her sister,
Mrs. Howard Lowell.

Walker will

day, July 24
Alexsiidra cottage, made more than
usually attrectlve by tbe recent improvements, Is occupied this year by Its owner,
Dr. Aboy M. Fu ton, vruo will later, as Is
her cu> tom, entertain lnvlUd guests at
Lins charming seaside home.
in last week's items, Wheu reporting
the death of our respected clt ten, Henry

County Newt

Ti e reinsi is of James McHe n»", of
Mr«. Justin Grindle «n<1 daughter, win
Thoiuantoo. were brought bene Siturday ! b*v«i been in Portland, are home.
for

this week In attendance

lilsitsme

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

other pay*»

Bangor.

Mrs. Ruth French, of Franklin, Is again
in attendance upon her invalid relative,
Mrs. Hannah Willey. Her many friends
here are glad to welcome her back.
Rev. Dean A. Walker and wife are away

were

tee

8WANT? ISLAND.

Prof, and Mr«. Harp r, of Princeton, N.
J., are at the Stephen Gll.ey cottage.
R-v. A. W. Archibald and fnrol']r,<of

J'i

County Sew*.

BANNER LYE
To make the very best soap,
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in
lbs. of grease, pour ^
water, melt
Lye water in the grease. Stir and <**•
aside to set.
Full Directions on Every Pack®**
Banner Lye is pulverized. The e»*
may be opened and closed at will,
mining the use of a small quantity at
It is just the article needed »
time.
It will clean paix.
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, soften waan*.
disinfect sinks, closets and waste
Write for booklet ••Lies of Ban**Lye' *—free.
The Penn Chemical Works, PhlladafcM
Charles Richardson & Co,. Boston. »*■

legal

Notftfg.

MORTGAGEE’S SALK.
VIRTUE and in pursuance of the power
sale
contained iu a certain mortgage
of
J
deed, given by the Heagrave Lumber Com
pany, a corporation duly estabiisnea under
the laws of the state of Maine, to Carrie H.
Heagrave, dated the twentieth day of October,
1903, and recorded iu vol. 397, page 491, of the
registry of deeds for Hancock county, Maine,
for breach of the conditions contained in said
mortgage, and for the purpose of foreclosing
the same, will be sold at public auction on th«*
premises hereinafter described on Tuesday,
the second day of August, 1901, at 2 o’clock iu
the afternoon, all and singular the reai estate
described in and conveyed by said mortgage,
A certain tract or parcel ol land sitto wit:
uated in Tremont, iu the county of Hancock,
and state of Maiue, and the buildings thereon,
said premises being used as a saw mill, in
eluding all the machinery in and on and ap
land being
purtenant to said mill, said on
the top of
bounded as follows: Beginning
the Western Mountain so called, at the northwest corner bound of Harper Robbins’ lot, so
called, thence easterly on the north lioe of
said Harper Robbins' lot to the centre line of
the Big Notch, so called, thence southerly
following the centre line of the Big Notch, so
called, to the north line of the Abraham
Homes lot, so called, thence generally westerly
following the north line of the Abraham
Homes lot and the north line of the Tinker lot
to the east line of land of Levi B. Wyman et
al, on the top of the Western Mountain aforesaid, tbeuce northerly along the top of said
Western Mountain, following the east line of
said Wyman's land and the west line of the
Harper Robbins lot, to the northwest corner of
the Harper Robbins lot to the place of beginning ana having been conveyed to said Seagrave Lumber Company by deed of Leon L.
Southwick and al, dated November 28, 1902,
and recorded in book 886, page 168. Hancock
county registry of deeds.
Three hundred dollars will be required to be
paid in cash nt the time and place of sale,
Other terms will be stated at the sale.
Can rib H. Hkagbavb.
Dated this first day of July, A. D. 1904.

I">Y

Mary B. Hinckley, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Ezra H. Higgins,
the executor therein named.
Asaph 8. Lowell, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, p-esented by Maria W. Lowell,
widow of said deceased.
Samuel J. Candage, minor, of Bluehiil, In
said county. First account of Herbert A.
Candage, guardian, filed for settlement.
Phebe H. Closson, late of Bluehiil, in said
First account of Isaac
county, deceased.
Closson, administrator, filed for settlement.
Phebe H. Closson, late of Bluehiil, in said
Petition tiled by Isaac
county, deceased.
Closson, widower, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Bernard A. Small, minor,of Sullivan, in said
county. Petition tiled by Matilda M. Small,
guardian, lor license to sell certain real estate
of said minor.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said conrt.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—Cham. P. Dorr, Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock hs.—At a probate court held at
Bluehiil. in and for said county of Hancock,
on the fifth day of July,
in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and four.
A certain instrument purporting to be the
last will and testament and codicil of Edward
W. Clark, late of Philadelphia, in the county
Philadelphia, and state of Pennsylvania, dethe probate
thereof in
ceased, and of
said state of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated. having been presented to the judge
of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, tiled
and recorded in the probate court of our
said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a new-paper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the second day of ‘August, a. d.
’901, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and
for said county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they
have, against the same.
O. 1’. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:— Char. P. Dorr, Register.
ri^HE subscribers hereby give notice that
1 they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament and codicil of
Rufus B. Bickford, late of Brooksville. in the
county of
Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds
as
the iaw directs.
All persons
demands
the
estate
having
against
of said deceased are desired to preseut
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHKLKN A. I’KKKINH.
mediately.
Manning E. Perkins.
July 5, 1901.

fllHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminis1
of ttie estate of Charles V. Gray, late
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
same for settlement,
and all indebted
t
thereto are requested to make payment imArno W. King.
mediately.
July 5, 1904.
trator

hereby gives notice that
rpHEhesubscriber
has been duly appointed adminisX

trator of the estate of Eliza Huggins,
late of Eden, in the county ot Hancock
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
t*e same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLukke H. Deasy.
mediately.
July \ 1904.
subscriber
r|tHE
1
she has been

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Sewall J. Mitchell,
late oi Sullivan, in the countv oT Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, aud all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imElla F. Mitchell.
mediately.
July 6,1904.
hereby gives notice that
rpUEhe subscriber
has been duly appointed administraX

of the estate of Joshua P. Sawyer, late
of Castine, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imR. B. Brown.
mediately.
July 6. 1904.
tor

subscriber

notice that

hereby gives
be has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of Daniel P.

Dority,

late of Sedgwick, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds ae the law directs.
All persons having demanda against the es-

of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
the etoare requested to make payment ImDaniel Fred Dority.
mediately.
July 6.1904.
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powerful appeal,
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Then* 1* n ^eiw ral and widespread
..n. which the nriou* Investigator
il find
scattered
throughout both
•Mlhieval and modern literature, that
orhl will last 6.000 years from
e d; :e of Its creation.
An Inscrip
.1
in one of Martin Luther s book*
Is ns follows: **Elijah, the prophet.
< that
the world had existed
•am liefore the law was given (from
am
to Moses i. would exist 2.noo
n*
under
the Mosaic law (from
«■ v* to Christ! and 2.000
years (fender
he Christian dispensation, and then
; would be burned.**
hi the Etrurian*account of the creation (by Suidasr 1 find a similar tra
litiou: “The Creator spent 6.000 years
n creation, and 6.000 more are allott«n.l
to the earth.”
In the black letter edition of Foxe’s
“Acts and
.Monuments** there Is a
whole sermon given, with the (good
year limit of the earth’s duration as a
text.
(See above work, edition of
1632.)
Some writers contend that the "six
days" referred to In Holy Writ really
mean 6.000 years, and that the **se\
enth tiny" is a type of the coming millennium, or "Sabbath of a thousand
years” The psalmist says. "For a
thousand years are in thy sight as w*sSee also il
terday” (Psalm xc. 4.
Peter Ui, &>—St. Louis Republic.

Lamoine.
The people of the parish then presented
the following testimonial, through their
pastor, to the officer* and men of the
Prairie:

Mr*. Oisen and

daughter Mary have
Bangor.
Mrs. William King is home from the
hospital, cured of appendicitis.

returned from

East I.amoink, Ms. July 17,18 4.
To the OJJlcrrM anti Men qf the t*. S. S. Prairie:
I>eak Kriekps
We desire to coowy to
you, through your esteemed chaplain (Charge
Harry W. Jones our high and genuine .Rp.
predation of your gentlemanly conduct during
your stay in our midst. In which you hare uph*l the tonorof the navy, and the dignity of
the t'nlied States of America
You have
your genial and friendly
manner, won our admiration and esteem, In
such a degree that you will find a hearty welcome to our horse*, and to our truest friend-

R. N. Toms was the guest of the
Prairie at dinner last wee*.

officers of the

—

Mias Viola Davis, of Bar Harbor, visited
She left for
at the Maples last wtek.
home Monday morning.
J. L. Chamberlain and wife, of Boston,
visiting her parents, William King
and wife, at the Honeysuckle cottage.
are

al*o,\l'>

Ernest L. Hodgkins and family, of Boston, are visiting Mrs. Minnie Hodgkins,
bis aunt, near Raccoon Cove. They alii
remain for

some

ship.

time.

We desire

our pistor,
Utv. It Newberry
convey the same to you. and we shall
for
pray
jour prosperity and success.
Signed on behalf of the people of the parish
of East l.amolm, North Lamotne, Marlboro,
Karcoon Cove and Partridge Cave.
ti. Newberry Toms, pastor.

Newberry Toms, were
guests of Capt. and Mrs. Albion
Varette Wadbams, of the Prairie, on
Kcv. and Mrs. R

Toms,

the

Tuesday

giving

social

to

the

men

Thursday evening

of

a

the

The

supper and
Prairie next

The singing by

supper will be

Prairie

are a

due lot of

large congregation

tnu

wa* Inspiring.
The collection was liberal,
and this naval church service will long
be remembered.

•erved in the grange hall, and the social
The men
will be held in the town ball.
of the

to

ever

of this week.

The ladles intend

men.

Ancient

Rev. R. Newberry Toms delivered a fine
.address on New Zealand, on the Prairie

Ibtontiaimfntf.

32BTHK LIFE OF THE WORM)

for

which every one admitted was one of the
moat eloquent aermt n< ever beard In East

EAST LAMOINE.

Rev.

a

and

Brnrd*.

The ancient Jews considered it the
greatest insult that could be offered
Hast Sunday afternoou. He was introduced
to a man to pluck V.s beard.
It was a
by Chaplain Jones, and was listened to at*
potion of the *lobamroedans that,
tentlvely by the large audience. The adthough Noth readied his thousandth
dress was highly spoken of by ail who
birthday, no hair of his blessed beard
heard it.
fell off or became white; but the MoThe Ellsworth American is eagerly hammedans had no more
Ill HE DI CK FARMS.
authority for
looked tor by visitors and naval men uu that than for their belief that the devil
account of the great amount of local upTfcrjr Are to He !**•<*« «»w All ti*«* « nlias but one solitary long hair for a
trr wny n of ( Itina.
to-date news it contains, the only com
board.
plaint being there are not enough copies
Enormous Bocks of tame ducks, mini
It was, as some say. in order to dis- j
logo around. The officers and men of tingtU.sh themselves from the ancient ! tMTir.fr uumy Ahous. .uls. are to Ik* mvii
the navy are anxious to send copies of thi
Israelites that the followers of Mohatn- on :UI the wa leeways of China. Tic-'
are
paper to friends all over
country.
carefully lienbsl by tin* duck
mod cropped the beard; but Moharn
Rev. Chas. A E-tton, D. D., pastor of the mod. as we know, sanctioned the dye I farmer si ml Ills >«;>>»* a ml guided by
them to suitable l<\ding grounds. A
Euclid avenue Baptist church, Cleveland, ing of the beard and preferred a cane
Ohio, one of the largest and most influen- color because that was the traditional recent writer speaks of seeing them
on the Y-iH.'tsi* In midstream. float
More than
tial in the West, is an old time friend of hue of Abraham’s beard.
tjuwu in compart auissin with tin* r
Chaplain Jones, of the Prairie, and, with that, have we not the common Mo
his wife and famjly, was the guest of the hatnmedan oath, “By the beard of the j in- current and surrounded by tln-ir
guardians in tub*, who. armed with
chaplain on board the Prairie on Wednes- prophet.” as well os the supplication,
“By your beard, or the life of your long bamboos, smartly whacked
day. Dr. Eaton and wife were also pres
birds that happen** 1 to stray.
beard?”
ent at theftaval service held in t~be East
These ducks always appear to be of
Lamoiue church, last Sunday evening.
RtiNkln'ii liupuNUr Generosity.
the mime age. a carious fact that Is ex
One day, walking near Radley, bis plained by the Chinese use of Inen'
were cordial y welcomed by the pastor.
attention was caught by a group of tors on n large scale. They are very
The officers and men of the Prairie, aplittle girls playing In the. road, and
about revealing details, blit t
preciating tbe labors of the little folks, he went end talked to them. One of chary
would appear that tbbse Incubators are
who assisted so nobly iu the decorating
them specially attracted his attention. either made of manure and lime in t k*
of the church for Chaplain Jones’ lecture
He asked her why she was playing in open air or in rooms hen ted by ch*r
and the naval service, nicely entertained
the dust. Had she no garden at bocner coal fires, the «*r-s in th?s ctmr being
Master Walter Willie, who was fisgooy at
l>id si)** love flowers? What was her placed in baskets covered with straw
the lecture, bis sister Rosamond, and
name? iknd she replied modestly, with or ts.>t ton wool.
Masters Arthur and Harold Linscott and
wonder in her eyes. On reaching home
To illustrate the magnitude of these
John Lancaster. The young people bad a
he gave orders to his solicitor to look
ojM*rath»us ft may be mentioned that a
splendid lime, and all feel proud of men out for and
buy a cottage with a gar boat on a river will sometimes encoun
who can recognize the loving labor* uf
den in Hadley and have u deed of gift ter a
floating mass of eggshells mini
even little children.
made ont in the little girl's name, tiering tens of thousands and coming
Every bouse is crowded with summer which was done accordingly, and she. from an incubator when.* ducks have
visitors.
The drills by tbe men of tbe full of wonder, with her astonished
just been hatched.
navy are causing favorable comment from parents, entered at once into possesmilitary and naval visitors, and the sham sion of it.—From “Ruskln Ii\*Oxford.”
A READY PREACHER.
tights and manoeuvres are watened with
Wriltllntt Tours.
great interest. The beautiful drives are
Xofnt*!r
ItiMtutire
of
J’rcencf
of
filled with visitors, attracted by tbe pres“The custom of taking wedding tours
Mlrni 1;» Iiip I*it I |»i t.
ence of the navy, but who love to linger
is a remnant of the ancient times when
Frederick tl»»j Great. I»eii»g informed
to enjoy the cool air snd beautiful sur- men got their wives by capture," said
of the dentil »*f «»n* if his chapkitn*. a
roundings, and all admit that tbe name, a professor to a class in Houian hisman of considerable learning and pi
La belle Lamcr!ne, given
by the first tory recently. “As s«h>u us a man capFrenchman who landed here, is in every tured the woman he wanted to marry,’* ety. determined to select a successor
with the same <|notifications and took
continued the professor, “the young
way appropriate.
the following method of ascertaining
couple ran away to avoid the wrath of the merit of one of the
DANCING AT TOWN HALL.
numerous canthe bride’s relatives.
Men don't get ;
didates for the appointment: He told
On Friday evening the men of the
their wives by capture now, but the ;
the applicant that he would furnish
Prairie gave another social at the town
custom of taking wedding tours still
him with a text the following Sun
hall. It was the largest gathering that
survives, a reminder of the ancient
when lie was to preach at the
had ever assembled i» that building. Toe
times." The professor was led to make day.
string band of the Prairie, assisted by these remarks while discussing the royal chapel. The morning came, and
tin* chapel was crowded to excess.
Monaghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth, fur- legend of the
capture of the Sabine
The king arrived at the end of the
niihed the music, and dancing was kept
women.
j
prayers, and on the candidate ascendup until the early morning hours.
The men of tbe Prairie have proved
Ilovr < oMNHckii Catch fifth.
ing the pulpit he was presented with
themselves to be gentlemen of the highest
The Cossacks on some of the rivers a sealed paper by one of his majesty’s
The preacher opened
type. Toey proved this when an attempt la Russia have a singular method of aids-de-camp.
It and found nothing written.
was
made to sell liquor at this party. catching the finny tribe in winter. They
lie did
The boys were so enraged that they gave cut a long trench across a river when not. however, lose his presence of
j
mind. but. turning the paper on both
the pocket-peddler just teu minutes to frozen and run a net from one hank to
clear out.
the other; then, riding several udlea up •ides, he said:
“My brethren, here Is notb'ng. and
They wanted him to know that the men the stream, they form a liue across the
there is nothing.
Out of nothing God
of the Prairie were gentlemen who bad frozen surface and gallop their horses
sisters and mothers, and they did not pro- down toward the nets.
The fish, bear- created all things." And he proceeded
to deliver a most eloquent discourse on
pose to be degraded during their stay iu ing the noise and clatter of hoofs, bethe wonders of the creation.
this section by allowing drink to be in- come frightened, dart with a rush downtroduced into any of tbeir social gather- stream and are thus entangled In the

ings.

The Story of a Creat.
There is a eurious tradition concern-

net.
SUNDAY

SERVICES.

Thf

Cauae.

Sol

the

Effect.

Sunday evening the parish of East
Little Lacy Brown, while running In
Lamoine, North Lamoine, Partridge Cove, the
yard one day. suddenly tripped
Marlboro and Raccoon Cove, as well as
and fell. Her mother, being attracted
summer
visitors, filled the old mother by the child's screams, rushed out,
cry
church at East Lamoi&e to overflowing,
lug:
and these with the men of the Prairie had
"Why, Lucy, what's the matter? Was
On

met to honor and bear
and most successful
navy.
The church

one

of the nobleat

chaplains

of

the

«

beautifully decorated,
and too much credit cannot be given to
Mrs. R. N. Toms, N. H. Boynton, wife
and sons Russell and Willis for the
pains
they took in this direction. Mr. Boynton
has been Mr. Toms’ right-hand men in all
the labors of the past busy week.
At 8
o’clock Rev. Mr. Toms, wearing a silk
robe, and his guest, Chaplain Harry W.
Jones, of the Prairie, wearing the full
robes of the Episcopal church, entered and
took tbeir places on the platform.
The
following was the order of service:
was

Voluntary and processional
Itoxology
Response and gloria
Hymn
Heading of the scriptures.Chaplain
Solo .Miss Cordelia King
.Rev Mr Toms
Sermon .Chaplain
Duet.Miss Gussle Graves, Rev R N Toms
Readiug testimonials to the officers and men
of the Prairie........Rev Mr Toms
Collection

Duel.Miss Graves, Rev Mr Toms

Prayer.Chaplain

®°l°..Miss Gussle Graves
America
BendicUon

The singing of Miss King, who waa acootnpar d by Mrs. Reynolds, was a great
treat. The singing of Miss Gussie
Graves,
contralto, was grand. Ralph Hagan was
organist
The sermon by Chaplain Jones was an
inspiration, and the power of God seemed
to be present. It is safe to say that many

accident V’’
"N'm,” replied Lucy, between her
jobs. “It was a brick.”—Little Chronicle.

it

an

Rivers

la

Korea.

On the western coast of Korea the
tides of the Yellow sea are higher than
anywhere in the world outside the bay
of Fundy, and while the rivers of eastern Korea are clear «tree ms, that run
swiftly from the mountains, those on
the western side are great brown, muddy rivers, up which the thirty foot
>cean tides surge many miles.

The burglar noiselessly opened the
Jewel case and examined the contents.
“Ah,” he said to himseif, “madam
ought to have known better than to
invest anything in opals. They are unlucky.” And he transferred them to
his pocket and quietly climbed out of

ing tlie

almost miraculous preservation
of the life of tlie first Earl of Kildare,
which explains the origin of the crest
used by the Offaly Geraldines.
While
an Infant, so the record runs, he was
in the castle of Woodstock wbon'B n
alarm of fire was raised, in the con
fusion that ensued the child was for
gotten, and on the servants running to
search for him tlie room In which he
lay was found In ruins. Soon after a
strange voice was heard In one of the
towers, and on looking tip they saw
an ape. w hich was usually
kept chained. carefully holding the child In his
arms.
The earl afterward, in grati
tude for his preservation, adopted a
monkey for his crest.—London News.
A(rs

A

Pa a.

A certain young man told bis girl
the other night that if ahe didn't marry
him he’d get a rope and bang himself
right in front of her home.
“Oh. please don’t do it, Harry,” she
said: “you know father doesn’t want
you hanging around here."

Fatal Otuianioa.

“I can’t for the life of me make out
what my wife is driving at in this letter?'
“Of course you can't, old chap. Don't
yon see that she forgot to add the postscript?’—New Orleans Tlmes-Demo
erst.
Graded

Housekeeper—Do
An

Encore.

“encore,” auntie?
Auntie—An "encore” is when you are
asked to go over the same thing again.
Tommy-Then my teacher is always
encoring me at lessons.

Tommy—What's

an

llfrda.

Small singing (birds live from eight to
eighteen years. Ravens have lived for
almost a hundred years In cuptivlty.
and parrots longer than that
Fowls
live ten to twenty years
The wild
goose lives upward of a hundred years,
and swans are said to have attained
the age of 800. The long life of birds
has been Interpreted as compensation
for the great mortality of their young

the window again.
A Crul

of

AppJJeant— It
wages,

all

Affection.
yon

love children?
on
the

depends

mum.

Industry keeps the body healthy, the

mind dear. th» heart whole and the
purse full.—Simmons.

Generals Send letters of Endorsement To
The Inventor of the Great Catarrh Remedy, Pe-ru-na.

Army

General Butler of South Carolina.
Brigadier -General King of Confederate
General Bigelow Cored.
Writes:
t can recommend Peruna for
Army,
Oetl. J. li. Him low,
lr.lC.Rt., N \y *
Writes: 441 unhesitatingly state that I flysjvpsia a ml stomach trouble. I have Wa tingion, li. t;., writs*:
'•
been using your medicine for a short
Peralta has made me well and
am convinced PentM i* a medicine that
It hu
will effect alt the cure# that is claimed period and 1 feel very much relieved. dlven me more than
ordinary (tremnk
Is
Indeed a wonderful medicine lie- and spirit for work.”
for it* use.”—J. Floyd King, Wash- It
aider a good tonic,**—U« C. Butler.
ington, r>. c.

Brigadier General Kirby
General Smalls, Beaufort. S. C„
Writes: “I have used Peruna for e*- Writes: “lean recommend l’e run a to
tarrhal trouble and find it beneficial I all those who are afflicted with catarrh.*’
General I>. T. Kirby, Washington,
and to lie all that It promisee, and freely j
P.C.
give it my unqualified recommcnda- j
flmo.*—Robert Smalls.
Gen. Powell. Meeker Post No. 443.
«
After using one bottle of PeGeneral Abbott, of Washington, D. C., Writ**’*:
runa I Iwamc convinced of Its curative
Writes: *4I am fully convinced that j
qualities, and continued Its use to date.
your remedy Peruna is an excellent All
symptoms of catarrh hare disaptonic. Many of my friends have used it
I continue its moderate use
with the most t»encficial results for! peared, yet
as a preventive, and an old man’s tonic.”
coughs, colds and catarrhal trouble.”— 1
—W. II. Powell, Belleville, III.
IraC. Abbott, 908 M. Bt„ N. W.,
ington, I). (’.

j

—

Wash-j

Captain Varnelf. of Washington, D. C.,
Writes: 44 Your medicine, Peruna, I be-

Gen. O'BcIrnc of Washington. D. r
Writes: -As many of my friend,
acquaintance* have *uee,wefully
>ottr Pernna ae a catarrh cure, J f(m
that It 1* an offer live
remedy, and I r~
ommend It as inch to those
suffer^
from that disease as a most
source of relief.”—Jainoa H.
O’Beira.
290 Broadway, Washington, I), c.

h-pefjj

General Chase, Ass't AdJ. Genl, G. 4.»
Writes: -The ezeellenoo of Peruna
„
it cure or relief for catarrhal
disturb,
antes is well e«tBl>llsh.sl.
Many of m_
friends have Iwen benefited l.y it.
—II. >’. Chase, 28 Harrison St,
xaaf'ustia, I>. C.

uy,i

General S. S. Voder of Ohio,
Writes: “1 have found Peruna t.
!*,
wonderful remedy. I only used it
f„r,
short time and am thoroughly
satlsfird
as to its merits.”—8. S.
Yoder,
Ington, D. C.

lieve to be the beat medicine for catarrh
on the market.
I have taken only a
small amount, and can see very benefLrial resnlt«.n-W. (1, Yarnell, 3322 IdncoJn street, X. E.. Washington, I>. C.

General O'Connor of U. V. Legions,
Wrileat “If yon are suffering from catarrh or physical debility,
Immediately

General McBride of t>. S. A.,
Wrltefc: *• 1 have no hesitation in recommending Peruna to ail persona who,
are afflicted w ith catarrhal troubles.”—
J
P. McBride, 4.>> Pennsylvania Ave,,
N. W., Washington, 11. C.

j

j

.8

the use of Peruna. It
hM
of the greatest benefit and service
to
many of mv frlenda.”— bennl,
tPContoor, ** «2nd Rt., N. W.. \va.h.
inylon, 1). C.
commence

teen

General Longstrect of the Confederate

Gen. Wright of the Confederate
trmy.
Writes: -I tali*, pleasure in r
Write*: 441 can
to the merits of
mending Peruna. It t, a r.-markahlo
medicine and ahontd he used by j- r-.ni
Peruna, both a** a tonic and a catarrh j
remedy. Peruna enjoys the greatest jf n. Scbrlng of the Confederate Army, who are In need of a ({.id tome and
sufferers from catarrh."—Manu,
reputation as a catarrh remedy of any ft rite*: “Ian
cheerfully recommend l.y
medicine yet devised.”—.Tame* I»ng- rour vilunltln
Wright, 1721 Corcoran St., Washingtoa,
rvninly Peruna u n very
street, Gainesville, t»a.
ixecllent tonic, rnud ilw good for coughs, I). C.
■Olfln. catarrh, and general debility.”—
Gen. Hawley of Washington. D. C,
General *oske of 0. V. U.,
IV. H. Sebring, 133 W. 4th 8b, Jack*on- Writes:
I have used Peruna and find
Writes: “I commend Peruna to those!
rlllc, FI a.
it very beneficial for kidney trouble and
who are troubled with colds producing
catarrh as a most efiicaciou* cun* and as j •ener.il l union of Waslilniton. D. C, especially good for coughs, colds and
ft rite*; “I can
a good general tonic.”—Chas. F. Noske,
cheerfully rocommend catarrhal.troubled.”—A. Y. nawh-y.
rour remedy a* a
Gen Urell of Spanish War Veterans,
permanent and rffec213 B. St.. N. W., Washington, I). C.
|
iTe cure |pr catarrh, cold* and to
any Writes: -Many of my friends liar#
General Erwin's Recommend.
me who need* an
Invigorating tonic to u«-d Peruna with benullelal r. -id u u
44
Many of my friend* have used Pe- ] mild up their uvatem.”—1„ I,. Luma*, an eff.s-tlve
remedy for catarrh.' —M.
a*
a
runa
dy«|>cpeia remedy with the lj tins 19th 8t., Washington, l>.
Kraw rrell.hl l 12th 8t., N. W.. Washmost 1>eneficial
results.”
John B. j
Gen. Payot of Washlnitoo, D. C,
ington. Is. 17.
Erwin, Washingtonf l>. C.
Other Army tienerals who prai- lv
Vrihs: “I Join with my eomradv* In
General
Schell
Benefited.
Brig.
nut a are:
, eeommcndlng Peruna to
my friend* a*
44
i«
a
Peruna
indeed wonderful tonic,
Ji
Brigadier- Genera I Cook of H «hInvigorating tonic to build up the
and for coughs and cold* I know of!« yatem."—ticn. Kttgene It.
I). C.
Payne, ttlT Ingtnn,
(icneral
S) pher of Washington. 0. C.
nothing better.”—F. M. Schell, Wash- ^ th St., N. W,, Washington. It.
(lateral
Middleton, Hancock Pegl*
!>.<*.
ington.
General Talley of Pa., Vol. II. S. A..
ment. V. V’. U., Washington. 1). L
1
General Gafljeld of the tnlon Army,
Vrites: “Vour Peruna ha* been tued
If y-u do not derive prompt nu -atie*
Writes: “I have u*«*d P« runa in my I >y me and my friend* aa a relief for eafactory rosults front the use of prana,
au-l
have
found
it
a
valuable
family
jt arrhal trouble* with the most beneUelul write at one* to I>r. llartman. -• ring a
medicine, and take pleasure in recom- i •■salts. I am *o couvinced of ihecffleacv full statement of vour ease attJ he will
It
to
all
who
suffer
from
ea»
mending
| < f Peruna that I do not hesitate to give be [.leased to give you his valuable adtarrh of the stomach or who require a i t my recommendation.”—Win.
Cooper vice gratis.
tonic of efficiency ."—The Cairo, Wash- !r
'alley, 713 D 8b, N. G., Washington,
Addr. s, I»r. Hartman. Pro. tent of
1).
C.
>. C.
ingiou.
j The Hartman San1 ‘arittm, Coluu : us. o.

Army,
testify

—

{]

FROM BLCKSPORT.

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

('ountjd ,\Vtr»

k«

UtMt

j
LAMOINE.

Lydia

Hodgkins

visit to

Eastbrook.

Mr*.

of

J. Cuility bu been engaged as purser
on the steamer Merryconeag.
Mia Nina l/trd, of Hath, Is the guest of
C. B. H chards and wife.

ban

returned

E

Herbert and

;

Harold Hodgkins, of Eaatport, are visiting b“r and other relatives in town.
Mias Grace Field, of Brewer, la t be guest
of Mrs. El wood King.

|

a

Loewi ItupiKMiing*-Death
livnani II. lUclt

M.

A. C. Reynolds, of Caraoridgeport, U
greittng bis bo-t of friends In this, hi*
former borne.

from

a

B

Gardner and wife

two-weeks'
K.

was

to

are

home

trip
Wbite's steam yacht

H.

in the harbor

from

Massachusetts.

Friday

Peregrine

afternooo.

Lfcpt. W. U. Bennett has sold his fast
trolling mare Beulah to Camden parties
Berry, of Northeast Harbor, !
William Chandler has re-entered the
is enjoying a well-earned vacation with
N. H. L'oolldge and employ of Dorr, the florist, at Bar Harbor.
her
Miss Ellen

grandparents,
Bbe is spending

wife.

a

few

days at

East

Robert
are

nuuKKiiin,
now

living

near

it

iwnner

l.nuiuiih

Boston. Is spending

bis vacation with bis sunt. Mrs. Coleman
Hodgkins, at district No. 5. Mr. Hodgkins is accompanied by bis wife and two
children, who will remain during the

L. Tripp, who has been visiting
In Levant the past two months, Is home
Her mother, Mrs. W. H. Rice, accompanied her borne for a short stay.
The C. E. social last Friday eveuh.^
was a pleasant affair, and the treasury
was well replenished.
The presence of
several out-of-town gueats added much

Mrs. Gay Bennett and daughter are visiting Guy Lawrence and wife at Weal
Da Idols.

Mrs. A.

enjoyment.

The bearta of our people are rejoiced to
see Mrs. W. K. King home again, and on
the road to complete recovery.
Mra. Angie Linacott, who has been visiting in Portland, la home. Her daughter,

Hodgkins and infant
Elinor, returned with

Raymond
granddaughter
Mrs.

her.

Rev. A. L. Lorrimer, of Presque Isle,
filled the pulpit moat acceptably last

Sunday.

July

Pooler & Dean have finished operatic n
their lot below Fort Knox, and are
dismantling the mill.

pn

j
|

H.

of Deer

Miss Merle Small, of Deer
town visiting her schoolmates.

Rita Staples, went
Monday to attend the

Isle,

lain

to
Stonlngton,
teachers’ summer

There will be an excosion on the
to Bass Harbor, Thursday.

Flo and

Ruby

Webb aud family, of Portland,
arrived for toe summer in the Stubbs
house on Buck street.
The famous Switzer brook spring below
Fort Knox is being drawn on for a supply
of water for the market.
Charles Bails, who is In an architect's1
office in Boston, is spending bis vacation 1
with his parents in town.

The death of ilowara B. Rich, a weil- I
North Bucksport resident, occurred on Wednesday.
but for

some

of this town,
time operator for the West-

-Unjcitiucmni'.a.

MADE Dll A NEW IAN
THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
A BOON TO MANKIND

“1 wish to my a few word* In praise cf
True L. F. Axwoid'a Baxter a. I have taken!*
for rears and find It to fc# the beat all round
laxative medicine 1 can fet. I was fee; r,C
*»
very ted lust aprincar.d took aeveral bon
and it made me feel like a new man. if t.-. s
testimonial wi.l beef any use toyou in tncreas
ir.f the sale cf ycurmecidne you are dttWtT
to use It. This medicine la surely a boonJo
all mankind. ”—5. V. Gordon,<.k*stcndilt. Mi

TRUE L. F. RENEWS THE ENERGIES AND IMPARTS VIGOR AND
STRENGTH TO BODY AND MIND

THE

THOUSANDS OF CLARIONS
all around you are working for
tlieir owners’ interests all the
time.

The ladies of Atlantic will meet at the
church Thursday afternoon to see what
be done about repairing it.

Stephen Dunham went Monday to Stonto visit bis mother.

Saturday there vrill be an excursion to
Long Island, (Frencbboro), returning by moonlight.
8.
July 19.

>

Outer

8EDUWICK.

Roy E. Dority,

who has been visiting
father, A. H. Dority, has returned to
Massachusetts.

bis

Roland E. Carter, who has been yachting, is home for a short visit. He will go
on one of the BAB Co’s boats when he
returns.
Mrs. O. P. Carter leaves Tuesday for
Lynn, Mass. She will be accompanied by
her granddaughter, Miss Lens B. Will-

C.

No other range oould give
hotter results.
When you decide that your
old stove isn’t doing its duty and
wastes too much fuel, you will
find the change to a CLARION
most satisfactory from every

standpoint.

If the CLARION agent is not
you, write to us.

Miss Alice Turner, of Massachusetts, is
visiting her lather, Austin 8. Turner.

iams, of Biuehlli.
July 18.

residence.

The hark Keheeea Crowell, Capt. G. W.
Dow, came up through the narrow# under
full tail Friday afternoon, and baa led
into the dock to dtaebarge eighty ton* of
coal which aha brought aa baila«t from
New York. Hue will load paving Mocks
at Frankfort for Havana.

m

can

ton

aununer

Isle, la In

school.

ing

Judge O. P. Conningbem baa sold bt*
r^Manct on Franklin afreet to Major
John B. Darling, who will use it »* a

Horace

Harry Richards, formerly

ATLAT1C.
Miss Dora Carman,
town visiting friends.

tn*

have

known

19.

Bratnard and wife, of Portland,
have arrived for the summer at
lr cottage at Hart pond, K#*t D^an'l.

P. B.

Conn.,

Mill vale.

season.

to the

U. Collins and wife, of Rockland,

spending a few week# at Dresner's In
the Long Pond district.
John W. Snow and wife, of Brockton,
•re visiting George 11. Soow and wife at

Lamolne.
toy,

Union at Camden, ha# h«**-n c g*ged
play juvenile lead* with the Gtrtide,
Cui'dil <k Mack repertoire compauy, and
wilt join them bept. 1.

•rn

to

other pager

near

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.

**88“ WOOD & BISHOP CO., luM. «•

Sold by

J. p. ELDRIDQE. Ellsworth

